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HIGHLIGHTS OF ESONE ·ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
WARSAW, SEPTEMBER 1974 
The ESONE Annual General Assembly was 
held during 18th-20th September in the Forum 
Hotel, Warsaw, Poland. The international sig-
nificance for CAMAC of this first meeting of the 
ESONE Committee in Eastern Europe was noted 
by H. Meyer in his opening review of ESONE 
activities during his year of office as Chairman. The 
year had been notable for the formation of CAMAC 
Associations and the enthusiasm shown for these 
by both Users and Suppliers of CAMAC equip-
ment and systems. The outstanding and continued 
·co-operation between the NIM Committee in the 
U.S.A. and the ESONE Committee in Europe has 
resulted in publication of the Serial Highway 
Description and agreement on the text of the 
Intermediate Language IML. Further to this, the 
foundation had been laid for closer cooperation 
between laboratories in East and West Europe on 
the CAMAC standard and its applications and the 
task of obtaining IEC recommendations, based on 
the CAMAC standard, had made good progress. 
The Chairman of the Dataway Working Group 
reported the publication of the Description of the 
Serial Highway and Amendments to it. The final 
specification of the Serial Highway would have 
the same basis as the description. 
Standardisation of DC voltage and current 
-signals, which should be used in industrial or 
medical systems, was a topic reported by the 
Chairman of the Analogue Working Group. Three 
classes of signal receivers were under discussion, 
one single-ended and two others floating with 
common-mode voltages of ± 10 volts or ±400 
volts. _ 
The Mechanical Working Group was discussing 
Auxiliary Connectors for industrial or medical use 
but there was no real consensus of opinion, as yet, 
.about how to solve the problem. 
The Annual General Assembly recommended 
that the CAMAC Bulletin might be restructured 
so as to separate items related to ESONE Com-
mittee activities and the promotion of CAMAC 
applications and thereby, the Bulletin could act as 
a publication for both the ESONE Committee and 
the European CAMAC Association. Following 
the very successful 1st CAMAC Symposium in 
Luxembourg, during December 1973, it was an-
nounced that the 2nd CAMAC Symposium would 
be held in Brussels, October 14-16, 1975 and a 
Symposium Organisation Committee has started 
work under the chairmanship of P. Christensen. 
The achievement of the Software Working 
Group in reaching an agreed text for IML, in co-
operation with the NIM Committee, was rec-
ognised by the Assembly's acceptance of IML for 
publication. Probably, IML will have a specifi-
-cation like EUR 4100 and will be one standard 
language for CAMAC. Although it may not solve 
.all problems, it is now an available language. A 
discussion on the use of BASIC as a host language 
in test applications revealed that there are some prob-
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lems with the different interpretations in different 
implementations, therefore the Working Group 
should try to rationalise this situation for imple-
mentations in CAMAC. This rationalisation 
should include implementation of interrupts with 
the aid of preprocessors. The fundamental interest 
in BASIC arises from the fact that untrained person-
nel currently use BASIC and therefore will be 
able to use CAMAC very quickly. At the end of 
the Software discussion, mention was made of the 
collaboration of several ESONE Committee mem-
bers with the European Purdue Workshop. 
A review of the use of CAMAC in Europe re-
vealed considerable expansion of the activities of 
both Organisations and Companies since the last 
Annual Assembly. This had highlighted the need 
for co-operation between Users and Suppliers in 
many diverse areas of application and for this 
reason the European CAMAC Association (ECA) 
had been founded. The Association has already 
Working Groups devoted to specific needs of indus-
trial and medical users. 
B. Macefield from Oxford University, England, 
became the ESONE Chairman for 74/75. 
B. Macefield considered and discussed in his 
outlook possible future activities of the Committee 
and recommended that work should continue 
with all speed to complete the specifications. of 
the Serial Highway and of IML. New work should 
go into the computer network field which becomes 
daily more and more relevant. He believed that 
the relationship between hardware and software 
developments would be closer in the future than 
ever before and the time would come when, for 
example, the message structure specification would 
be of more interest than the hardware interface 
description, since LSI semiconductor develop-
ments would change the scenery from hardwired 
logic to software-controlled microprocessors. 
The ESONE Committee Membership was ex-
panded to include new Members from Dubna, 
USSR, Helsinki, Finland and Berlin, German 
Dem. Rep. 
Because of the resignation of the Secretary from 
CRC, Ispra, Dr. H. Meyer provisionally accepted 
the request for CBNM Geel to provide the Secre-
tariat in the future. 
Seven manufacturers exhibited CAMAC prod-
ucts and systems: Borer, Schlumberger, Emihus, 
Nuclear Enterprises and Ortec from West Europe 
with their well known and diversified products, 
Polan from East Europe with many new modules for 
application in the nuclear field and Metrimpex, 
Budapest, who offered a CAMAC system for 
industrial and medical use. 
At the end of the Assembly, R. Trechcinski and 
his staff were warmly thanked for their hospitality 
and the perfect organisation of the Meeting. An 
invitation for the next Annual Assembly came 
from AEC Ris0, Denmark which was accepted. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
A COMPUTERISED AIR POLLUTION 
MONITORING SYSTEM IN BAVARIA 
by 
J. Landbrecht 
Bayer. Landesamt fur Umweltschutz, Munich, Germany 
Received 25th June 1974 
SUMMARY A multi-component air pollution moni-
toring system is being installed in Bavaria. CAMAC 
equipment controlled by computers of the PDP-11 
family is used extensively for measurement, data acquisition 
and teleprocessing in the many widely-dispersed measure-
ment stations and in the central station. 
INTRODUCTION 
The air pollution monitoring network in Bavaria 
will represent an important step in controlling the 
air quality in Bavaria, and has become necessary 
following the rapid development of this part of the 
Federal Republic from an agricultural into a 
modern industrialized state with considerable 
concentrations of population and industry. 
Experience with previous small environment-
--Realisation in 1974 
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monitoring systems, together with advances in data-
transmission and teleprocessing techniques, the 
decreasing price of computers, and the large 
number of measurement stations that are now 
necessary and the increasing number of pollution 
parameters to be monitored, all led to a completely 
new kind of automatic, multi-component air-
pollution monitoring system (see Fig. 1). Several 
years of experience in protecting the environment, 
especially in air-pollution control, showed that this 
system should be able to perform or permit the 
following tasks: 
• Intensification of air-pollution monitoring, by 
continuous and long-term measurements of 
parameters such as pollutants and meteorological 
factors; 
<;;? 
I , 
, 
, 
, 
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Fig. 1 Network Configuration 
• Early information about the formation of smog; 
• Notification and observation of dangerous situa-
tions of air-pollution; 
• Derivation of emission data . for establishing and 
updating anti-em1sswn measures, and for pur-
poses of regional planning; 
• Checking the effectiveness of local and regional 
anti-pollution activities; 
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• Scientific investigation of the problem of pollution 
transmission. 
The system, in its final form, will comprise 
eighty measurement stations situated in Bavaria's 
areas of urban-industrial concentration, and a 
central station located in Munich. The total cost 
of the system will be in the region of five million 
dollars. The first stage of construction-which will 
be completed by August 1974-provides for the 
installation of fourteen measurement stations. 
The project is being carried out by the Bavarian 
state department for environmental protection, in 
Munich. 
NETWORK CONFIGURATION 
The selection of the network configuration and 
hardware was made primarily with a view to 
achieving low operating costs, high reliability, long 
intervals for maintenance, and capability of 
expanding the system for the measurement of other 
parameters, for example radiation or the quality of 
water. An automatic on-line measurement system· 
presented itself as the best solution. The links 
between the measurement stations and the central 
station cannot use fixed data-transmission lines 
because of the very high rental fees in Germany 
and the lengths of the links, which are nearly 
500 km (Fig. 1 ). Reasons of cost, alone, therefore 
eliminated confiiurations based on privately leased 
lines. 
UNIBUS 
Investigations then showed that use of the public-
subscriber telephone network, with its high trans-
mission quality, would have lower rentals for data-
transmission, at the same investment costs. 
This meant that the entire system is quite new in 
comparison to previous measuring systems of this 
kind for environmental monitoring. Instead of 
continuous transmission of measured data and 
function checks over fixed lines using frequency-
division or time-division multiplex for instance, 
this is a system whereby data are stored at the 
measurement stations until they are automatically 
requested by the network's central station. The use 
of a mini-computer for acquisition, pre-processing 
and storage of data in the intervals between data 
requests is an evident solution for this application. 
A further characteristic of this network was the 
coupling of the mini-computers in the measurement 
stations to a computer in the central station (see 
Fig. 2) with particularly useful capabilities for 
remote loading and testing of computer software in 
the measurement stations and for fault diagnosis 
throughout the system. 
The outlying measurement stations are controlled 
by the computer in the network's central station and 
selected by the automatic dialing unit there. 
Modems for 1200 bits per second (D1200S) and with 
automatic answering sets (AAE) are provided. Thus 
the stations can send data in digital form to the 
central station or receive control commands from 
the central station. Automatic calling of the 
measurement station occurs every eight hours if the 
air-quality situation is good. If conditions dete-
I I I 
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Fig. 2 System Configuration 
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riorate the cycle is automatically shortened by 
software control or altered at the discretion of the 
operator. 
As the first stage in setting up the network, each 
of the fourteen measurement stations must be 
completely self-sufficient for remote-control pur-
poses. During later expansion of the system, the 
intention is to interconnect to these stations 
additional measurement stations which are located 
within the same local telephone exchange network, 
in order to economize on computers and modems. 
One computer-equipped measurement station in 
each area of operations will thus assume the role 
of a central substation, and the non-intelligent 
measurement stations connected to it will deliver 
measured data on-line. A new data transmission 
system for this application is under development 
now. 
Measurement Station 
The measurement stations are all to be located 
in representative centers of urban-industrial con-
centration. 
Each measurement station is accommodated in 
an insulated, double-walled aluminium housing. 
It contains the sensor system, two 19-inch cabinet 
racks for measuring instruments and another for 
electronic functions and data-processing equipment. 
There is a large selection of measuring instruments 
on the market for monitoring air-pollution para-
meters and sampling meteorological factors. Many 
sensors, however, did not fully comply with the 
exacting requirements for remote-control capability. 
Suitable instrumentation was found for measuring 
sulphur-dioxide, carbon-monoxide, hydrocarbons, 
hydrogen sulphide and dust, plus the meteorological 
parameters wind direction and velocity, air tem-
perature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, pre-
cipitation and solar radiation. Suitable measuring 
instrumentation is still being sought for other 
parameters, such as nitrogen oxides, ozone and 
hydrogen fluoride. 
In principle up to 24 sensors for any parameters 
can be instal1ed in each measurement station, 
although initially a maximum of twelve channels 
will be functioning. However, it is very likely that 
more measuring instruments will be put into 
operation, for such parameters as radiation, noise, 
water pollution and for research purposes in bio-
meteorology. 
The measuring instruments are sampled every 
minutes, and the meteorological sensors every 
5 seconds. The values obtained in this manner are 
formed into half-hour mean values, with their 
variance, in the computer and are stored until 
requested by the central station. These half-hour 
mean values are the fundamental data for all other 
studies. The averaging cycle can easily be reduced to 
ten minutes by software. The analog output of 
every instrument, generally as a current of 0 to 
20 rnA, their digital inputs for controlling zero-
point calibration, and the digital outputs for 
status-check, are interfaced by newly developed 
CAMAC modules to the I/O-modules with an 
8-bit ADC (D0200-1411) and then transferred by 
a single crate controller (CA-llE) to the PDP 11/05. 
The advantages of CAMAC in this data acquisition 
system, because of its modularity and the fact that 
one is quite independent in one's choice of supplies 
in future system modifications, also recommended 
its use for controlling the modems D1200S and the 
automatic dialing unit by the modem interface 
with auto-dial option D0200-2911. This is perhaps 
one of the first applications where CAMAC has 
been used to such a considerable extent outside the 
nuclear field. 
Central Station of the Network 
In the measurement stations the data are pre-
processed and stored, and the various functions of 
the measuring instruments are controlled and 
checked. The main tasks of the central station, 
equipped with a larger computer system are as 
follows: 
• Automatic calling of all measurement stations 
and requesting of data; 
• Control and monitoring of the functions of the 
complete measurement . network, automatically 
or by operator intervention; 
• Automatic readout of data on malfunctioning of 
the system or its components; 
• Automatic announcement of the failure of 
important system components by telephone; 
• Data readout showing the air-pollution situation 
and indication of pollution concentrations referred 
to time and correlated with meteorological data 
for periods of up to four weeks; 
• Smog warnings by telephone; 
• Documentation of all data for further processing; 
• Composition of statistics on failures of measuring 
instruments; 
• Keeping track of dates when maintenance is due 
at the measurement stations; 
• Generation of the mainline programs for the 
satellite computers. 
These tasks not only call for efficient hardware, 
they also require appropriate basic software, 
particularly for real-time applications, and for 
these reasons a PDP 11/45 and the real-time 
operating system RSX-11 D from Digital Equipment 
were chosen. It is worth noting that a PDP 11/40 
would have been sufficient for these tasks, but a 
PDP 11/45 was selected because, later on, laboratory 
instruments such as mass and X-ray spectrometers 
are to be linked to the system. 
In addition to extensive peripherals, including 
various possibilities for storage on magnetic tape 
and disk units, the central station, like the satellite 
measurement stations, is characterized by the use 
of CAMAC for all process electronics. The modem 
control in the central station includes control of the 
automatic dialling unit. 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
The tasks, functions and characteristics of the 
system software have already been briefly outlined, 
and are summarised in Table I. The user functions 
which can be initiated from the central statiqn are 
shown in Table IJ, These are either automatically 
or manually triggered functions for the readout 
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Tabel I Software Structure 
CENTRAL STATION: 
Software for printouts and software communication 
- Function control of central station 
- Teleprocessing software 
- Software for computer dialog 
- Data processing software 
- Data storage 
MEASUREMENT STATION: 
Software control matrix 
- Function control of measurement station 
- Teleprocessing software 
- Software modules for sensor function control 
- Data processing software 
- Data storage software 
of data, for the various control aspects of the system, 
for changing the system parameters and for display 
readouts. In addition to its high technical standard, 
therefore, the system is also configured to ensure 
a high degree of practicality for the user, i.e. those 
working on pollution control. 
CONCLUSION 
The air-pollution monitoring system in Bavaria 
will, if everything continues to run as smoothly as 
it has till now, become operative around August of 
1974. This will provide a considerably better 
foundation for the introduction of effective anti-air-
pollution steps, and programs for conservation of 
the environment. It will also provide warnings of 
dangerous instances of pollution early enough for 
counter-measures to be taken. 
The use of what is largely standardized hardware 
in CAMAC and problem-oriented programming 
languages have led to a flexible system, which can 
be expanded as required, and also permit com-
Table II System Dialog Functions 
1. SYSTEM PRINTOUTS 
- Printout of data for last 8 hours 
- Printout of data for last day 
- List of sensor in measurement stations 
- List of sensor parameters 
- List of measurement stations 
2. SYSTEM FUNCTION CONTROL 
- Data request 
- Time synchronisation 
- Sensor function control 
- Single values request 
3. SYSTEM PARAMETER UPDATING 
- Sensor parameter updating 
- Measurement station parameter updating 
- Maximum concentration values 
- K-value 
4. DISPLAY FUNCTIONS 
- Actual mean-values (1/2 hr) 
- 1 min- data 
- Plot of mean-values (1/2 hr) 
- Plot of daily mean values 
munication of data to interested institutions 
beyond the borders of the state of Bavaria. 
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OBITUARY NOTICE 
BRIAN EDWARD FREDERICK MACEFIELDt 
The sad news of Brian's death on 1st October 
1974 shocked and stunned all his ESONE, NIM 
and CAMAC Association colleagues following so 
closely on his recent election to ESONE Chairman 
74/75 in Warsaw. In many ways, he was larger 
than life itself. Few failed to appreciate his ro-
bustness in argument and discussion and everyone 
enjoyed his company, his beaming smile and his 
kindly consideration for the small things that make 
life that much more pleasant to live. 
After graduating at St. Catherine's College, 
Cambridge, Brian joined the Atomic Energy 
Authority at Aldermaston in 1958 and his early 
work with a neutron physics group involved him 
in an extensive use of computing techniques in the 
solution of complex numerical problems. He was 
associated with work on Monte Carlo type prob-
lems and he devised the Direction Reaction code 
which is used in scientific establishments both in 
Europe and the U.S.A. · 
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In 1963 he joined the Nuclear Physics Labora-
tory at Oxford and formed a Computer Group. 
He pioneered the development of medium sized 
computers for on-line data collection and interac-
tive analysis and several key publications have 
described his work. His efforts were not confined 
to the Oxford scientific community alone because he 
lectured in computing throughout the world and 
served as an adviser to several scientific committees. 
Brian was aged 38 and leaves a widow and two 
young children to whom all his many colleagues 
throughout the world wish to express their sympa-
thetic condolences. 
His passing has robbed the ESONE Committee 
of a Chairman with great potential and determi-
nation to pursue a forward looking programme. 
In particular the Working Groups will not be the 
same without the enthusiasm and expertise which 
he gave to the development of the Serial Highway. 
1 June 1974 
ERRATA AND ADDENDA 
TO SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON CAMAC INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
Supplement to CAMAC Bulletin No. 6, March 1973 
Note: This Errata and Addenda to the Supplement of CAMAC Bulletin No. 6 (TID-25877 as NIM publication) 
has been approved by the NIM and ESONE Committees. It supersedes earlier Errata and Addenda and 
includes all items therein. 
Page 16 - The section number should be L4. 2. 3a not L4. 2. 3. In the box reference 
should be to Section .i.:._U not 4. 2. 4. 
Page 16 - Add the following four sections: 
14.2. 3b Command Acceoted (BX) Response to Graded-L Reouest (BG) 
L4.6a 
The generation of BX by Crate Controller Type References 
A-1 is fully defined for Command Mode oper- TID- 25876 
a lions (Sections 4. 2. 3 and A1. 8). Graded-L EUR 4600 e 1 1972 
operations 1 however I are generally multi- Section 4 • 2 • 3 
addressed I in which case the BX signal at the 
branch driver is an unreliable indication that 
all era tes have responded to the operation. Therefore 1 the Command 
Accepted (BX) response to a Graded-1 Request (BG) is not defined. 
For the guidance of designers, it is recommended that: 
1. When CCA-1 is addressed in a Graded-L operation it should 
generate BX = 0; 
2. During a Graded-L operation the branch driver should not respond 
to the state of the BX line • 
Branch Highway Lines 8Vl-BV5, Free Lines 
In specification TID-25876 (EUR 4600e 1 1972) 
the branch highway lines BVl - BV5 were re-
served for future requirements. Various users 
have since found the need for additional lines 1 
particularly in complex configurations with 
multiple branches and multiple sources of 
commands. The NIM and ESONE Committees 
have therefore authorized the use of lines BVl 
for any use. 
References 
TID-25876 
EUR 4600e 1 1972 
Section 4. 6 and 
Table VI 
'- BV5 as Free Lines 
The specificatipn of Crate Controller Type A (Appendix 1 to TID-
25876 and EUR 4600e) is not affected by this change. No standard 
feature of CCA uses these lines I but they are linked between the 
two branch highway ports (Section 4. 6). Additional features using 
these lines are virtually prohibited by Section Al .1. 
Uses of the signal lines BVl - BV5 and their return lines BVlR -
BV5R must conform to the requirements of TID-25876 (EUR 4600e 1 
1972). Hence, signals on I3Vl - I3V5 must conform to Section 7 
(for example 1 these lines cannot be used for other types of signals 
or for power supplies). Any signal that is asynchronous with 
respect to the Branch Operation should be generated from a source 
that defines the transi lion time in accordance with Sections 4. 3 
and 4. 4. 1. It should be noted that the BV lines are terminated at 
one end of the highway (and preferably at both ends) as specified 
in Section 7. 3 and Table VIII. 
(over) 
LAl.4a 
No standard uses are defined for BV1 - BV5 1 and there may be .con-
flicts between items of equipment using these lines in different ways o 
Designers and manufacturers with well-established conventions for 
the use of these lines are asked to inform the NIM Committee or the 
ESONE Committee 1 so that appropriate guidance can be given to other 
users. 
Front Panel 
Subsection d) of Section A1o4 of TID-25876 
(EUR 4600e 1 1972) refers to Section 4.o3 o3 
of EUR 41 OOe. This is in error. Reference 
should be to Section 4 o 2 o 5. 
References r 
TID-25876 
EtJR 4600e, 1972 
Section Al o 4 
LAl.lOa Dataway In_hibit (I) in Off-line State References 
In TID-25876 and EUR 4600e 1 1972 it is man-
datory that units generating Initialise (Z) 
must also generate I. Units that can generate 
and maintain I must maintain I= 1 until spe-
cifically reset. See Section 5o 5. 2 of TID-
258 75 (EU R 4100e, 1972) • Both these re-
quirements are met by CCA-1 in the on-line 
state o However, Section A1.10 (b) of TID-
TID-25876 
EUR 4600e 1 1972 
Sections Al. 5. 3; 
A1.10 and Figure 7 
TID-25875 
EUR 4100e 1 1972 
Section 5. 5 . 2 
25876 (EUR 4600e, 1972) specifically prohibits the generation of 
I= l in the off-line state other than in response to the front panel 
Inhibit input. The off-line state has been defined in such a way 
that a manual or test controller can be used to test or set up equip-
ment while the crate is off-line. Section A1olO(b) is primarily 
intended to prevent the generation of maintained I= 1 by CCA-1, 
since this has no manual means of resetting I and would obstruct 
any such off-line activities o 
To be consistent with this aim: 
1. Crate controller Type A-1 should generate I as presently defined 
in Sections Al. 5. 3 and AlolO (and as shown in Figure 7); 
2. Any Auxiliary means of generating commands in an off-line era te 
should conform to Section 5 o5 o2 of TID-25875 (EUR 4100e, 1972) 
by generating I= 1 in response to Z · S2. It should preferably main-
tain I= 1 and provide a means of resetting it. 
Paae B 1- In the NIM-CAMAC Software Working Group, Richard F o Thomas 1 Jr. 
is Chairman and W. Kenneth Dawson is Secretary. 
Page Bl- In the NIM-CAMAC Mechanical & Power Supplies Working Group, Lee 
J. Wagner, LBL, is Chairman. 
Page Dl- In the CAMAC Dataway Working Group, R. Patzelt is Chairman. 
Paae DJ- Delete the first CAMAC Analog Signal Working Group. The second 
AWG listed is the current one. 
Page Dl- In the CAMAC Analog Working Group, 0. Fromhcim should be identified 
as Secretary w ther than as Chairman. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
ON-LINE CONTROL OF 
A SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR USING CAMAC 
by 
M.E. Newton and B.W. Hogg 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, University of Liverpool, England 
Received 17th June 1974 
SUMMARY A laboratory system has been constructed 
to study direct-digital-control of turbogenerators in 
electric power systems. It consists of a model power system, 
connected to a hierarchical computer system throug 7 a 
CAMAC interface. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many recent publications have considered appli-
cations of modern control theory to improve or 
'optimise' the performance of turbogenerators 1- 3 , 
and significant advances have been claimed in 
terms of stability and control. These schemes 
usually propose co-ordinated control of governor 
and excitation systems, and would be implemented 
by an on-line digital computer. This paper describes 
a laboratory system which has been constructed to 
investigate and assess the problems which arise 
in the practical application of such schemes. It 
consists of a micro-machine system with a hier-
archical computer-control structure. 
MICRO-MACHINE SYSTEM 
The basic components are a 3kVA micro-
alternator and the separately-excited d.c. motor 
which drives it, (Fig. 1). The output of the alternator 
is connected to the laboratory bus bar via a generator 
transformer and lumped series impedance with 
appropriate facilities for measurements, applying 
faults , etc. The alternator has two field windings, 
which are excited by three-phase thyristor bridges. 
The field current of the d. c. motor is held constant, 
so the torque it produces is proportional to the 
armature current I a. This is controlled by a thyristor 
Fig. 1 Direct Digital Control Scheme 
bridge, and is proportional to the output from an 
analogue simulation of the turbine. The system has 
been in use for some time with analogue controllers4 , 
but these have now been replaced by a digital 
computer, as shown in Fig. 1. Various quantities, 
such as terminal voltage, rotor angle, speed, etc. are 
measured and fed through a.d.c. 's to the computer. 
This calculates the appropriate control signals, 
which are output through d.a.c.'s. 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
In principle, replacement of the original analogue 
controllers by digital equipment does not appear to 
present any great difficulty. However, in practice 
the specification of a precise hardware configuration 
and the implications in terms of software must be 
considered carefully. The system must be sufficiently 
fast to provide a significant level of on-line computa-
tion, and be able to deal with a variety of events 
with differing orders of priority. In particular, some 
form of interrupt facility is necessary to detect large 
disturbances and initiate immediate action. As a 
research facility, it is also desirable that the system 
be as flexible as possible, and suitable for future 
modification and extension. 
At about the time that this was being considered, 
it was proposed that a computer system be estab-
lished at Liverpool University for on-line exper-
imentation and control. This would provide a 
service to other Departments, and would be based 
on a central computer in the University Computer 
Laboratory. 
It was decided to set up this system initially between 
the Computer Laboratory and the Department of 
Electrical Engineering and Electronics. 
The computer system has three distinct levels. A 
mainframe processor ( 40 K) is connected to a 
front-end processor (24 K) by a high-speed parallel 
data highway (30 000 baud). The front-end computer 
services a number of satellite mini-computers 
which are used for on-line experiments. This is 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. 
DISK 
LP. 
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DEPT. ELEC . ENG . 
Fig. 2 Computer System 
One of the mini-computers (12K) is adjacent to 
the micro-machine, and connected to it by a General 
Purpose Interface (manufactured by UKAEA, 
Culham Laboratory) and a CAMAC system. The 
mini-computer has access to the mainframe 
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processor via the 24 K machine. This scheme has 
a number of advantages. The extensive and costly 
peripheral equipment in the Computer Laboratory 
is available to the satellite computer, so that few 
peripheral devices are necessary on site. All main 
programs are developed and tested on the 40K 
computer. 
HARDWARE INTERFACE 
This is a CAMAC system, employing a Type Al 
crate controller. The adoption of a modular 
hardware system which conforms to internationally 
standardised specifications has obvious advantages. 
It is a very flexible arrangement which can be altered 
or extended easily and economically, and is of 
proven reliability. Initially, to minimise the problems 
involved in changing over to direct digital control 
(d.d.c.), it was decided to make as little alteration as 
possible to the original system. Consequently, the 
existing transducers were used to supply analogue 
signals to a.d.c.'s. In the future, these will probably 
be replaced by digital transducers. 
The outputs from the computer are taken through 
d.a.c.'s to controllers in the field circuits, and hence 
via drivers to the thyristors. When the system has 
been thoroughly tested, the controllers will be 
removed, and the outputs from the computer will 
control the firing of individual thyristors. In the 
simulation of the turbine and governor system, the 
computer provides the input to an analogue 
simulation of the turbine (Fig. 1). 
In addition to d.a.c.'s and a.d.c.'s, the CAMAC 
modules include a LAM grader, branch terminator, 
real-time clock, registers, etc. This is sufficient to 
implement d.d.c. of the micro-machine. Sub-
sequently, in the light of operating experience, 
further modules will be obtained or constructed, 
as necessary. 
SOFTWARE 
The mainframe computer works under E4S, an 
executive system with multi-programming and 
multi-access facilities. The front-end processor and 
mini-computer use MISER 6 , which is adaptable, 
and economical on core space. All the system soft-
ware, including the subroutines to manage CAMAC, 
is written in CORAL 66 7, a general-purpose 
language designed for real-time applications. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The laboratory system which has been described 
here is now being tested. It will be used to study the 
integrated control of governor and excitation sys-
tems for generators in power systems, and to 
determine the extent to which optimal control can 
be achieved. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC IN INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
During the Annual Meeting of the I.E.E.E. -
Industrial Applications Society, Pittsburgh -
October 7-10 1974, several papers were presented 
that considered CAMAC in industrial control 
systems: 
- 'Standardized Instrumentation System for Com-
puter Automated Measurement and Control' 
Louis Costrell, National Bureau of Standards. 
- 'Interfacing Standardization in the Large Con-
trol System' 
Frank Willard, Westinghouse Electric Corpo-
ration. 
- 'Functional Instrumentation Modules' 
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Lowell Klaisner, Kinetic Systems, 
Frederick Joerger, Joerger Enterprises. 
- 'System Design Considerations When Using 
Computer-Independent Hardware' 
William Lyon and Dale Zobrist, Aluminum 
Company of America. 
- 'Serial Data Highway for Remote Digital 
Control' 
Lowell Klaisner, Kinetic Systems. 
- 'Demonstrating Process Control Standards -
an Exercise in Success' 
Felix Bearden, Modular Computer Systems, 
Paul Fassbender, Data General Corporation. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
A FAST MULTI-USER CAMAC SYSTEM FOR 
DATA ACQUISITION, WITH AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLERS 
by 
Per Hoy- Christensen 
The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
Received 24th June 1974 
SUMMARY This multi-user multi-crate CAMAC 
system for data acquisition is controlled by an RC 4000 
computer, and uses command generators for autonomous 
transfers. Look-at-Me demands are serviced through the 
Branch Highway, in conjunction with control highways 
within each crate. Some applications of the system are 
described. 
INTRODUCTION 
The tandem accelerator laboratory of the Niels 
Bohr Institute is located 35 km from Copenhagen 
near Roskilde and is centred around a Van der 
Graaff accelerator. This 9.5 MV machine is capable 
of producing fast accelerated ions which are used 
to bombard targets of different elements for 
investigations of nuclear structure. 
In 1970 the laboratory received a large Danish-
manufactured time-sharing computer, 'RC 4000', 
now equipped with 64k words of 24-bit core store, 
512k drum, 2M disc, 2 IBM-compatible magtapes, 
and a dual graphic display unit with refresh memory. 
It was mainly to be used for on-line data collection 
from the nuclear electronics, but also for processing 
the data. It was planned to use a CAMAC multicrate 
system in order to interface several fast nuclear 
analogue to digital converters (ADC), memories of 
existing pulse-height analyzers, scalers etc. A 
decision was taken to use commercially-available 
CAMAC equipment whenever possible. Therefore 
it was decided to use the normal branch highway 
system. One of the aims was to make the system as 
flexible and reliable as possible, because the 
experiments are changed from day to day. It should 
also include the possibility of operating as a multi-
user system. 
SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS 
AND SOlUTION 
As a multi-user system, it needs software protec-
tion against mutual destruction of the data belonging 
to different simultaneous users. Generally one 
CAMAC module can only be utilized by one user 
at a time, while the crate itself can be shared. 
The solution of the software structure will be 
described in a future paper. 
SYSTEM IMPlEMENTATION 
In order to handle the fast data-flow it was 
necessary to use the direct memory access of the 
computer, because a system based on interrupts 
alone would be much too slow. But the problem 
was then to get a flexible control of the CAMAC 
system. 
We chose to combine some features from the 
old Harwell 7000 series multicrate system1 with the 
Branch Highway of the ESONE multicrate system. 
The Harwell system used small controlling units 
called 'Sequential Command Generators' (CG) 
connected to a small active store. These CG's 
could be appiied with minor modifications. A 
specially designed command generator called 
'Entry Condition Command Generator' (ECCG) 
is used for computer control of the different units. 
The computer interface is divided into two parts: 
a general interface for the computer and a Branch 
Driver (BD) for the CAMAC system. 
The interface is designed with 8 channels. It 
allows each on-line user to operate one or more 
channels. One of the eight channels is normally 
used for control and is shared between the users. 
Start and end addresses for each channel, specified 
by the computer monitor, define an area in the core 
store and are loaded into a register stack in the 
interface. The channels can be enabled to operate 
in three modes: random access mode, block mode, 
and control mode. A 3-bit code specifies which 
channel the CAMAC system wants to access. Two 
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Fig. 1 System Configuration 
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24-bit data buses for incoming and outcoming data, 
with optocouplers for galvanic separation, are 
included in the interface. 
The branch driver couples the Branch Highway 
to a Control Highway for commands from the 
CG's, as well as to the communication bus from 
the computer. 
The system configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
In each crate the 'Look-at-Me' signals (L) from 
the Crate Controller A and the previous crates are 
patched in a special designed 'Lam Grader' (LG) 
also giving the possibility of using normal branch 
demands for special module interrupts. From the 
LG's, the L signals are connected to the CG's by 
means of the 'Control Highway'. In the CG there 
is a scanner which scans all the L signals cyclicly. 
Each L number is an address for the program 
store which can be read by the CG via a special 
'program highway'. The store is loaded through 
the Branch Highway and Dataway. A 2-bit code 
in the store specifies the start, continuation and 
end of an autonomous transfer and the subsequent 
bits give the CNAF code and also the channel code 
(Ch) for a possible computer transfer. 
If a certain L demands an autonomous CAMAC 
transfer, and the appropriate CG has been enabled, 
this CG is ready to start a sequence of CAMAC 
operations. It indicates this by a request flag on the 
control highway. When permission is granted by 
the Branch Driver, the instructions from the CG 
are passed through the control highway to the 
Branch Driver and distributed to the different 
crates via the normal Branch Highway. 
Permission is granted to the different CG's 
according to a priority scheme but, after the first 
CG, only those CG's that already have given a 
request will be served, one after another. This 
feature is one of the changes compared to the 
original Harwell system. 
When the computer wants to control the system 
(to enable some units, load CG stores etc.) it 
signals to the ECCG by means of a special flag 
line from the interface. This ECCG has the highest 
priority, but its action can be delayed just as the 
other CG's until an existing CG operation in 
progress has been completed, which can be detected 
from the control highway. The information for it is 
then passed through the Branch Highway. 
The interface will immediately disable a CG when 
data stored in sequential block mode reaches the 
end address of the data area, or if an address for 
random access mode exceeds the specified area in 
the core store. Under these conditions an interrupt 
is sent to the program. The computer program 
must then take the initiative to re-enable the CG, 
if necessary. 
SYSTEM APPLICATION 
An application for one user could be a coincidence 
setup of several parameters. Each detector for 
gamma rays or particles is connected to an ADC. 
When a certain ADC completes a digitization, the 
L from this ADC starts a sequence which reads and 
clears the ADC, writes the ADC word to a buffer 
register in a coincidence module, presents the 
ADC word as an address to the interface in random 
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access mode, reads out the contents of the computer 
word and increments this. If an event digitized by 
an ADC has no correlation with other ADC's, only 
the last part of the sequence is effective because the 
coincidence module is blocked. It will just give a 
contribution to the single spectrum. When the 
coincidence module has received all the parameters, 
it also gives an L. It will then be read and cleared, 
and the combined data word is presented to the 
interface in block mode, which gives a contribution 
to the multiparameter spectrum. Because of this 
philosophy it is possible to get different coincidence 
combinations, besides the single spectra, from the 
same experiment. 
It is also possible to interrupt the program by 
means of branch demands from a presettable 
control scaler. 
Another application is a parallel dump of 4k 
memories from pulse-height analyzers. This is done 
in pure block mode operation. 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
One of the future applications will be to use the 
CAMAC system to interface a Teletype-compatible 
device with storage screen, instead of using the 
normal computer bus that serves other peripherals. 
This shows that the modularity and standard-
ization of the CAMAC system are strongly justified. 
Although the old design of CG has proved its 
worth, another improvement of the system will be 
to design a new version of CG. This design has 
already been started. One new feature of this CG 
will be that it will contain a register stack with 
a LAM-table giving a reference address to the 
CG store. Only those L's which have a program in 
the store will be scanned. This idea gives much 
faster scanning. In addition, the frequency of the 
scanner itself can be much improved by using new 
technology. 
The new CG will also have the facility to execute 
conditional commands based on the Q response 
from a module. The advantage of all this will be a 
much faster action than a normal computer 
response. 
CONCLUSION 
In practice during the last couple of years this 
CAMAC system has proved to be very flexible 
and effective and the increased costs of the basic 
system have been recovered during the further 
developments. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
CAMAC READ-OUT SYSTEM FOR WIRE SPARK-CHAMBERS 
OR MULTI-WIRE PROPORTIONAL-CHAMBERS 
by 
M. Pernicka and L. Pregernig 
lnstitut fUr Hochenergiephysik der Osterr. Akademie d. Wissenschaften, Vienna, Austria 
Received 9th Apri/1974 
SUMMARY This system includes a dual 16-bit 
read-in module, with variable-threshold differential inputs 
for the signals from the ferrite core store of a wire spark-
chamber or the amplifiers of a multi- wire proportional 
spark-chamber. A 16-channel ferrite-core-store driver 
module generates output pulses of adjustable amplitude, 
width and polarity. 
INTRODUCTION 
Spark and multi-wire proportional-chambers are 
used as particle detectors for high-energy physics 
experiments. Wire spark-chambers contain the 
information about the track of the particle in their 
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Fig. 2 Proportional-chamber Read-out 
ferrite-core memory. Multi-wire proportional-cham-
bers supply a continuous flow of 'small-signal' 
information. 
So for read-out from these detectors a 16-channel 
single-pulse driver (16 x bipolarer Treiber1) and a 
dual 16-input receiver (2 x 16 Read-ln2) have been 
designed. 
16-CHANNEL DRIVER 
This single-width CAMAC module features 
outputs for positive or negative polarity pulses on 
16 channels. The pulse width may be varied by a 
potentiometer on the front panel; the pulse height 
depends on the externally connected power supply 
(within the maximum ratings of the output tran-
sistors). Additionally, the rise and fall times of each 
output can be adjusted. The command F(l2) causes 
a pulse of negative polarity, and F(14) a pulse of 
positive polarity on the output selected by sub-
address. This is useful for testing ferrite cores, 
which may be set by a positive pulse and reset by a 
negative output pulse. 
2 X 16 READ-IN 
This single-width module accepts differential-
signal input data, changes it (depending on the 
variable threshold) to TTL-levels, stores it in two 
16-bit parallel entry registers and transfers it to the 
Dataway in Read commands. Registers are cleared 
by External Clear or from the Dataway. External 
gate inputs for each register, and a common 
Disable from the Dataway, are provided. Data 
entry into the registers causes a LAM to the Data-
way and a signal to the DC-OR output (NIM) on 
the front panel. Input sensitivity can be adjusted 
between 5-500 m V by the variable threshold. The 
polarity of the threshold. 
The signals are received undelayed, and are 
stored. The external NIM-logic decides whether 
the information in the registers is to be cleared or 
transferred to the Dataway. During the decision 
time of the logic the input gates are disabled. That 
is the reason for this system working with a dead 
time. It will be used only for lower counting rates. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
OPTICAL LINK FOR THE CAMAC 
BRANCH HIGHWAY THROUGH A SCREENED CAGE 
by 
A. J. Putter 
Association EURATOM-FOM, FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica, Rijnhuizen, Jutphaas, The Netherlands 
Received 26th Apri/1974 
SUMMARY Plasma physics experiments cause enor-
mous electro-magnetic interference, and therefore mea-
suring equipment is usually situated in a screened cage. 
For data communications to a central computer the CAMA C 
parallel Branch Highway passes through the wall of the 
screened cage via an optical/ink. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
In our Laboratory we have a PDP-15 computer 
with a CAMAC CA-15 interface for on-line data 
acquisition and control of several plasma-physics 
experiments. At some of these experiments fast 
capacitor discharges take place (100-1000kJ within 
a few microseconds), not only making a problem of 
how to control the experiment, but even powerful 
enough to destroy any measuring equipment. 
To protect the computer and its peripherals, all 
instruments in the vicinity of the experiment are 
Fig. 1 
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Schematic Diagram of Branch Highway 
System with Optical Link 
located in a screened cage. The computer is situated 
in the centre of the building, far from the experi-
ments, to serve a number of them. The communica-
tion between computer and screened cage is 
accomplished by the Branch Highway (see Fig. 1), 
consisting of a double-screened cable (100 metres 
long) with twisted conductor pairs. At both ends 
the cable is connected to symmetrical line drivers 
(DM 8831) and line receivers (SN 75107). To avoid 
ground loops via the ground connections of the 
computer and the screened cages (when such a loop 
is present the computer does not function correctly) 
a galvanic isolation between computer and cage is 
necessary. 
By using an optical coupling through the shielding 
walls of the cage, a conducting loop in the Branch 
Highway cable is avoided and the high-frequency 
common-mode interference is decreased to a bare 
minimum. 
Another important benefit is that, by optical 
coupling in and out, no signal interference is 
transferred into the screened cage. For this reason 
all other signal and command conductors are 
optically coupled into the screened cage and out 
of it. 
OPTICAL LINK 
The optical coupling comprises a light-emitting 
diode (Monsanto, type ME4), a light-conducting 
glass-fibre bundle (5mm cross section and 50cm 
long), and a photo diode (Monsanto, type MD2). 
Outside the screened cage a unit containing line 
drivers and line receivers, light drivers and light 
receivers, and a power supply, is enclosed by a 
double-shielded case. The Branch Highway cable 
is fed into this case together with the power line 
from the computer. The light guides pass into the 
screened cage through the holes of the mesh-
window. In the screened cage are light drivers and 
light receivers, translating to the standard configura-
tion of the Branch Highway to which the Crate 
Controllers Type A are connected. The total delay 
of the light coupling, including the line driver and 
line receiver, is 100-250 nanoseconds. The difference 
between individual channels is caused by the spread 
in performance of the light-emitting diodes and the 
optical fibre bundles. 
To achieve correct timing of the Branch Highway 
the difference in delay is compensated by an extra 
delay in the BTA and BTB signals. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A FAST DIGITAL MULTIPLIER FOR CAMAC 
by 
P. Hawkins 
Central Electricity Research Laboratories, Leatherhead, England 
Received 10th June 1974 
SUMMARY This CAMAC module has been developed 
at CERL for telecommunication-signal cross-correlation in 
an experimental power-system protection scheme. It multi-
plies two 12-bit numbers in 280 ns. 
INTRODUCTION 
In connection with studies of improved tele-
communication signalling methods, particularly 
for power system protection applications, systems 
using digital matched filters are being developed at 
CERL. The filtering is achieved by correlation 
techniques in which samples of signals from the 
communication channel are cross-correlated with a 
stored replica of the expected signal waveform. 
The cross-correlation involves multiplication and 
averagmg. 
For reasons of convenience it was decided to use 
CAMAC for an experimental protection inter-
tripping system. However, it was found that a 
suitable digital multiplier was not available as a 
CAMAC module. This paper describes the design 
of a module which has been constructed at CERL 
to fulfil the requirement, and which is generally 
applicable by users of CAMAC requiring a fast 
12-bit multiplier. 
d 
FAIRCHILD 
9344 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT 
EACH BLOCK BELOW 
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METHOD 
There are two common methods of achieving 
multiplication in digital systems, using either 
software multiplication or a specialised hardware 
device. The software approach is wasteful in 
program storage space and in execution time, 
especially in autonomous CAMAC systems where 
the program space may be limited, and a typical 
12-bit CAMAC multiply routine may take one or 
two ms. 
In the hardware approach the system can be 
either a shift-and-add serial process or a parallel 
logic process. The former requires clocking, using 
more sophisticated logic circuits, and is also quite 
slow. Using standard logic circuits a serial 12-bit 
multiplier would have a multiply time of 20-40 J.lS. 
CAMAC read-write cycles in a 7025 controller take 
approximately 6 J.lS and so to be able to multiply 
within one such cycle the operating time of the 
multiplier is chosen to be less than this. In fact the 
choice of integrated circuit defines the speed at 
280ns. 
Design Details of Multiplier Block 
The multiplier makes use of an integrated circuit 
(Fairchild, type 9344) which has recently become 
an 4 BIT INPUT 
c 
d 
2 BIT INPUT 
2 BIT PARTIAL PRODUCT FROM PREVIOUS BLOCK 
4 BIT PARTIAL PRODUCT FROM PREVIOUS BLOCK 
A AND B INPUTS HAVE BEEN OMITTED FOR CLARITY THE NUMBERS INSIDE THE BLOCKS ARE THE 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE 4 AND 2 BIT INPUTS RESPECTIVELY e.g . 46MEANS a 4AND b6 
Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Multiplier Module 
available, using medium scale integration techni-
ques. The device is an interconnection of gates and 
adders which forms a digital4-bit by 2-bit multiplier, 
producing a 6-bit product. The CAMAC module 
described uses eighteen integrated circuits type 9344, 
interconnected so as to form a 12-bit by 12-bit 
multiplier. This is achieved by subdivision of the 
two 12-bit words into three 4-bit words and six 2-bit 
words respectively, e.g. if A and B represent the two 
12-bit words, then they may be represented as: 
A= a0 .2° +a4 .24 +as .2s 
and: 
B=b0 .2°+b2 .22 +b4 .24 +b6 26 +bs.2s+b10 .210 
where a0 represents the four least significant bits 
of A, a4 represents the middle four bits etc., and b0 
represents the two least significant bits of B etc. 
Thus the product A. B will be represented as: 
AB = a0 b0 .2° +a0 b2 .22 +(a0 b4 +a4 b0).24 + 
+(a0 b6 +a4 b2 ). 26 +(a0 bs +a4 b4 +as b0 ). 2s + 
+(a0 b1 0 +a4 b6 +asb2). 210 +(a4 bs +asb4 ). 212 + 
+ (a4 b10 +asb6 ). 214 +as bs. 216 +as b10 . 21 s 
The ten partial products so formed may be 
combined to provide the 24-bit word as shown in 
Fig. 1, from which the input connections have been 
omitted for clarity. 
Input Circuits 
The multiplier is designed to operate on 12-bit 
numbers presented on the least significant bit 
positions of the CAMAC Dataway. These bits are 
therefore gated into the input registers of the 
multiplier on receipt of the appropriate program 
commands. 
Standard 4-to-16line decoder circuits are used to 
decode the sub-address, station address and function 
outputs from the CAMAC Dataway. The input 
gating is such that the A input register is loaded with 
the 12 bits of data from the Dataway by an over-
write (F16) instruction on sub-address 0 or 2. The B 
input register is loaded similarly at sub-address 1 
or 2. The outputs from the A and B registers form 
the inputs to the multiplier shown in Fig. 1. 
By appropriate selection of the sub-address the 
input information may thus be loaded, either 
separately into each · of the two registers for multi-
plication or, alternatively, simultaneously into both 
registers for squaring. 
Output Circuits 
The CAMAC read-write instruction time is 
substantially greater than the propagation time 
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through the multiplier chain (1 JlS mm1mum for 
CAMAC instructions against 280ns for 12 x 12 bit 
multiplication). This means that there is no need 
for the multiplier to give a response to indicate that 
it has finished. The product can be read by the next 
CAMA C instruction. 
The outputs from the multiplier are inverted and 
then gated by a read instruction (FO), at sub-
address 0, onto the 24 read lines of the Data way. 
CONSTRUCTION 
The prototype was constructed as a double-width 
CAMAC module because integrated circuit sockets 
and ordinary wiring were used. A version with 
soldered connections and printed circuit wiring 
would occupy a single-width module. 
PERFORMANCE 
A measurement of the time taken from input 
gating to output product gave a value for propaga-
tion time of approximately 0.25 JlS, as specified by 
the manufacturer of the multiplier circuit. The 
module was checked in a CAMAC program by 
multiplying every possible 12-bit number (between 0 
and 4095) by every other number, giving nearly 
17 million calculations, in both a software multi-
plication routine and the new module. Subtraction 
of the outputs of the two multipliers gave a result 
of zero showing correct functioning. In the event of 
a result other than zero the program would have 
stopped and displayed the current input numbers. 
The multiplier twice passed this test. 
The module has been successfully used in a 
CAMAC system for correlation measurements at 
CERL. 
CONCLUSION 
A 12-bit multiplier with a basic operating time 
of 280ns has been designed and built as a CAMAC 
module. Its performance is such that input data 
may be fed in on one CAMAC instruction and the 
output read on the next. The approximate compo-
nent cost of the module was £200. The design is 
suitable for general use in CAMAC where a fast 
digital multiplier is required. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A CAMAC INTERFACE 
FOR TEKTRONIX WAVEFORM DIGITIZERS 
by 
J.P. Vanuxem 
NP Division, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
Received 10th June 1974 
SUMMARY A CAMAC module has been designed, as 
a result of collaboration with Tektronix, to interface the 
Digital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO) and the Transient 
Digitizer (R7912) to the CAMAC Dataway. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the field of signal analysis, TEKTRONIX have 
recently issued two powerful digitizers, which are 
normally connected to a computer to realise their 
full capabilities. These instruments are the Digital 
Processing Oscilloscope (DPO) and the Transient 
Digitizer (R7912). They can digitize analogue 
signals, and usually store them in an internal 
memory before the digitized waveforms are read 
and processed by the computer. Both the DPO 
and the R 7912 can acquire fast repetitive signals. 
The DPO can, in addition, record slow single 
events, while single events with sub-nanosecond 
rise times can be captured by the R 7912. 
Until now TEKTRONIX usually provided their 
customers with a complete system consisting of 
either of these waveform digitizers directly inter-
faced to a PDP-11 mini-computer. Direct interfacing 
with other computers, although quite possible, 
creates some problems owing to the great variety 
of mini-computers available to-day. Therefore, it 
was felt strongly desirable, particularly in CERN, 
to have a standard CAMAC interface. Any 
CAMAC user could utilize this to connect a 
TEKTRONIX instrument to his own computer, 
without having either to buy a 'dedicated' (PDP-11) 
computer, or to build a special interface to an 
existing computer. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
This interface is a double-width CAMAC 
module. It will usually drive only one Acquisition, 
Processor and Display (APD) assembly (which 
becomes a true digital processing oscilloscope when 
connected to a computer), or one R7912 Transient 
Digitizer. However, it can drive a combination of 
up to 8 of these instruments, which are linked 
together and to the interface through a common 
bus. Fig. 1 shows an example of a system consisting 
of two APD's and one R7912. 
APO/R7912 
CTR 
(CAMAC module 
COMPUTER 
TO CAMAC 
INTERFACE 
COMPUTER 
COMMON BUS 
CONNECTOR 
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R7912 
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Common Bus Structure 
The common bus consists of 26 unbalanced 
twisted pairs and is responsible for transferring 
information (address, data or interrupt) between 
the interface and each instrument. Under normal 
environments its total length can be as much as 
75 feet. Three kinds of transactions can be per-
formed on the common bus during a normal 
command _operation: they allow the interface to 
WRITE ADDRESS, WRITE DATA (APD only) 
or READ DATA via the controller of an instrument. 
Both types of instruments have an internal memory, 
but this memory is accessed differently: the R7912 
contains a purely sequential memory (which the 
interface can only read not requiring any address 
information before transferring data; the APD, on 
the other hand, has a random access memory 
Fig. 2 The Interface Module 
necessitating a WRITE ADDRESS operation 
before either a WRITE DATA or a READ DATA 
operation is performed. Nevertheless, the APD 
memory is usually scanned through by reading (or 
loading) a complete waveform which occupies 
512 consecutive ('sequential') locations. An auto-
matic insertion of WRITE ADDRESS operations 
between successive READ DATA (or WRITE 
DATA) operations on the common bus has been 
implemented in the interface, with incrementation 
of the address value. 
This feature allows a continuous CAMAC data 
flow, even with the APD random access memory, 
thus permitting block transfers of data on the 
CAMAC Dataway in all cases. When transferring 
a block of data to (or from) an APD, only the 
starting address of the block in the APD memory 
has to be given to the interface, and, after having 
enabled the automatic address-increment feature, 
the computer can then open a DMA channel to 
transfer a block of data at full speed. 
CAMAC Features 
A block transfer (Read or Write) with an APD 
has always a defined length (usually 512 words), 
but a block transfer (Read only) with an R 7912 has 
an unknown length, in which case the response 
Q = 0 is used to terminate the block. As an alter-
native, a LAM can also be used to notify the 
computer that the end of the block has been 
reached. In both cases, the CAMAC operations 
can be synchronized by means of the HOLD 
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feature, or a LAM-line, or the PI line, or a front-
panel connector. All the possible combinations of 
these block transfer facilities therefore give a wide 
choice to the CAMAC system designer. 
Although block transfers of data are used 
extensively by this CAMAC module, program 
control instructions are also possible. The repertoire 
of instructions gives the software user full flexibility 
and consists of 9 data register instructions and 
19 LAM-handling instructions. 
In the interface, input and output data buffers 
allow a time overlap between CAMAC cycles and 
common bus cycle.s. 
Three LAM sources are available: 
• SYNC (state of readiness of the interface); 
• BE (end of block, from the R 7912); 
• INT (interrupt from one of 8 instruments). 
These LAM sources have 3 associated mask bits 
for software control. In the interface the instruments 
have an assigned priority which allows multiple 
interrupts to occur simultaneously on the common 
bl}s. Two Dataway connectors allow better LAM 
hai1dling. 
This interface is a standard CAMAC double-
with module fulfilling all requirements of the 1972 
edition of BUR 4100. 
REFERENCE 
For a more detailed description, see: 
CERN CAMAC Note 51-00 
(APD/R7912 Controller type 161) 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A SYSTEM CONTROLLER 
FOR SIGMA 2/3 RXDS COMPUTERS 
by 
M. Wiemers and B. Martin 
Max-Pianck-lnstitut fi.ir Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany 
Received 17th June 1974 
SUMMARY This system controller for program-con-
trolled operations interfaces the SIGMA 2/3 RXDS 
computer to the CAMAC Branch Highway.lt was developed 
in order to introduce CAMAC into the Max-Pianck-
lnstitut fur Kernphysik, as no other controller for the 
SIGMA 2/3 computer was available. 
INTRODUCTION 
At the Max-Planck-Institut ftir Kernphysik, 
Heidelberg, a CAMAC System Controller for 
programmed data transfer between the CAMAC 
Branch Highway and a SIGMA 3 computer 
(RXDS) has been developed. The three functional 
parts of the System Controller (Branch Driver, 
Logic, and Computer Interface) allowed modular 
construction. Some of the functional units, the 
CAMAC oriented ones, belong to manufactured 
products1 . 
DATA TRANSMISSION 
The basic element of SIGMA 3 information is a 
I6-bit word. Therefore two data memories exist in 
the System Controller, one for eight and one for 
sixteen bits, to subdivide a 24-bit CAMAC word. 
Hence, a complete transmission of a 24-bit CAMAC 
word needs two computer read or write operations. 
Four Crate Registers, and registers for Station 
Number, Sub Address and Function are used to 
specify the address of the information to be trans-
ferred. TheN and A registers, and one C Register, 
are shift registers. 
They allow address scanning at the end of every 
CAMAC cycle without any further instruction. 
All the C Registers are available for multi-crate 
addressing. The fourth C Register is a status 
register, which serves to control the on-line crates. 
Its use for addressing is limited to Graded-L 
operations. 
For systems with less than four crates it is 
sufficient to load the Crate Registers once at system 
initialisation. Two bits of the I6-bit SIGMA 
3 address-word are used for the selection of one of 
the three C Address Registers. A CAMAC cycle, 
I: 3 
Function 
Strobe 
CAMAC 
Cycle 
I 
once started, has to be terminated after I 0 ).!Sec. 
Time out errors, perhaps due to false addressing, 
will create a SIGMA 3 interrupt by 'Crate Failure'. 
DEMAND HANDLING 
There is a second interrupt port between SIGMA 3 
and CAMAC, which is used for transmission of 
the CAMAC Branch Demand Signal. Any request 
can generate a Graded-L operation. The status of 
the Crate Failure, Branch Demand and C Response 
lines can be tested by using the SIGMA 3 Overflow 
and Carry indicators. 
OTHER FEATURES 
The state of all important transmission lines and 
status information is indicated by 82 LED'sjlamps 
which make control and error detection easy. 
Transmission times between the computer and the 
CAMAC system are shown in Fig. I. CAMAC 
cycles, with the exception of Graded-L operations, 
are terminated 4.3 ).!Sec after initiation. Another 
CAMAC cycle can be performed after 7.2)lsec by 
SIGMA 3. At present there is no need and no 
possibility for DMA transfers. Every operation 
takes place under program control. 
CONCLUSION 
If there is no need for fast data acquisition, this 
simple programmed-transfer interface can be used. 
The first application was in interfacing the Heidel-
berg (rc/2).JT3 high-resolution ~-spectrometer2 • 
Details of this on-line connection and the software 
support are reported in ref. 3. 
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CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE 
This guide consists of a list of CAMAC equipment 
which is believed to be offered for sale by manufac-
turers in Europe and the USA. The information has 
been compiled by CERN-NP-Electronics and is 
mainly based on information communicated by 
manufacturers and available up to the lOth October 
1974. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the com-
pleteness and accuracy of the list, and it is hoped 
that most products and manufacturers have been 
included. Inclusion in this list does not necessarily 
indicate that products are fully compatible with the 
CAMAC specifications nor that they are recom-
mended or approved by the ESONE Committee. 
Similarly, omission from this list does not indicate 
disapproval by the ESONE Committee. 
Readers are advised to send their addresses to 
manufacturers in order to be on their mailing list 
for current information on CAMAC Products 
and Applications. Readers are also advised to 
obtain detailed information from manufacturers 
or their agents in order to check compatibility 
and operational characteristics of their products. 
Remarks on some columns in the Index of Products 
Column 
NC - N is new, Cis corrected entry. 
CODE -Classification code, a 2- or 3-digit deci-
mal number (see below). 
WIDTH - 1 to 25, indicates module width or-for 
cr.ates-the number of stations available. 
- 0 indicates unknown width or format. 
-Blank, the width has no meaning. 
- NA indicates other format, normally a 
19 inch rack mounted chassis. 
NPR -Number in brackets is issue number of 
the Bulletin in which the item was or is 
described in the New Products section. 
DELIV -Date on which item became or will 
become available. 
CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
code 
1 DATA MODULES {1/0 Transfers and 
Processing) 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules (Scalers, 
Time Interval and Bi-directional Counters, 
Serial Coded etc.) . 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules (Storing and 
Non-Storing Registers, Coinc. Latch, Lam, 
Status etc.) 
13 Digital Output Modules (Serial: Clocks, 
Timers, Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, 
Drivers) . 
14 Digital l/0, Peripheral and Instrumen-
tation Interfacing Modules (Serial and 
Parallel l/0 Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, 
Plotter- and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor 
Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays). 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules 
(and/or/not Gates, Fan-Outs, Digital Level and 
Code Converters, Buffers, Delays, Arithm. 
Processors etc.) . 
16 Analogue Modules (ADC, DAC, .Multi-
plexers, Amplifiers, Linear Gates, Discrimi-
nators etc.). 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules 
(Mixed Analogue and Digital, Not Dataway 
Connected etc.) . 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL (Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related Equipment) 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers (Par-
allel Mode for 4600 Branch and Other Multi-
page 
IV 
VI 
IX 
XII 
XIII 
. ' 
XVII 
code 
Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous 
Systems) 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial 
Highway 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other 
Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway 
(Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus extenders) 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related Test Gear . 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and 
Displays 
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INDEX OF PRODUCTS 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
1 DATA MODULES - l/0 TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules- Scalers, Time l'nterval 
and Bi-directional Counters, Serial Coded etc. 
111 Simple Serial Binary Registers 
1X24 OI T BINARY BLIND <>CALER 120HHZ NIH 
OR 11'HH .~ TlL I/P,f)(J INHieiT IN,OVF O,!Pl 
HINISCALE~ ~X1&BIT,30HHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND fXTER~AL RESET,NIH LE~ElSl 
MINISCALER (2X1&BIT,30MHZ,SEPARATE GATS:S 
ANO E~T E R~AL RESET,NIH LEVELS) 
HINISCALER12X16BIT,30HHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXT RESET,NIH LEVHSJ 
DUAL 150 ~HZ 16 BIT SCALE~ (ONE 50 CH~S, 
ONE \JNT ERHNATED NIH INPUT PER SCALER! 
OUAl 21t BIT BINARY SCALER 
115HHZ, NlH OR TTl INPUT S ! 
C- 00\fBlE -SCJ\LER C 24/l&!HT ,5 0'1HZ ,? liP f. 
3 GATE MOOES,INHIBIT, P1-0VERFLCWJ 
DUAL 150 ~HZ 24 BIT SCALER lONE ?0 OH~S, 
· ·O·NE UNTHH•lNHEO NI" INPUT PER SCAtER I 
· QUAD C-4+'-AC SCALER ( 4X 1&81 l OR 2X32 IH T t 
40HHZ l 
TIME DIGITIZER C4X16BIT,50MHZ CLOCK,HITH 
· CENTR-E FHOERt USABLE Wilt- PRE-AMP 51H 
·QUAD SCALER TYPE 003 t4X1EBH ,50¥HZJ 
· SE~IAl- RE~ISTER C4X1&8H, 2X32BIT 
SELECJABLE,25HHZ,COHHON GIITE,NIH LEVELS) 
QUAD 40 M~Z SCALER CltX1&BIT,2X32EIT 
SELE£fAEH-.,IfollHV HI-Z · INHIBITS, NI~l 
· tHCRflSCALER { 4X16 SIT I 25tt+IZ tOPTif4HED 
INPUT,l N!EC,GIVES TYP 80~HZ COUNTING) 
MICRO SCALER Cit X 16BIJ ,ZX3 28 IT SELECT ABLE, 
· 25-Httz,cmtt'ON &ATE,NIM lEVEl St 
4)(-16 BlTeiHARY ·BUNB SCALE·R (51} ~HZ, 
2X32BIT SELEtTABLE,COHHON GAJE,NIM/TTU 
FOUR-FOLD SCALER lftXl&BIT ,2X32BIT 
· SEl:ECTAt3LE;50HHZ,CmtH-6~ GHE,NIM L·EVElSJ 
· f'Q~f1llD-CAHAC SCALER 14X16BI-T;·40HHZ, 
ONE 50 OH .. S,ONE HI-Z NI" I/P PE~ SCALER! 
TIHE OI GITIZER CltX1&BIJ,CL OCK RA Tf 
70/85HHZ, W ITtt ·· CENHR· F IN£iiNG L CG IC I 
·TIM£ D-IGlliZER · Hn·&BHtCLO-GK RATE 
70/85HHZ,t.'IH lEIIELSl 
SERIAL REGISTER C4X1&BIT,~Xl2BIT SELECT-
. Ai3l:Et1DUHHltCO·I1M-6N GATE tNII1 lEVELSl 
· QttAfl tfl1l toHZ SCAt:€Ri4X1 &/ fft8IT -, -1l. 511 I/ P 
THRESHOLO,C!MHON EXT FAST INHIBIT,NII1l 
FOUR-FOLD SCALERt4X1&9IT,2X32~IT SEL£CT-
ABLE01ltB·Itt'Z,.COttMON GAT-E tNlM lEVELSl 
QUAD SCAt:fR (4X21t9IT·0 ··· 511MFZ, -OAT AWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT, ~I" LEVELSI 
QUAD COUNTIN; REGISTERIItX24BIT,~I" INFUl 
H ·llNHIBH IN,HL CA·RRY ~-Nil OVF OUTJ 
· QlfAO SGALH~ -·· f4X2~BIT,150/125MHZ ,OAT AWH 
AND/OR ~XT FAST INHIBIT,NIM lEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER t4X24BIT, 200t!HZ, OATAW~Y· 
··· A·N-fUOR- ··· t:Xl fAST INHIB-IT, NIM LEVHSJ 
· ·O·UAO SCALER -(4)(2481 h 12Sf+HZ, I -NTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIIIIOUAL INHIBIT I~PUTSJ 
J Efl 10 
10 02 
00 2 
c 10 4 
2S 20 24/16 
FH C 1313 
C-OS -24 
2S 2024/24 
11l04 
10 f) <; 
so 03 
s~ 1&05 
SR 160& 
(}03-lt 
c 10 2 
J ER 20 
4 s 2003/50 
4 s 20fi4 
TO 2031 
TD 2341 
SR t6011 
25508 
4 s 2003/100 
Slf24S 
709-2 
9()51 
Slt24B 
Sit 2'+ F 
St 
BCHR 
NUCL. E~TE~FRISES 
ROT 
SH 
FRIESfKE 
WEhZEL FlFKlRONIK 
SFh 
BOHR 
BCRFR 
EG&fiCRlEC 
GEC-Hl IGTT 
GH-Ell IC'll 
NUCl. ENTE~~RISES 
ROT 
SCI'lUI1BfRGE!< 
SEN 
SEN 
SH 
SEN 
GFC-ELL TOll 
LRS-lf{;RC'f 
SEN 
EGSG/ORTH 
NUCL. ENTE~FRISES 
tWCl. £NTHFRISES 
EGiG/GRTH 
EGH/CRl'EC 
JOHGER 
1. 
1-
·1 
1 
171 
H9 
171 
110 
/72 
1-72 
17 c 
IH 
IH 
IH 
/H 
/11 
/71 ··· tS·) 
171 
/71 
/69 
11-f) 
172 
17-2 { 4) 
171 
IH 
170 
{ 7) 
/71 
IH 
111 
NC DESIGNATION&. SHORT DATA 
QUAD SCALER CltXZftBIT, ZOOt!HZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INOIVIOIJAL INHIBit IhPUTSI 
C QUAO 100KHZ SCALER CltX21tBIT.DISCR LEVEL 
-0. SV ,T IHE-~TERVAL APPl, NIH INHIB Ilfl 
HEX TTL/NIH 50 HHZ SCALER 
HEX NIH 100 HHZ SCALER 
OCTAl SCALER C1ZBITS 9 8 INPUTS,50HHZ,EACH 
SGA~ER GIVES EXT INlHBIT wHIM lEVHSI 
TIME OIGI1-IZ£R 
Co CHANNELS,!& BITS, 100 HHZ CLOCK RATEI 
12-CHANNEL 16 BIT SCALER !CERN Sl'S213~1 
12-CHANNEL 100 KHZ SCALERf12X2fteiT,-0.5V 
liP THR, COitiON F ·AST C·lEAR i. INHIB, NIHI 
HEX COUNTING REGISTER (oX~ItBIT, 100HHZ 
NIH \ TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVF, BINI 
TYPE 
S1-1 
85A 
3610 
3615 
S812 
TO 
<!054 
25'51 
320 
112 Simple Serial Decade Registers 
1X6 BCD DECADE SCALER 
(JO MHZ, . llUILT-IN OIS~LAYJ 
DUAL 24 BIT BGD SCALER 
C15HHZ, NIH OR TTL INPUTS! 
DUAL 100 MHZ-6 DECADE BCD SCALER 
2X6 BCD DECADE SCALER - 100 MHZ 
WITH REHOTE DISPLA-Y 
.QUAD BCD SCALER l4Xo DECADES, 30HHZ l 
HEX COUNTING REI';ISTER l6X24Bih 100MH2 
NIH t TTl LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVF, BCOI 
J EA 20 
FHC 1311 · 
c 350 
J EA 10 
9021 
321 
113 Preset Serial Binary Registers 
16 BIT PRESETTABLE INTERVAL COUNTER 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER f168IT,10HHZ, 
fHtt/T·ll;.- ·I/P,Ht · INtH8 +OIP,OHAW-AY ··SET I 
2'r-· flil - PRES£TH9L€ · INT£RVAL &<lUtHER · 
P-RES£l- CGl>MHN-G · REGISTER·····l248ITtHlt4HZ, · 
OATAWAY SET,NI"/TTL INPUT,TTL 0/P+INHIBI 
SCALER 50 HHZ 112116/18/ZitBIT ,PRESET 
·WI:lH OV F L-H£ ~rCONSlAIH · OEAIHIM-El 
v PRESE·l - SC·•t::£RH!411&aH,50"H:Zw·OA-TAWo SH, 
BUFFER,2 l/P \ 3 GATE HOOES,INHIB,OVFLOI 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTERU68IT BINI 
DUAL PRESET COUNTER/TIMER f2X16/Z4BIT, 
~-ottHZ ·HINt- S£lfRElOAOABHl 
·OU-At ··PRfSf·l SCAtER-····C2X1f>HIT;;SKHZ t 
NIH FAST LOGIC LEVELSI 
DUAL 50 HHZ SCALER-TIMER f24 BITSI 
ZX21t BIT PRESET SCALER UOOHHZ COUNTI!IGI 
PRESET QUJO COUNTER f4X248IT, 75 MHZ, 
··NUt +- ·T ·ft: ·t:EV-ELSt T Tt · C ARRY ···OVFo ······BI NA RV··· 
2201 
70 39-1 
2202 
. ·· 703-1 
··· 6-PS-2lt· 
22 04 
10 o& 
2101 
J EP 30 
310 
114 Preset Serial Decade Registers 
REAl flME ··-CtOCKo HVE -TH1E HHEGRATOR, 
PRESET TIPlER 
REAL TIME CLOCK 13.8 USEC TO 16.2 HRS, 
· P·R£S£l-ll~ ANI}· PRESEl-CElUtH HODES-} 
2ltf!H BCD PRESET-SCALER HZHHZ, NIH 
OR TTL INFUTS,HANUAL OR OATAWAY PRESETI 
24BIT BCD PRESET-SCALER 11ZHHZ, NIH 
· ORTTt·· INf"UlSoDAUWA'f PRE5ETl 
6 ··-SCO -OECJOE SCALER ··· H'fANUALAIID llATAWAY 
PRESET, 1 I" HZ, START /STOP CUTPUTI 
PRESET SCAlER CZOHHZ,8DEC-OE BC0,7 SEGH 
·· t:-Etl H+OlCHES 60tHENTS- ANI:-PR£SH ··· NGI 
·.PRESEf- SCAl€RH&KHZ 9·6 OECA9E BCO,OTSPU Y 
OF 2 SIGNIF NUHBERS+tXP,H~N PRESFT,NI~l 
RT C 2014 
FHC 1302 
J EP 20 
PSR 0801 
·· ·C till -
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
JOEI<GER 173 
JORMAY 
KINH IC SYSTEMS 113 
KINHIC S'ISTEHS 17J ( 8) 
EG&UCR1EC 1 /71 
J{}£Ji.GER 1 HH 
NUClo ENTE~FRISES 
LRS-LECI10'1 0917~ 
HYHC 
S01lUMBERGEI1 173 
fRIE-SEKE-
IN FORMA TEK 
SCI-!tUMBERGH 
NUHo EMEI<FRISE-S 
HYlfC 081-7~··· 
BI RA SYSTEJ'S /73 
NUCl. ENTEI<FRISES 170 
NUH• HiTHH·RISES 
SIEl'EtiS 
BI RA SYSTE"S 
BORER 07171t 
· EG~GIGRTEC ·· 1 
BI RA SYSTEl'!S 01/7 .. 
SCHLUHBERGEI< /73 
HYTEC 
E-G&GIElfHEC .. 1 ········ 17· ~ 
SEN /71 
FRIES!'KE ... 2 
FRifSEKE 1 /71 
· -SGHtUMB·ERGER 
GEC-ELLIOll 1 /72 ( 7) 
ROT -
Ill 
NC DESIGNATION 8t SHORT DATA 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTER (4 DECADES) 
PRESET QU-D COUNtER (ftX21tSI1• 75 HHZ, 
IUM·····+···-·T-ll· l£VE&.s • . Hl-·· G·AR.A·Y···O.V.F-t ··BCDl· 
2204 
311 
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
BI f1A SYSTEYS 1 
HYTfC 1 
117 Other Digital Serial Input Modules (Bi-Directional Sequential, Shift Types) 
DEAD TI 1'4E CWNTER 
DUAL INCRE"ENTAL POSITION Et«:ODE~ 
t2X·2G -8I T·-·GAPAGIHI-
·UP,OOWN ·· P·RESEHABLE· GOUNlJ;fU2·4-BH···d:-OH¥Z, 
GATE liND PULSE BURST OUTPUTSt 
UP/OOWN P~ESETTABLE COUNTERl& BCD DIGITS 
····10HHZr HA-tiUA: · AND OAT Alf·AY ···f'RES£Tl · 
·· QUAD ··· PRESHlABLE UP-DOWH GOUNTER 
GUALINGREMENTAL··· POSIHON -E-NGotlER· -t2X20· 
BIT X-Y DIGITIZATION BY UP-DOWN COUNTER) 
2203 SI RA SYSTEf'S 
PE 019 £GiG/ORTEC 
·· S2· .JO·ERGER 
S2-1 JOERGER 
··· 2IPE ··· 2·01-9 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules- Storing 
and Non-storing Registers, Caine. Latch, Lam, Status etc. 
121 Non-Storing Registers (Gates) 
-PARA-LLEL · It>lPUJ --GA-lE·· lC£-RN -SPS2-1-J3) -·· 
·· C INPUT GAlE - C2ltBH. -SO-UR-G£ -SEL€CTHlN BY. 
6BIT OUTPUT, DATAMAT GEN STROBE OUT) 
INPUT GATE Zit-BIT 
PARALUEL INPUT GATE (24BIT STATIC DATA, 
-tHTEGRA -TE-Il-- FO·R·- 1 ····USEG -,lll · l:E¥-E-LS·l 
-PARAL-lEl ·- INPUT--- GATE· t228l·T -STA1'IC··· OAH·r ··· 
500 NSEC INTEGRATION,STRDSE SETS l,TTLl 
PARALLEl INPUT GATE CZft BITJ 
Zit-BIT ISCL.ATEO INPUT GATE 
STATIC DIGITAL INPUT CZX1EBtT, TTll 
DUAL PARALlEL STROBED INPUT GATE fZX24BIT 
·HANOSHAKE"OO·E · TRAHSf'-ERT-0 llATAWU,llH 
·· &UAl · PA-RAll:a INPUT···G.UE ·CZMZ481'hNON-
INTERlOCK C~TROL TRANSF TO OATAWAY,TTU 
INPUT GATE DUAL · 2~ BIT 
INPUT GATf C2X2ft81T STATIC OATA,INTEG~ 
··f'-OR··· i:·tiSf-c ·,'f·ll ·····t:-EVElS·tltt·····Y·!A···SiJ-tflrY··-·CONNJ·· 
-DtiAL 21f tll'f PARALLEL· ···IN·PIH-··GirTE 
CWITH LED DIS~LAY OPliONl 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE 13X161!IT INFUT FROM 
·· ·ISOt;Ut·NG CtlHflCfS·J-
. 3)(16-Bi f · ·INAH - GAff 
CINPUTS ISOLATED BY OPTO-COUPLERS) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER WITH OPTO COUPLER 
·· fft lC3 ·SH-··-~·RA·Lt:EL ·· INPUT -GAT ·ES·t ·WITH ·ll 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONKECTORI 
PARALUEL INPUT GATEC16X16BIT,TTL, 1=LCWl 
128 BIT RECEIVER CADORESSliBl£ AS 8 16BIT 
·1fOROS Q-R i-2-8 t-·BU - "'OR6St··· 
OI6IlAL: · INPUT REGIST-E-R·· ····· fSX6B·!'f···· PARAll 
INPUT GAT£S,5TH BYTE SETS lrTTL,1=H) 
··· C NI fH FRONT PAN-EL:·· COH-NfCTOIH · 
CWITHCUT WIRING BOARD) 
DIGITAL UPUT REGISTER C5X8BIT PARAll 
····INPUT -GAUS,ST·H·· BYT·E ···SETS lttfl:t-· t 1=Ht ··· 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CON~ECTOR) 
. . J ..... f)lJ . .J . 
3420 
7059-1 
- 7ll&0-1-· 
3471 
61 
61-1 
3472 
320 
1061 
·· t ·fJ63·-
DO 2 00-2003 
00 2 00-220~ 
IG 25601 
c 341 
·00 ··200-2201 
DO 200-2000 
DO 200-2002 
DO 200-2ZOc 
·· NU-Cb···· £NlEJi~RtSES 
.JG~nv 
I<HiET IC SYSlEI1S 
NUCl. ENTEf<f=RISES 
-KU·Ct. · E·tfHRFRtS-E-S 
NUCL. ENTEHRISES 
KINETIC SYSTE11S 
SIEMENS 
JOIONAl 
JOIHIAY 
KINETIC SYS1E11S 
POLCN 
·····SftHl ·-EN€1NHRING ·· 
BORER 
·BOR-E·R · 
IJCRtiiER 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
INFORMATEIC 
-·{lORNIER-· 
DORNIER 
· ·1· 
····1 · 
1 
1 
····· 1 
...... ·1 
1 
··1··· ·· 
1 
··1·· 
2 
1· 
1: 
1 
01174! 
173 
173 
- UOJ ··· 
·11-lt · ' ··8-1 
171 ( ... 
170 
- 17-i· 
(10) 
113 
/13 ( 6) 
170 
- I ·H · ······ 
IH 
···· 11'C ( · 6-t 
172 ... 
113-· ·f · IU· 
172 
IH 
172 
173 
·I7t · 
···· IH ···· 
173 
112 
IH 
IV 
NC DESIGNATION 8t SHORT DATA 
122 Storing Registers 
N OPTICAL I~CLATEO INPUT REGISH~ 
{ 
INPUT Re GISTER (2' INPUTS, + STROBE, 
OPTIGALLY ISOLATEot 
OYNA.-IC DIGITAL INPUT, POT. FRt:E 
PARALLE L-INPUT-REGISTER CSINGLE 16/21teiT 
OPT,REA OY SIGNALS,I/0 TTL,SONTROl BUSl 
PARAlLEL INPUT REGISTER I 168IT ,CONTINt.;-
OUS 01< SHOBFO HODES CONTIWLLEll FY REGl 
OYN. DIG. INPUT U68IT, TTL, 
lAH IF JNFUT 0-1 OR 1-0 0~ 80THI 
INPUT ~~GISTER C24BIT, SPF.C CONN, 8 BIT 
INPUT R~GISTER 24-BIT 
BAlANCEC INPUT RFGISTER WHH AOCRESSHG 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 12X160IT, TTLI 
DUAL INPUT REGISTERI2X16BIT,LAM K ST~C3E 
!If' 1. OAH-READ-STRORE 0/F PER CHANNELl 
CAHAC UNTERM. liP'S VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
I/P FIL TE!i RESPONSE 1USEC TO 101'1S 
DUAL 1& 3IT INPUT REGISTE~ 
CTTL LEVELS, CERN SPECS 0721 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTE RIEXT STROeE OR 
OATAWA'f CO!HANO STORES DAlA,TTL LEVELS! 
DIGITAL HPUT C2X1&BIT POT. FREEl 
OVAL 24 SIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERITTLI 
DUAL 24 SIT INPUT REGISTER 
flll, H ."NOS~KE) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTE~l2X24RIT,LAH ~ STRCEE 
I/P ' D~T·-READ-STROBE 0/F PER CHANNEll 
CAI1AC U!-ITERH. I/P 'S VIA SCHHI TT TRIGGE~S 
I/P FIL TEl' RESPONSE 1USF.G TO 101'S 
CSAHE BUT WITH TWISTED PAIR INPUTSI 
CSAHE BUT WITH OPTICAL ISCLATION INPUT, 
lOGIC 1 = 5V OR 1211AI 
C OUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTF.:Rt2X248IT,EXT 
LOAD REOUEST,It OPER HODF.S,TTL LEVELSl 
24-BIT OU~l PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
CA H~S ~ o-z, 8 HAS UNTERHINATEO INPUTI 
PARAllEL INPUT REGISTER 12X24 AITSI 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT RE GISTER 
CWITH l ED DISPLAY OPTION! 
DUAL IN PUT REGISTER C2X24eiT.I/F INTE(R 
TTl, FULL lAH, OUTPUT SlPCBESl 
I"lPUT RFGISTER l2X21t8IT, 1 HOOFS OF DATA 
ENTRY, LED DISPLAY) 
DIGITAL· HiPUT REGISTERt EXTE~NAL STROH: 
14X8BH HPUT LATCHES, 1Xff3IT SET lAHl 
ISAHf WlH FRONT PANEL £0NNECT0fd 
TYPE 
J'..>-;> 
C 7f, 451-A17-A3 
"'S PI 2 1230/1 
70 14- t 
G 70 451-At i-A4 
FHC 1308 
2H2 
PR 1610 SE~ TES 
2I R 2002 
2I R 201 1 
C 7& 4 51- A '1- A 3 
2322 
RI-2 2ft 
PR ?400 SE~IES 
P0 2 401 
pq 2 40 2 
PR 24!1.3 
&0 ~ 
91l41A/'l041E 
J R<: 1 !l 
PP- 1) 04 
22!) 
00 1?00-2004 
00 <'OG-2204 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
BI f;A S~SlUS 
JOHGFR 
SIEI'IENS 
AH-TELEFUt.ICFN 
NUCl. E~TE~F~ISES 
STEtiEI\'S 
FRIFSfKE 
KINETIC S~SlEMS 
KINfT IC SYSTEMS 
BT r<A SYSTU'> 
GFC-ELLJOTT 
SH 
SEll 
SIHENS 
ei ~A SYSTHS 
EGH/fRlEC 
GEC-ElliCll 
JCRIIAY 
NUClo E~TE~FRISES 
SCHUI"BERGER 
STNr fN(I,..EERING 
HYTfC 
JCEr<GFR 
DORNIER 
174 
Of:/74 
173 
17t 
IH 
/73 
171 
171 
112 
17J 
112 
11U 
/73 
IH 
n: 
173 
113 
/7( 
I H. 
173 
172 
/73 
IH 
( 11) 
6J 
(1} 
( 6) 
41 
Ill 
( f:) 
I 7) 
en 
123 Terminated Signal Input Registers (Coinc. Latch, Pattern etc.) 
COINCIOf.NCF LATCH 124 NIM INPUTS WITH 
t:OHHON STI<OflEo · EXT RESfT; 2NSEC OVERUPI 
12· BH P.ARALt:El: INPUT R£GlST£R INIHI 
HHERRIJPT REGISTER 12-I NPUT i; STROBE 
NIH FAST LOGIC LEVELS 
STROAEO !~PUT REGISTER l128IT CCINC A~O 
lATCH;Nlf't tEVELS,PAHERNANO l-R£(} A-PfL I 
FAST· CO INCI~NC£ LATCHf 16Fllo OIS"CR liFt 
MIN <' NSEC STROBE-SIGNAL CIJERLAF} 
16 FOLD OCR (16 OISCR, CO"HOH STROBE, 
-7~HV T HRESHOL ·Dt FAST SUHHING OUTPUTS l 
C 16-CH COUiCIOENCE REGISTER (STROflE I/P, 
2NS OVERL,OP,FAST SUH 0/P ~NO GLEAR,NII'I 
PATTfRN UNIT 
·· U6 •INIHII NIH IHPUTS;COHHCN NIH {;ATEI 
C124 
2J51 
1~02& 
SIR 2'12& 
23ltO B 
2341S 
021 
H~UC'RlEC 2 
81 RA S~STHS 
EGll:tCRTEC 
SH 17C 
JO~WAY /71 (1} 
LRS-LECI<OY 2 /71 ( 6) 
tRs-LHROY 171 ... 
NUCL. ENTE~FRISF.S 2 171 ( 5J 
v 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
FAST INPUT REGISTn 
!ASSEMBLE~ 16iHT WOfWS FRC'1 IL2 TNPUTSI 
P4TTFRN U~lllt6BIT,I/P STROBED ~ITH 
COHHON G~T£,10 NSEC OVE RL~0 ,NIH LEVfLSl 
16 BIT FA TT ERN UN IT I N I M I I P AN 0 GATE l 
PATTERN U~IT 16 BIT 116 I~DIVIOU~l NI~ 
INPUTS, COI"HON NIH GATE, GH N SPEf.S 021t 
16 BIT ~'AlTERN UNIT !CERN 071, 1£. 11'-DIV 
NIH INPUT~,COI1HON NIH GATE,LEO DISPLAY! 
COINCID ENCE BUFFER 12X128 IT,ONE STRCBE 
PER 128H~,MIN 2NS OVERLAF,NIM INPUTSI 
NUCl. E~TFRFRISES 
c tc t 
J PU 10 
1'>P 20U7 SH 
16f' 204( SH 
C2 12 EG&GIORTEC 
124 Manual Input Modules (Word Generators, Parameter Units) 
WORD GENERATOR (SWITCH Rf HST::R.t2eiTl 
PARAMET ER UNIT 12 BIT IPROVIOES 12 BIT 
COMMUNI CA liCN, PUSH SUTTON L-REQ l:FST l 
MANUAL INPUT REGISTER I INPUTS A HAND-SET 
16-Bil kORO, HANUAL AND El r CTR L~M I/PI 
DATA SWITCHES 
(16/2~ 81TS,READABLE + CO~TENT ADORl 
21t BIT PAI<AHETER UNIT 
WORD GEN~ ~ATOR !21tBIT WO R [ 
HANUAll Y SET BY SHITCHESl 
N MANUAL INFUT/OUTPUT REGISTFq 124 BITS, 
SWITCH I/F • LAH, . 24 LED C/P REGISTER I 
24- !H T MAt.UAL INPUT 
WORD GEN S:: I<ATOR 12ft BITS OF BIN"RY DAT.A, 
SWITCH SElfCTEOt 
24 BIT WOJ;O GENERATOR , WIH· -- LAI'I 
PARAHET : R UNIT (QUAD 4-0ECAO£ BCO 
PARAI'!EH:RS HANUALL Y SET I 
PARAHET f R UNIT (QUAU It OFCADE ~ CO 
PAQAHET : R~ MANUALLY SETt 
wr; oo 5 EG ~G/C~TEC 
p 20 05 SH 
10 41 BOR~R 
c 3('2 IHCRI'II'TEI< 
25n BI RA SYSTHS 
WG 2401 GEC-ELL IOTl 
231 JORI<AY 
34Gll Klt\ETIC SY~lf'MS 
go zn NUCL. E~lE~fRISES 
wr; P- 241 SHC ENGII\'EE:UNG 
022 NUCL. E~Tf~fRISFS 
c 111 5 ROT 
OUH 
171 
17 ( 
172 
171 
170 
173 
172 
173 
171 
174 
/71 
173 
4 171 
171 
127 Other Parallel Input Modules (Incl. Lam and Status Registers, See 232 for FLam Grader) 
24-HTT TNTERRUPT REGISTE P 
(STATUS COMPAREO,CHANGE GIVES LAM) 
C PRIOR IT'!' INPUT REG! STE'< ( 12 '3 ITS OPED TC 
lAM,FAST COINC lATCH APPL,MASK REGISTE~l 
N INPUT R;:: GJSTFR (12 BIT, OR £: 0 TO UH, 
COINriO ENCE LATCH APPL, NJH INPUTSl 
INTEPRUPT REQIJEST REGIST ER 16AIT, TTL 
INPUTS TO REGISTER,ANY INPUT GIVfS LAM. 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISH." 
LA!'! PEQUEH REGISTEq (16 HH 
N INTERRUFT ALARH R~GISTER 
C16 fliT S , II-[JIVIOUAllY HA~'<ABLEl 
64 LINE SURVEYOR (SINGLE CR CONTINUOUS 
SURVFY CYClES, 3 SURVEY HODES! 
N STATUS INTERRUPT 121tBIT,I/Pi.lATCHi.LAHS 
MASK, GR CUH SE l-LAH- TEST, V AR .LOGIC &LEVEll 
10 51 BOI'FR 
f:.l JCI'I<AY 
0 ? JOR .. AY 
NUCl. ENTERPRISES 
EC 2 111 NUCL. ENTERFQISES 
POLCN 
J I f.; 10 SCHUI"BHGH 
64LS 2052 SEN 
C-SI-24 WEt.2El ElF~lRONIK 
13 Digital Output Modules- Serial: Clocks, Timers, 
Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, Drivers 
NO?l'ICA-L I50LATEO OUTPUT REGISTER Bl liA S~STEI"S 
172 
/H 
174 
11( 
0 2/H 
1114 
17,. 
(111 
I IH 
(11} 
I 2) 
( 3) 
( 11) 
( g) 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
131 Serial Output Modules {Clocks, Timers, Pulse Gen.) 
PRfSFT :;c~LER (LEVEL OR PULSE TRAIN OJP, 
DURATION 5ET 9Y COHKANR,SINGLE i REFE~T) 
N GATE~ CLOCK ilfrKHZ TO 1H7, INT-E,T 
CLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS GATINGI 
TIMEP l1 00 Ul E 
REAl Tlt'E CLOCK 
CRYSTAL CLOCK GENERATOR ( 7 TTL OUTPUTS 
FOR 1HZ TC H1HZ FREQUENCY DECADES I 
CRYSTAl CCNTROll€0 PULSE EENERAH'R17 DE-
CADES-1HZ TO 1HH7-500NS PULSES CUT,TTll 
REAL TIMF ClOCK 
(4-SEC C LOCI<ISMSfC STOP WAT'":H) 
CLOC~ GENERATOR liNT 10HH2, EXT 50~HZ, 
8 OECAD [ ~TEPS,PLUS PROGRAMHA~LE OUTPUll 
CLOCK PUL~E GENERATOR I 7 OUTPUTS-1HZ T') 
1HHZ-IN DECADE STEPS,10HH2 EXT IN,TTll 
CLOCK PUL~F GENERATOR{? DECADES-1HZ TC 
1MHZ-50 I" t.SEC PULSES OUT, TTL AND NIHl 
1 HZ - 1 MHZ QUARTZ CLOCK 17 0/P - 1HZ 
TO 1MHZ-2CO TO 800 NSEC WIDTH,Tll LEVEll 
QUARZ-CLOCK WITH 2 TIMER FUNCTIONS 
CAHAC -CLOCK-GENERATOR ( 7 l)fCAOES-1 CMf,Z TO 
1HZ,50/ :; QQ NSEC 0/P PULSF S,2.3V/~O OHMS! 
CLOCK/TIMER I0.001S TO 1D HRS TI~E 
INTEP VA l,I<EAL-TIHE OUTPUT l 
REAL TIME GLOCK, ' LIVF TIME INTEGPATC R , 
PRESET THFR 
PEAL TIME CLOCK (COUNTS .1 SEC TO '399 
OAYS, DISPlAYS HRS/HINISEC, 50/6CtlZ.. GENI 
REAL llt'IE CLOCK (3.8 USEG TO 18 .2 HRS, 
PRESET-TI~F. ANO PRESET-COUNT MOCfSl 
TIHE BA SE (10 TO 100~HZ IN INCREMENTS OF 
10t1HZ, USED WITH TO 2031/lO 20411 
TIMER (HI~ 1USEC,OVF FROM COUNTER-PP1l 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR CS TC SO NSfC NIP' 
0/P PULSE DERIVED FROM S1.FI25l OR EXll 
N 8 CHANN EL DELAY GENERATOR (DELAY 0 lC qg 
TIMES CLOCK, DELAYS CASCAOABLE) 
DUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GENERATOR (50HZ/ 
ZKHZ/5~~z PULSE TRAIN,LENGTH RY COHHANOl 
P~l<' O.ll 01 
?17 
'l 0 54 
FH f: 11 Q 1 
PG OlJ ·H 
C S:? 0 
CG 
70 1'-' -1 
c 109 
H.) l ll 
C 7f>451-A14-A1 
1411 
RG IJ14 
f< Tr; 2014 
C 7f.451-A12-A1 
TP G ~ 2 ~ Z 
22 0 
2PD(; ? 016 
132 Parallel Output Registers {TTL, HTL, N I M etc.) 
12 err PA~ALLEL OUTPUT REfiSTFR INIMI 
NIH FAST LOGIC DRIVER ( 12 OUTPUTS l 
12 OIT OUTPUT REGISTERIOC OR PUL SE C/F, 
UPDATING STROBE OUTPUT,NI~ LEVELS! 
OUTPUT REt:ISTER U2BIT, NH1 PULSES CR 
LEVElS OUTI 
DIFFFRENTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT RHISTER (248IT TTL VIA SPEC CCNN 
OUTPUT RE(ISTER 
C PARALLEL CUWUT REG. (2C.BIT,NJ:G/CPT PCS 
TTl,.ftOJ. £URATIONUEVEL,C. TI"ING MODE~I 
DUAL 1& BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER<TTLl 
DUAL 1& BIT OUTPUT REGISTER {SELECTABLE 
0/P STAG ES ON PLUGABLE PC , FP CCNNECTC~I 
OUAL 24 OIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTf'tH REGISTER 12X249IT DATA OUT ,OAT /I-
READY • ~USY FORH HANDSHA~E , TTL! 
OUTPUT REc:ISTER 12X24SIT CR 6X88IT, 
lfODISFUVl 
3? 51 
Nl) 02 7 
4t 
OR 2 027 
30 3 P 
351 
C- OC-?.4 
3212 
20 '? 21151 
322% 
RG-? 24 
OR 
I 
GFC-ELLIOll 17~ 
JCH~Y IH (11) 
KINfTIC SY!':TEHS 17 ~ 
NUCL. E~TE~F ~ ISES ( 1 0 l 
FRlfSEI(F 171 ( 1) 
GEC-ELL ICH 171 
INFCR~AlEK 17'2 
JCHGfR 17, 1) 
NUCL. ENTERFRIS ES 170 
ROT 171 
SCI"lUt' iJFRGEI< 171 
S IEI<E to:S /1£ 
kEt.ZEL Elf~lRONIK 171 
eo~ER 17'2 ( 3, 
EGKG/CRlEC 17~ 
JOEF.GF:R 17~ 7) 
so 171 
SH 171 
SIEMENS 17~ ( 6) 
GEC-ElllCTl 171 
/74 11U 
SH /71 
8! !'A S'I'STEI''> 17~ 
EGKG/ORlEC 17~ 
JCR~AY 171 { 2) 
SH 170 
KIHT IC SY~lEMS n-c ( 8) 
FRIESFI<E n-c 
FCLCN 17~ 
WEt-ZEl FLE~l RONIK 17~ I 1 Ol 
BI r<A SYSTEI'S 173 
SH ( en 
BI FA SY~lEI' S 173 
EG&G/ CRTEC 17'i. 
JCERGFR 112 ( 7) 
VII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
24-BI T DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
DUAL OUTPUT RF.GISTER C2X2~6IT, OATANAY 
READ AND ~RITE, HANOSHAI<F COIHRCL, LO-l) 
DUAl OUTPUT REGISTER (2X2~fJif, CATANA'Y 
READ ANO ~RITE, tiANOSHAKt CONTROL, HI-ZI 
PA·RAtLEl CUlPUT REGISTER · f2X24 I?!TSI 
OUAL 2~ BIT P41Ut.lEl OUTPUf RF.GISfER 
IWITH LED DISPLAY OPTIONI 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER 14XIIBIT PAI<ALL 
OU'TPt:H- REG-IST€R,NO l• TTl.t 1"Ht 
CNITH FRONT PANEl CONNECTOR) 
CIIITHCUTWIRING BOAROI 
OIGIHL Ot:TPUT REGISTER lftX8BH PARALL 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, Hll 12VJ 
flillH FRONT PAN-El. CONtotCJOlH 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER C~X !H3IT PARALL 
OUPT.PUT REGIST€Rt iil.l 12V,IN'I~RTINGI 
IIliTH FRONT PANEL CON~ECTORI 
OIGIHL OUTPUT REGISTER . {ltX86lT f'ARALL 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 2~V> 
OHTH ~RONT PAN£l GONPIECTOR} 
DIGITAL OliTPUT REGISTER lltX8AIT PA~.6ll 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HU. 24tV t INVEIHINGI 
IIliTH FRONT PANEl CONNFCTORI 
SUFFER STCREIREGISTER 132X243IT,WITH 
·ElC-T-ERNA t AOORE-SSING FAC ILITVl 
BUFFER STCRE/REGISTER 132)168IT, WilH 
E HER NA L AO!R!:-5SING FAC Il Hvt 
ISAMf, 16)16BIT, WITHOUT EXT ~DC~l 
12~ BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (ADDRESSABLE AS 
8 16BIT 0~ 128 1-BIT WOR05J 
TYPE 
90 42 
qf] 43A 
qn 43 B 
J R<; 10 
Pl\'-612 
DO 200-2501 
DJ ;: o o- 2 7 o 1 
OG 2 D~-250 e 
00 21Hl-250~ 
()() ?011-270~ 
DO 2 0 0-25 0 E 
no z !l0-270E 
00 2JJ0-2507 
flO 2 O·fl-2707 
oo ~ao-2soe 
oo z oo-21oe 
10 4 
1fl 5 
11) 3 
c J42 
133 Parallel Output Drivers (Open Coli., Relay, etc.} 
N TRIAC OUTFUT REGISTER 
18 BITS, 2 AHPS, ZERO VOLTAGE SWITC_HHGl 
8 BIT TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTE~ 
12-BJT OUTPUT REGISTER (WITH OPTICAL 
ISOLA TI CN 1 0PEN COLL 0/P ~ UX 30V/100HU 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER WITH ISOLATED 
RElAY 
SWITCH 1121liT OATAHAY CONTROLLED RELA'Y 
REGISTER FOR SWITCHING ANU HULTIPLEXft.G) 
DRIVfR (160IT,OPEN COLlECTOR OUlPUT VI~ 
HULTIWAY CONNECTOR,HAX 150HA/LINf) 
OUTPUT RE~ISTER C16BIT HO~O, 24V/.1A 
OUTPUT VH 25-WAY CONNECTOR! 
RELAY ORIVER (16 HAY RElAl OUTPUT) 
C PARAllEL CUWUT REGISTER C16BIT RE£0 I<F.-
lAY1l'AX SloiTCHED PWR 10W,r. TIMING HCDE<;) 
DRIVER 12~BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
~£AD BY GCHHAN0,2~8IT 1/P DATA ~CCEPTEOl 
ORIVfR IZf!BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
REAti BY GC"MAN0,2,8IT I/P nATA ACCEFTEOI 
OUTPUT RE~ISTER l2X168IT,CPEN COLLECTO~l 
OUTPUT ORJV£R(2X1&BIT,~OMA SINKING,1=l0, 
OATAWAY READ I. WRIH,t.AH l/P 9 STROBE · O/.P) 
I SAME, t=tl IJ 
OUTPUT ORlVERC2X1&8ITo125~A SIN~ING,t=LC 
CAlAWAY READ i. WRIJE,LAH IIP 1 STROBE 0/P) 
CSAHf, 1=MH 
OUTPUT ORIVERlZX168IT,TOTEHPOlEo30 LOADS 
OATAWA¥ R~AD i. WRITEwLAH I/P 9 STRCBE 0/P) 
N 2X16 OR ~X8 RIT OUTPUR REGISTER 
DUAl 1& BJT OUTPUT REGISTER CTTL LEVELS, 
OPEN COLL OUTPUTS VIA CA9tEt 
DUAL OUTPUT DRIVER 1200HA SINKING,24V) 
DUAl OUTPUT DRIVER (HI VOLTAGE CRIVERJ 
DIGITAL OUTPUT C2X16BIT, tiAX 30V) 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2K168IT VIA ISOLATING 
CON Til CT- SJ 
LT 
30 13 0 
30 32 
30 87 
70 6&- t 
90 02 
3& 0 
J ~f) 10 
c- OR- t 6 
9013 
91) 17 
L 84 
00 1&t3 
on t &t4 
00 1617 
00 1&tB 
OD 1&20 
20~ 2008 
20R 2051HC 
20R 20'51HV 
C 7&451-A9•A4 
10 82 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. E~lE~fRISES 
NUCl. E~TERFRISES 
SCtltUMERGH 
STNf FN~INEfRING 
DO~NIER 
OOf<NlER 
HYHC 
INFCRfo!ATEI< 
JOEI<GER 
KIHTIC SYSTEMS 
I<INFTIC S'Y51E11S 
KINfTIC SYSTF.HS 
NUCL. E~TE~FRISES 
NUCt. E~TE~FRISES 
PCLCN 
SCHUl-l BERGH 
WENZEL ELE~TQONIK 
NUCL. E~TERFRISES 
NUCl. E~TERFRISES 
BOHR 
GEC-ElLIOll 
GEC-ELLJCll 
GEC-ELL IOTl 
SCtilUMBERGEI< 
SH 
SEt< 
SH 
SIEMENS 
BORFR 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
17t. 
173 
li' 1 
/71 
11'2 
IH 
IH 
/H. 
17~ 
17J 
173 
173 
10/711 
173 
17i 
171 
171 
173 
172 
17i 
171 
17'i. 
nc 
112 
17'i 
172 
/74 
IH 
173 
1J 
7) 
7t 
( "' 
{10) 
(1) 
HH 
( '3) 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
DIGITAl OUTPUT (2X168IT RELAYS! 
PARALLE!..-CUTPUT-REGIST":R !DUAL 21tBIT, OR 
QUAD 11?P.IT,OPEN COLLECTO~ OUJPUTl 
P4RAttft•"CUWlH REGI'STER {2-lfflH, OPEN 
COLLFCTOR OUTPUT, HANDSHAKE FACILITY! 
OUTPUT QqJVERC2X24BIT,40MA SINKING,1=LO, 
· OHAWAf RfAD t WRITE 1 LAI1 I/P,STROf!E 0/PI 
CSAHE, 1=t'I> 
OUTPUT GRJVfRC2X16BIT 1 12511A SINKING 1 1=LO 
&ATAWAY READ i. WRH£tl:AM llP 9 STI<OBE 0/D) 
CSAI'If, l=HI 
OUTPUT DRIVER C 2X1&BIT 1 TOTEMPOLE,30 LOADS 
UIHAWAY RfAO i. WfUfE,lAM 1/Pt STROBE OJP I 
l}ltlll OtJTPUT REGISTER 12 X2"8H; OPEN CRL 
0/P, FULL LAM, OUTPUT STRC~ESl 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24BIT CR &X88IT 1 
25·0MA SINKING, DIODE ClAf'!FEOl 
OUAL 24 Bll O·IHPUT REGISH!HDC OR PUL s-: 
0/P,UPO ATING 0/P SfROBE,TlL OPEN CCLLI 
N DUAL 24 OlT OUTPUT REGISTER (DC CR FULSE 
0/P UP{)AT lNG, JO!HiA SINK, HIOOE CLAMPEIJ I 
OUAL~4-BH ··· OUJPUT · Rt::GISTER tOPE~ CO~l 
ORIVf I<S, I' A X 24\f OR 2501111, REAR OUTPUTS I 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER t4X8AIT FARALL 
OUTPU1 - RE.fiST£R,NOl:,OPEN COI..:L CIP 1 1=H 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR! 
DIGITAL OUTPUT ~EGISTER (ftX88IT PARALL 
·{)Ul·PUf REE-ISTER,NO L,OPEN COLL 0/P,l=ll 
tWITH FRONT PANEL CONN~CTORI 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER HITH REED RELAYS 
f J~X~fHT OUTPUT REGtC.PEN CONTACT:()) 
CIHTH FRONT PANEL CONIIE CTORI 
G 764S1-A9-A3 SIEt'.ENS 
MS PO 1 1230/1 AEG-TELEFUHr:~ /7C 
lfi PO 2 12 3 0 11 AH-HlHt:N~EN 
00 ?4!13 GEC-Ell !OTT 172 
O!J 21t04 IH 
011 :?4f17 GEC-ELLICTl IH 
on ? ~taB nc 
00 2 41 D GFC-ELL10l1 IH 
20 'l- 2 HYHC IH 
0~-1 JCFPGtR 173 
JORioiAY 171 
40-2 JORWAY 
JO 72 t<INET IG SYSlEHS 
DO zoo-zsac: OORNifR 
00 ~ 00-270£ 
00 ?00-25C~ OCIHIIER IH 
DO (' 0()-270~ /H. 
DO 200-2504 OCRNIER 171 
on ? OG-2704 /71 
14 Digital I/O, Peripheral and Instrumentation Interfacing modules- Serial 
and Parallel I/O Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, Plotter-
and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays 
N SERIAL TNFUTIOUTPUT REGISlER 1&EIT CODEO 90&3 
142 Parallel l/0 Registers (General Purpose) 
UNlVFRSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (36BI1 
DAT·A+RA NGE IN, 12BIT REG 0/P FOR CCNTRCL I 
N UNIVERS AL Hf'UT/OUTPUT REGISTER 
15 BIT PAI<AllEl .OUTPUT REGISTFR (E!T 
AOOR£SSABLF, Nllt LEVELS 01< PULSES) 
1& BIT rNPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (0/P STAC-ES 
ON PlUG ABlE PC, FP CONNEr. TORt 
INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 12~ BITS IN, 12 
BITS OUT, OPJICALLY COU!JlfO) 
10 Jt 
TOR 20?3 
IO P-1 
DUAL IN?UT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER U&BIT, C11 r: 
TTL TN, OFFN COLL TTL OUT, MAX 40MA 1 30VI 
INPUT/OUTFUT REGTSTERC2X24BIT IN,2X12EIT 
OUT, 3 FNTRY MODES, LEO OJSFLAYI 
fSAMF., 32)246IT, WITHOUT EXT ADOPl 
(SAI'1f, 32li16BIT, WITHOUT EXT AOOPl 
CSAHf, 1&~24BIT, WITHOUT F.XT AOORI 
10 fl 
1n1 
10 2 
NUCl. EIITERFRISES 
BOHR 
NUCl. ENTFRFqiSES 
INFORI"A TEl< 
SEll 
JOERGfR 
R01 
JOERGER 
HYHC 
HYTEC 
11/H 
172 
01175 
17~ 
04/H 
05/llt 
IH 
17£ 
IH 
172 
6J 
I ,., 
t ;n 
c 3) 
UU 
111t 
(7) 
IX 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
143 Peripheral Interfacing Modules (For TTY, Tape etc.) 
OESK CALCULATOR CTRL ([)Irt'L INTEHACE TO 
FHC 1301/U2/11 AND FHC 131191 
TVPEWQI lER ORIVE UNIT 
N INTERFACE FOR ASR33 TTY,SE~IAL CATA LINK 
TELETYPF C/P CTRl 110 FH C 1301/0?/11 ~NO 
FHC 13Dg ~IA SPEC CONN,TT~ MOTOR ON/OFF! 
TELETYP E INTERFACE 
TELET'fP f HRITfR INTERFACEfi/0 DATA TRANSF 
AND CONTR(l~AM USED AS TMO-WAY FLAGt 
THET'1Pr IIHERFACE iFOR A~'< 331 
VfRSATE t: liNE PRINTER INTERFACE 
PAPEf" TAN PUNCH OUTPLJT OI<IVER 
IFOR FACIT ~070l 
TAPE READER INTERFACF UNIT 
(fOR EL C CT~OGRAPHIC REAOf l<t 
£ MAG TAP F EiRIVERI9-TRACK NI<ZI COI"FATIEll:: 
1 TO ijl<; 8•BIT DATA BUFFER! 
HAGNE TI G lAPf INTERFACE 
(TAPE O fC~S OR CASSETTES> 
N CASSETT E INTERFACE IREI\OS S. WRITES eY ·I! 
OR t6ei T ~ORDS, 8BIT LAM I<EGl CCNTRCLS--
~ CASSETT E IJRIVER FOR 1 CASSEHE 
N CASSETTE [RIVER FOR 2 CASSETTES 
N PORTABL C CASSETTE DRIVER!FOR 1 C~SSETTEI 
UNIVFRSAL ASYNCHRONOUS 
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER (129 CHAf.'.BLIFFER. 
~.S.INJERFACE READER f8BIT DATA + 1'ARJTY 
BlT,BRITISH STANDAROt 
B.S.INT F. RFACE DRIVER C6BIT DATA + PARITY 
8-IT, BR IT ISH S TANOARO) 
P·EfHPHERAL REAllEIH8BIT PAI<ALlEL DAH PI, 
NEG OR FO~ TTL,HANOSHAKE CONTROLS! 
PERIPHE PAl DRIVER t8BIT DATA OUl,NEG CR 
POS TTL ,HINOSHAKE CONTROLS! 
FH r. 1312 
Tn o 801 
::., 711 
P H: 1 JO 7 
70 61-1 
so 11 
J T¥ ? 0 
3j ?. 0 
TP 1_!80 1 
T·~ U 8 ~ 1 
~0 1\ .100 
cs 0 0 42 
J CK tO 
C GK 10 
C CJ< 11 
P Gl< 10 
c 1t 7 
7057-1 
70&4 -1 
70 55 -1 
144 Display Modules, Display and Plotter Interfacing 
24 BIT LEC BCO DISPLAY 
CONE FH C 1301/02/11. VIA S PEC CONNECTOI<l 
2~ BIT NJ)IE BCD DISPLAY !SELECTS ONE OF 
13 FHC 1301/02/11 VIA SPEC CONNECTION> 
24 BIT LED BINARY DISPLAY !ONE FHC 1313 
OR FHC 1309 VIA SPECIAL CCNNECTIONJ 
D<:CIMAL OISPLA'f UNIT IADDI<ESS AND S DATA 
DEC APES + Hll. TIPLIER OISPlAYEDI 
DISPLAY CCNTROLLER lFOR '3C07,INCLUDES 
BIN TO DECIMAL CONVERTERI 
INOICATOR UX16BIT OR 2XfiBIJ,INOICATE~ 
STATE OF I<EGISTER LOADED FROH DATA~AYJ 
EXTERNAL lliSPLAY FOR J EA 10 SCALER 
SCALER DISPLAY THROUGH CO~PUTER 
COISPLAY CF 248IT WORD, 3!1!1HZI 
IU.NUAL BINARY OISPLAV l CONTENT OF A 
REGISTER CISPLAYEO,EXT HULTIWAY CONN> 
C GRAPI-liC DISPlAY DRIVER FOR HP1311/TEKE04 
N GRAPHIC DISPlAY DRIVER FO" STORAGE 
0 ISPL AY TEK 60 Z 
C TV DISPLAY DRIVER U2 LINES,40 CHAR/liNE 
6~ CHARACTER SET, 5X7 DOT MATRIX) 
C TERMINAL I!OOULE (24 LINES, lUI CHAR(LHE 
96 CHARACTER SEh 5X7 OOT MAT~IXJ 
FHC 13 0 5 
FH C 1306 
FHC 1315 
'30 07 
301)6 
gq 14 
C A~ 10 
J AF 15 
J AF 20 
~J 01 
4311 A 
5'>6. 200GS 
5'J6. 300CS 
FRIESEKE 
GEC-ELLICTl 
EI liA SYSHI"'> 
FRIFSEKF 
JCRioiAY 
NUCL. ENTFRFRISES 
POLCN 
S'O·tUI"BERGH 
KittETIC S~~H:I1S 
GFC-ELL IC11 
GEC-ElliCTl 
fO~ SYSTE~lE CHNIK 
NU(l. E~TFI<FOISES 
SC f,l_ UM'3fR G E R 
SCI'lUI"BERGE~ 
INFCRl'IA lE IC 
NUCt. ENTERFqiSES 
NUCL. ENTERF~ISES 
NUCt. ENlEf<FqJSFS 
NUCL. ENTERFRISF.S 
FRIESFKE 
FPHSfKE 
FRIES EKE 
NUCL. ENTE"FRISES NA 
NUCL. ENTF~F~ISES 
SCHtUMBERHI< NA 
SCI-LUI"BERGH ? 
SCHtUMBERGH 
BI PA S~STEI'S 
ei RA SYSTEP'S 
EOS S~SlEMTEGHNIK 
EO~ SYSTEMTECHNIK 
172 
IH 
/71 
171 
/70 
0?/7-ft 
/H. 
113 
173 
1117 .. 
173 
175 
/75 
175 
175 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
172 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
171 
01/74 
0 4/711 
10/H 
IH 
(1) 
f1H 
(1) 
( 8t 
1) 
1) 
u 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
DISPLAY PCINT PLOTTER 
i1024X102~ CAPACITY) 
DISPLAY DRIVER CINT£RFACE FOR TEKTQONIX 
SHlR~G£ OSCIHOSCOP£St 
CHAR~CTER GENERATO~ 
C63 CHA~ACTERS, 7X'5 OOTHAT~IX, 2 SIZES! 
DISPLAY VECTOR GENER~fOR 
DISPLAY DRIVER IPOINTPLOT CHAR GFN ANC 
V€CT<'R f.HERA fOR) 
CRT flECit1AL DISPLAY SYST f tl HNCLUOINGJ 
DISPLAY Dli!VER 
DISPLAY SYSTEM COMPRISING 
IHSPl AY S'INCHRONIZING 
DISPLAY TIHING 
DISPLAY C{NWOL 
DISPLAY REFRESH !ALPHANUMERIC + GRHHSl 
DUAL HGHl PEN INTERFACE 
COLOR M CN !TOR 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPlAY DRIVER UWO !OBIT OAC,OUTPUT 
RANGE +5V TO -5V,THO OPER~TION ~OOF.Sl 
STflRAGE OSCIlLOSCOPE (I}RI IIER FOR 
TEKTPCt'PX 611 OR 601,USED WITH 70111 
SCOPf DIS FLAY DRIVER 
MANUAL ' OHROL OF J OD 10 
SCOPF iJ IS PLAY ORI VER X- Y- 2 CS YS TFH l 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER FOR TEKTRONIX Et1 
OR f01 
CHARACT ·-R GENERIHOR 
VECTOR GENERATOR 
liGHT P EN FOR f DO 2 0 12 0 R C G 2 0 1 ~ 
PLOTTER DRIVER 
PP n12 
OD 015 
CG 018 
on 1601 
32 f}fl 
JZJ5 
;3210 
321? 
32 ~5 
RGI< 120 0 M 
7{)11-2 
902fi 
J DO 10 
"1"; 10 
FDD Z il 12 
SOD 2115 
CG 2 018 
vr; zo2a 
LD 2 0 35 
J XY 1 n 
EG&G!C'RTEC 
GEe-ELLIOTT 
JCRWAY 
KINFTIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC S~Sl'OMS 
NUCL. E~TFRFRISES 
NUCl. E~TE~FRISES 
SC~lUI'BERGH 
SEI'i 
SCHUt<BEIHE~ 
145 Instrumentation Interfacing Modules (DVM, Supply CTR, Stepping 
Moter Drivers, Pulse Analyser CTR) 
DUAL 15 CI-ANNEL SERIAl. OUTPUT MODULE 
!STEPPE R I"OTOR CONTROLLER, Hll 
STEP HOTO~ DRIVER IMAX 32768 STEPS,RAlE, 
ROTATION 11~0 START/STOP FULU CCI'IHANOEOl 
N STEPPING I'OTOR CONTROLLER i IJRIVFR 
(AOJUSTASLE ACCEL/DECEL,TIME ~ t<AX FREQl 
ST[PPING I'OTOR CONTROLLER, DUAL 
STEPPING 1'0 TOR CONTROLLE R 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER fUSED WIT~ 7045! 
DELAYED PULSE GENERATOR (4 TTL C/P,0.042 
HZ-It{ll(i·U ~AfEtlEVEL ANU OlRECHCN CONTRl 
ST-EPP IN E. 1'-0TOR OIHV!.'R 
N SUPPLY FOR J CP 20 
C CONTINUQU~ STEPPER CONTROL 165536 STEFS, 
POSIT lON/IriRECT ./SPEED/ ACCELER. CONTRCl l 
C INCREMENTAL STEPP-ER CONTROL 165536 ST E FS, 
POSITION/CIRECT./S~ECO/ACCELER. CONTRCLJ 
N VARI~SLf PULSE DURATION T~IAC OUTPUT 
HOOUI.. E 
N TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER 
18 BITS, 2 AI'IPS, ZERO IIOL TAGE SWITCHHG! 
POWEP SUPPlY CONTROLLER 12-BIT 
CAHAC-TO-~CIPP PHA INTERFACE 
INTERFACE CAMAC-TO-LABEN eOOOSERIES 
I'IUL TICH ANII'EL ANAl"!f'ZF.:RS 
MUL TICHANt\EL ANALTZER - CAHAC INTERFACIO 
IFOR PACKARD 9000 AND 900 SERIES HCAI 
SYNCH~O TC DIGITAL CONVERTER 
CSINGLE A~O MULTI-TURN CAFABILITIESl 
DUAL SYNCI'RQ-IHGITAL CONVERTER C148IT l 
DUAL IN CREHENT AL POSIT! ON E NCODEP I 2X20 
BIT X-Y 01GITIZATION BY UP-DOWN COUNTER! 
INTERFACE FOR MEASURING DEVICES 
tOUAl INPUT FOR 2 I~STRUHENTSl 
3101 
116t 
33 or 
3 .~ 61 
07 OG 
7n 4'? -1 
J f.P 20 
C M ' P 10 
C-ST -4 
C-ST-~>-I 
37 C1 
LT 
315tl 
23 23 
'53 1\0 
97 01 
Sr"JC 
cs 0047 
21 p;' 2019 
DO 200-1412 
81 PA SYSTHS 
BCRFR 
JOERGER 
KINETIC SYSlEHS 
KINETIC SYSlt:MS 
NUCt. E~TE~FRISES 
NUCl. ENTE~FPISES 
SCHlUI"BH<GH 
WF~lEL ElfKTRON!K 
WENZEl ELEkTRONIK 
81 RA SYSTEI'') 
JOERGFR 
KINFTIC SYSTEMS 
EI RA SYSTOS 
UEfN 
FACKARO 
JOERGER 
NUCL. ENTERFRISES 
SH 
OOR~IER 
Nl\ 
5 
2 
Nl! 
173 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
/72 
171 
170 
/71 
173 
171 
171 
/71 
17-1 
171 
173 
172 
09174 
171 
17 ( 
174 
174 
172 
17£ 
/73 
171 
02/H 
7) 
?) 
( 41 
(1) 
2t 
71 
1-l 
(1) 
11 
11 
I 8 I 
( 3) 
( 4) 
{ 9J 
( 1 0) 
XI 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
OUTPUT Rf:GISTER 11& OR 24 'HT TTl DRIVJ;R 
FDR FAST-~OUTING HULTIPlf)~R SYSTEM! 
PULSF OUR~TION DEMODULATO~ 
HIPE OElECTOR SCANNER (&4X1oBIT ~rMORY 
STORFS ! 3EIT POSITION+3BIT CL USTFR OAT~l 
SCANNER TEST HOOULE 
PLUHP IC CN REAO OUT TE RMINOL 
PLUMEIIC-C:N READ OUT {5 SCAL ERS RECCRD 
DIGITIZ ED OUTPUTS FROI1 PLU!1BICON CAMERAl 
SPARK GHA~ B ER READ OUT 
CONTROL LH- INTERFAC E FOR CIG£ TAL 
PROCFSSING SCOPE AND T~ ANSIENT OJGITIZER 
AOC/CAH~C INTERFACE IFOR A~Y ADC,2X16EIT 
01" P.Uf'F € 1', STATUS,LAf1 HANEL,CLOCK TII'El 
C'1 b&'J 
37 ? 0 
WCS-2 00 
HCS-2 !1 1 
PG tO/PUDDING 
J P-t< 10/PLU1 
J sr: 10 
AP I)/ R7 ':1t2 
c- A1- ?. 
147 Other Digital 1/0 Modules (Incl. Data Links) 
CM~AC 0 AU LINK HOOULE 
(16 PIT PARALLEL,ASY~CHRONOUS OHA LIN'<l 
BIT-SYN CHI<ONIZER - HARDWARE PROGPAI"AP.LE 
0 TO 1GV INPUT, ~C~-SIGN~L IN S ERIES 
FORI'rAl- ~YIICHPONIZ£R, IOENllf i. 0/P OF 
DIGITAL DtTA ~OROS, HAROH~RE PROGRAI'AEL ~ 
COHHUNI CATION INTERFACE !V24/V23/V21 
HOOF. .. I NTERFACE HITH AUTO-!HAL OPTION I 
CONTROLLED TIHER (BUSY-DONE LOGIC! 
START-STOF CONTROLLER!START,STOP,RESET, 
H,NUI'l CR OATAHAY CONTRGlt 100HZ CLOCIO 
SERIAL INlfRFACE tV24 SPE O 
f..' SERHL- fHFUT/OUlPUT REGI S TF R toeiT COE':El 
SlART-SlOP UNIT tSHRT, SlOP CLOCK AN~ 
GATE OU TPUTSl 
FOUR FOLD RUSY DONE !START SIGNAL 
INITIATED BY GOKHAN{l,DE IIICE; RETlJPNS LM'Il 
&7 01 
DO 2 0~- ? 2'51 
on .:: o o -22~1 
00 2 OIJ-29t 1 
CT 021 
FH r. 1304 
'iiO 4'5 
J liM tO 
48 0 2021 
J AND p 
KINETIC SY~TE11S 
NANC SYSTEI'~ 
SCHLUI"BfRGH 
SCI-lUI',BEHEJ; 
THTRQNJ)( 
WHZEL ELOTPONIK 
ei I<A S~STF~S 
OORI\IFR 
DOR.,·HR 
OCRI\IER 
EG&G/ORTEC 
FRlfSfKE 
NUCl• ENTERFRISES 
NU(L. ENTERF~ISES 
SCHUfo'BERGH 
SH 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules- and/or/nor Gates, 
Fan-Outs, Digital Level and Code Converters, Buffers, 
Delays, Arithm. Processors etc. 
151 Fan-Outs, and/or/not-Gates 
FAt+-{}UT u..--IT { 2 OREO INPUTS PRO\IIOE 8 FO 0 8 !J1 GH-ELL 10 1'l 
TRU£,2 CO~PLEH OUTPUTS,NII" SIGNALS! 
NI11 FAN OUT (QUAL FOUR FOLD i. C O~PLEMENT, FON JCERGFR 
NIH DRIVEl<, -14HA INTO 5 0 CHI1SI 
TTL FANOUT (QUAL FOUR FOL 0 i. COI'II'' lEHEI'!T, FOT JOERGER 
TTl OR! VF:R, 50HA CUR~ENT SINK l 
FAN OUT MCDULE (ll2 I/P, 16 IL2 0/Pl go so NUCL. OTEJHRISES 
SIX-FOL D CONTROLLED GATE liND IV GATING, &~G 2H7 SEN 
FAN-II+ AN!l FAN-OUT CONTROLLED BY 3 REG'S l 
152 Digital Level Converters 
6 CHA NNEt. TTL/~IH C~NVERTER S& fl 1 81 RA SYSHI'S 
6 CHA NN ~. l NIH/TTL CONVERTER 5&02 Ell f;A SYSTE~S 
~EX CONVERTER CNIM TO TTL lEVELS CtH JCERGFR 
PLUS THC COHPLEHENT OUTPUTS) 
HEX COli VHTER (TTl TO NIH LEVELS CTN JOHGER 
PLUS TWO COMPLEMENT OUTPUTS) 
HEX Il2 TC Il1 C-ONVERT E R 70 51- t NUCl. ENTERFRISES 
(6 NIH SIGNALS IN,& TTL SIGiiALS OUTI 
HEX Il1 rc IL2 CONVER f ER 70 52-1 NUCL. HHH~ISES 
(6 TTl SIGNALS IN,& NIM SIGNALS OUll 
QUIN l1 TO Ilt CONVERTER!5 HARWELL ST.&N- 70 53-1 NUCL. ENTE~FRISES 
OARO l1 SIGNALS IN 5 TTL SIGNALS OUTl 
171 
173 
IH 5) 
11£ 
171 
171 
IH 
174 
17:. 
IH 
/7J 
4 17~ 
173 (1(}) 
IH 
171 ( 1t 
1 · 17-3 
11/H 
111 
111 
/71 
17~ 
173 
11~ 
111 ( 4) 
IH 
17:. 
17~ 
17~ 
17 c 
IH 
170 
XII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTK DELIV. NPR 
153 Code Converters 
DECit'!Al INPUT o NUM BERS 
3 OIG IT ; COli CONV£RTf R 
(S t\ >H BUT J NUHBE~SI 
CA~AC 8 CO-TO-BINARY CONVERTER 
CAHAC fliN*'RY-TO-BCO CONVEI<T ER 
W IT H DE C II' A L 0 I SPUI Y 
N GRAY CO f:E TC BCD CONVERTE I< 
(DUAL GHA~NEL INPUT WITH I'EHORYl 
~INARY CODE CONVERfERfBIN-qcn OR OCO-eiN 
CONVFRSIOii, DATA FROM DAT,WAY OR FRONll 
PINAP.Y TO DECIMAL CODE CO~IJElH F. P. 
(24 ~IT BINARY TO 8 DECADE> ' 
BIN-AflY -TO BCO-CONVt:RTER 121jBIJ TO 8 DECA-
DE,OISPLAY,CONV 4USFC,TTL LEVEL CUT 9 1=Hl 
00 70 iJ ·Z005 
DO 2 00-2011€ 
L£ 11-52!5. 7 
EI P 
'30 44 
61 0 
C-BGC-24 
154 Buffer Memories, Storage Units 
PROGRAM STORE/REGISTER (256X24 8 IT ~AM + 
61tX2&,8I T fiOM, EXT AOOR, USF WITH 7025-21 
( SAHf 13 UT IUTHOUT EDIT ROI' l 
fSAH£ BUT NO BUfFER AN{) N<: EXT llDfJRl 
3-DECAO ::: ADC F. H>-WAY HUX {PRESET X1-X1 0 
AHPL, 1 c X24 STORE, 100USEC/CH UPDATE> 
t5-A"f -8- UT BUIAR'f AO(;} 
2046-WO RO 16 BIT STORE 
16 WORO STORE 
256 WOR nS OF 24 BIT STORE MODULE 
N PROGRAMHAEtE READ ONLY MEMORY 132 WCRCS, 
16 BITS, lOADED BY SOLDER COHNFCTIONS l 
BUF-FFR 14£P40RY 
C256 16 ~ IT WORDS, USE WIT~ J CAN 21/C/Hl 
11 Ot. 
11 0 
1!2 
.:;o o-1 
c<:> o on 3 
c s 0 01? 
221 
J ~T 2n 
155 Logic and Arithmetic Processing Modules 
FLOATING FOINT ARITHMETIC INTERFIICE 
tFOR US i: IIITH H 126 HARD• FLOAT. PDINll 
C P7 
OOR~IFR 
OORNIFR 
EISE'NI"A.,N 
JOERGFR 
NUCl. ENTERFRISES 
PCLCN 
WE'~ZEL El~~lQONIK 
HYTfC 
HYTEC 
NUCL. ENTERFRIS ES 
NUCl. ENTFH~ISES 
POLCN 
SO.LUI'BERHJ; 
INFCRMATEIC 
16 Analogue Modules- ADC, DAC, Multiplexers, Amplifiers, 
Linear Gates, Discriminators etc. 
161 Analogue Input Modules (DC and Pulse ADC, TDC) 
C 32 C~ANNH ANALOG OAT A SYSTEM 
CEXi>ANO IIBlf WITH AO!liTIONAL MUX 1-!00UU<;l 
AN-AL~G INfUT COUAL SLOFf AOG, +I-10V 
RANGF ,1 1<BlTS110V+SIGN, 0 .2SEC CONVfORSIGN l 
DUAL DIGITAL VOLTMETER (2Jr10BIT, DIFF 
INf>U'T t +11HtHV TO -HIOMV t 
ANAHlGU t Hl OI(;IJAL INTEF~CE !WITH FLUG-
IN CONVERTER CARDS ADC/6Q, ADC/10Q ANC 
l>ElC/12Q FCR 6t 10 AND 12 P.IT CONVERSICN) 
IN-TEGRA TIIrG AOC U2BIT, R,NGES 0 TO +~V, 
0 TO -5V, 4DHSEC CONVERSI ON TIHEl 
VOLTAGE - FREQUENCY CONVE~TER 
CUSFO ·WIT-H MULTIPlEXERS J HX 10/20) 
UP-DOWN SCALER/FREQUENCY !'ETER 
DUAl DIGITAL VOLTHETER !+AND- O.!V, 
lG- Blh 0 lFfERENT IAL INPUT I 
tll-G• 'iOLH!-ETfR U2BIT + SIGN, POT-FREE 
RANGF5--ACIOC .02V - 20V,CC 5-100MAl 
DIGITAL VOLTMETER {SAHE AS 
TY-P£ C 7fJ it51-A 13-A1 KI-TH EISPLA'O 
ANALOG INPUTS tHULTIPLEXER-AOC, 
6 DIFF I/F,+/-11JV RANGE,7HTS/10V+SIGN) 
ANALOG INFUTS (11ULTIPLEXER-ACC, 
TO ONE ADC,•I-5V RANGE,7 0 ITS/ 5V+SIGNI 
ANALOG INFUTS (HULTIPLEXER-ADC, 
8 OIFF 1/P, +lOY RANGE,8BITS/10Vl 
5 5 ')1 BI J;A SYSTEI'S 
f)(} :> 00-1021 OCt<,.I!ER 
ov 013 EG &G/ORTE C 
AOC 1201 GEC-ELLIC l l 
7{)0 PCLCN 
J CTF 10 SCHtUMBERGEJ; 
J EF 10 
20Vt" 2 013 SFti 
C 7o451-A13-A1 SI£f!ENS 
C 764 1H-A1J-A2 SIEMENS 
oo zoo-ton OORNIFR 
on 2oo-to1E OOI<NIER 
DO ? 00-tOH DOJ<NIFR 
3? 03/H 
03174 
1 0 /71j 
{ 7J 
04/74 
2 171 
17~ 
17~ 
17~ 
(10) 
{ 4) 
172 7) 
172 
01/H 
172 
/73 
111 ( 1) 
/H 
17~ 
173 
171 -
11~ 
17:. 
IH 
172 
172 
XIII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
ANALOG INFUT IADC, +/-lOW RANGE, 
713IT S/1 PV+SIGN I 
ISAHF FC~ +1-5V ~ANGF, 78ITS/?V +SIGNI 
ISAME F n R +10V RANGE, 8~ITS/10VI 
ANALOGU l- TO DIGITAL CONV f liTER II\ BIT, I/0 
RANGF 0 TC +5V OR 0 TO -5V,25 USFC COt-Vl 
SUCCfSS. ~PPPOX. AOC CWITI- S+H, +1-5V 'JR 
0 TO +/-1CV, 12-6!1,23/13 USEC ACCESS! 
DUAL JO Oil ANALOG TO DIG IT Al CCNVERTER 
QUAL SLOPE AOG Ct-A~D- 0.01/1/lOV RANGE<;, 
118IT IFSCLUTION,20MS C ONV TIMEl 
SUCCFSS. ~PPROX. AGC (WITH S+H, +/-5V rJR 
0 TO +/-tOV, 10-6IT,20/11 USEC ACCESS! 
ANALOG INFUTS CHULTIPLEXER-AGC, 
8 DIFF I/F,+/ -10V RANGE ,11 8 ITS/10V+SI~NI 
ANALOG INFUTS CMULTI~LEX ER-ADC, 
8 OIFF l /F,+/-5V RANGE,11EITS/ SV+SIG~l 
ANALOG INPUTS 04UL TIPLEXE~-ADC, 
8 OIFF I/F, +1 OV RANGE, 12'HTS/,10Vl 
ANALOG INPUT CAOC, +1-lOV RANGE , 
11 A IT S/1 0 ~+ SI G IH 
CSAHF FCR +/-5V RANGE,11AITS/ 5v+SIGNI 
CSAI'4F F CR +10V RANGE,12RITS/10Vl 
3-0ECAO ; AOC ~ 16-WAY HUX !PRESET Xl-~10 
AHPL, 1 5X24 STORE, 100USE C/CH UFrATEl 
C SAHE 9 UT BINARY AOCI 
C SAHF., EUT AHPL GAIN CAN Et: S ET AND 
STORED IN[IVIOUALLY/CHANNEL, BCD/BINI 
16-CHAN ~E l AID CGNVlRTCR 
IOIFFE~ t NTIAL INPUTS, 11 EITS + S IGNI 
A/0 CONVERTER .112BIT,HAX 20 USEC CONVER-
SION, + ~N{)-5V, +ANO-i!tV, +10V RANGES} 
DUAl 12 9IT ANALOG TO OIGITAL CGNVERTE~ 
ANAlOGU io TO DIGITAL CONVERTER U28IT, 
20 MSEC CCNVERSION,RANGE -5V TO +5VJ 
OCTAL GHARGE DIGITIZER C8X8B.IT CHARGE 
SENSITIVE AOC, REAOOUT IN 4X16.BH WCR[Sl 
QUAD FA ST GAT~O INTEGRATOR 
!CHARGE DIGITIZER, 4)10 BITI 
HULTI-!'10DE LINEAR AOC C8 B IT,It0HHZ CLOCK, 
A REt AN C Ff AK HOOES ,N!I'I L EV£L Sl 
OCTAl A OC (8 FAST I/P,6BITJ'CH, COMHON 
GATE, NIH LEVELS, BILINEA~ HOD E l 
12-CHANNCL AO C U2 FIIST liP, 1 08 IT/CH, 
.25PC s ~ NSI TIVITY, FAST ClEA~l 
OCTAL ACC IHIN 5 NSEC PULS ~" S, P O ~ OR hEG 
88IT/10 ~ FC RESOLUTION, 250 USE C CCNVl 
ANALC1GU F TO DIGITAL CONV[RTER 
( 80HI-IZ, 1l BITSt 
16.000 CHANNEL PULSE 1\0C 120011HZ CLOCKI 
1024 CHANI<F.l PUlSE AOC HOOHHZ CLOCKI 
N 16 CHANNEl A/0 'CONVERTER IHT HUX OIFF 
INPUTS, 12BIT AUTO CYCLING, DUAL S LCPF.I 
N EVENT TIHER14-CHANNEL TIH E DIGITIZER, 8 0 
1 tHlHHZ INT. CLOCK, LAM WHEN om~F.l 
QUAD GA t'AC SC IlLER t4X161H 1 OR 2X32EIT, 
4 OHH7 I 
TII1f DIGITIZER C<tX16fiiT,5 0'1HZ CLOCK,WITH 
CENTRf; FHOER, USABLE WIT!-' PRE-A~P 511) 
TII'IE DI GiliZER ~~ IHit STOP CHANNHS, 
COHHON S T~RT, 200 PSECS RESOLUTION! 
QUAO TI ME DIGITIZER CSPA~K CHAMBER 
RE-AOOlrT t CENTER FINDING L CG IC) 
TH1E DIGITIZER 
16 CHANN~tS,16 BITS, 100 ~HZ CLCCK RAT~J 
QUAD TIME-TQ-OIGITAL CONVERTERISBIT/Ch 
102/~t!tNSfC RANGESo13US£C CONV£RS,NHH 
OCTAL T !HE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER U OBIT /CH 
102/204NSEC RANGE.S, FAST CLEAR! 
TYPE 
0'1 ;> 00-1027 
DO :>oo-toze 
!)..'l 2 00-1 029 
124'+/12441\ 
3515 
1241 
1243 /1243A 
oo z oo-1 on~ 
on 200-1 OOE 
[lO 2 00-1 0 0 ~ 
DO c 00-1024 
00 G 0 0-1 0 2 ~ 
on 2 00-1 oze 
50 0-1 
511 1 
51 0 
A·"i- 1 
30 
35? 0 
70 5-'; -1 
Q:J Br 8 
01)41 0 
224H 
2? 4 ~· 
22 4'-l A 
90 40 
J CAN 21 C/H 
J CAN 4!} 
34 
22 n? 
10 05 
FHtl 4 
T00 3 1 
m 
222(:, A 
2228 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
DORNHR 
NUClo ENTE~F~ISFS 
BORFR 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
60RfR 
BCHR 
OCI<NI ER 
OORt-'IFR 
OCRNIER 
OCR~' IfR 
HYTfC 
JOERGFR 
JOf;liAY 
KINFTIC SYSTEMS 
NUCl. E~TERFRISES 
EGKG/ CRT EC 
Hii:/CRTH 
tR5-LECROY 
LRS-LECRG'f 
LRS-l£GROY 
NUCl. ENTERF~ISES 
NUCL. E~TERFRISES 
SCI"lUI'!BERGEii 
SCI"LU~9EHH 
BI I'A SYSTEI'S 
BCI<FR 
BORFR 
EG &G/OR lEC 
EGH/CRTEC 
LRS-LECROY 
t.R~-lfCRO~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
. 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
/72 
17(. 
/72 
/70 
172 
/72 
/7(. 
IH 
/72 
/72 
172 
1-H 
06/74 
/71 
/H 
02171t 
170 
171 
01174 
lH 
OE/74 
172 
172 
114 
174 
IH: 
/72 
0817ft 
/70 
G1/7ft 
I g) 
( 3) 
I Cj) 
H11 
( 21 
( 7) 
( 2) 
I q) 
11 OJ 
H · 
( 7t 
CHI 
2} 
9t ···· 
XIV 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
N SIXTEEN FCLO TIME-TO-OIGITAL-CONVEPTE~ 
(100MHl EXT CLOCK, itiHT SCALERS USEOJ 
TIME DIGITIZFRf4X1&8IT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ, WITH CENTER FINCING LCGICJ 
TIME DIGITIZER f'+X16fHT ,CLOCK RATE 
7lli8S I1H l, t> I M LEVELS I 
SERIAL TII1E DIGITIZER 18Xl!BIT lOOMHZ, 
SER + S ~ QCENT COUNT MOOE,SHIFT-R£G GAlEJ 
TYPE 
TnC-16 
TD 20-H 
m 2 041 
STO 205 0 
162 Analogue Output Modules (DAC) 
8 CHANN ~ L 8 BIT 0/A CONV t ~TER !CURRENT 
OR VOLTAGE 0/P,SLOW ANAlOG METER ORIVE~l 
ANALOG OUTPUT fOAC 88Il RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 511Al 
ISAMt: BUT 12BIT RESOLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUT WAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 5HA, 2 OUTPUlSJ 
I SAl'€ BUT 12BIT RESOUJTIONJ 
ANALOG OUTPUT fOAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+AND-10V CUTPUT RANGE, 5MAJ 
ISA ~E BUT 12BIT RESOLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUT COAC BBIT RESOLUTICN, 
+AND-1(}V CUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, 2 OUTPUTS) 
I SAME BUT 128IT RESOLUTION I 
A~ALOG OUTPUT COAC 68!1 RESOLUTICN, 
+AN0-5V OCTPUT RANGE, 5MAJ 
I SAHE BUT 12BIT RESOLUTION I 
ANAlOG OUTPUT CDAC 8 BIT RESOLUTION, 
+ANO-SV OUTPU.T RANGE, 5HA, 2 OUTFUTSJ 
(SA ME BUT 128IT RESOLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUT fDAC 88I T RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 5HA, I+ .OUTPUTS) 
(SAME BUT 12BIT RESOLUTION! 
ANA-LOG -CU lPUT HlAC 881 l R-ESOLUTION, 
+AND-10V CUTPUT RANGE, 5M~, 4 OLTPUfSJ 
(SA-ME BUT 128IT RESOlUTfONI 
ANALOG CUlPUT fOAC 8BI l -RESOLUTION, 
+AND-5V OUTPUT RANGE, SHA, ~ OUTPUTSJ 
fSAt'-E eUT 12BH ·RESOLIJ-TIONI 
13-CTAl:: OAC -H09IT,0-7Vt5 80H1S , 1 OUSECSI 
(SAHf' BUT WITH 2'S COMPLEMENT gsiT•SHN, 
+A-ND- 5\lt 500HHSt 
QUAD OAC -fit CHANNEL VERSION OF OAC 1082 l 
CSAHF, 4 CHANNEL VERSION CF OAC 10821El 
DUAl 0/A CONVERTER (10 BIT, 10USfC CONV 
TI-ttE, +-HJ-V-, +AND-10Vt +AN-D-5:Y RANGfSl 
-£WAl 0/A- CCNYERTER H2 BITt 30USEC CONV 
TIME, +10V, +AN0-10\1, +AND-511 RANGFSJ 
OCTAL (}/A CONVERTER I8BIT RESOLUTICN, 
C 1"0 211 fl OR 0 T 0 +1 Oil 0 UTI 
OIA CONVERTER (126Hoo5 USfC CONVERSION, 
0/P PANGn •IIN0-2.511/5V/10V ANO +5V/10Vl 
8 CHANNEL 10 BIT D-A CONVERT£~ 
DIGITAL TC ANALOGUE CONVERTER 
DUAL OIGilAL-TO-ANAlOG CONVERT ER 11081T, 
OUTPtJf o- ·ro +1011 OR -5 TO +5VJ 
Ou-At OAC C10BITo +AN0-11lV OR +AI'ID-20M.At 
OUAL OA C 1126 IT, +AND-1 OV J 
N ISOLATEO DUM. DAC UOBIT,JOUSEC.10V/51'A 9 
OPTOCEJUFlfRt4 HHING MOOFStRANGE-t10DIFI 
-N QIJAO OAC (88IT,tOUSEe,5\I/51JKA,4TIH!tiG-M, 
+,- tRANGE ~OIF,OPT.GROUNO-REJ~.5USECJ 
N QUAD DACf108IT 1 10US€C 9 5V/SOMA,4TIHING-M, 
+7- &RANG£ ~OIF,OPT.GROUND-RfJ~.5USECt 
540 '5 
DO 2 00-1511 
00 " 0 0-15 21 
DO 2 00-151<: 
DO Z O!l-15? 2 
00 201l-15U 
00 ? 00-152.! 
DO 2 1)0-1514 
on zoo-1524 
00 200-1515 
DO 200-152~ 
DO 200-151E 
DO 200-152E 
DO 21}0-1517 
D'J 2 00-15?7 
00 200-151e 
no zoo-t5ze 
DO 200-151': 
00 <- 00-1-52'! 
OAC 1082 
DAC 10 82 I P. J 
f}A C 1'142 
OA C 1042 ( f11 
0/ll- 1 0 
0/ !1-12 
8 0/ A 
31 
20 AC <'011 
C 7h 45t-A15-Il2 
C 71) 451-Ai"::-AJ 
C/ Oil -210 
c- OA-410 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCLETRCN 
SH 
SH 
SH 
8I ~A SYSTHS 
OCRNifR 
OGIH-If R 
OCR~IFR 
oc,;NrrR 
OCRI'IER 
OCRNIFR 
OCRNIER 
OCHIFR 
OORNIF R 
GEe-ElLIOTT 
GEC-ELL ICTT 
JOERGER 
JCEFGFR 
JOERGfR 
JOR\oiAY 
KINFTIC SYSlEMS 
NUCL. ENTFRFRIS ES 
SEN 
S IEI'-E I'IS 
WF~ZEL ELFKTRONIK 
WH2El H.FI<lRONIK 
WENZEL ELFI<TRONIK 
0617~ 
17(. 
172 
11't 
/73 
113 
173 
173 
/73 
172 
173 
173 
173 
tn 
/73 
17~ 
173 
171 
/7( 
171 
tn 
17J 
/74 
114 
174 
( 4) 
( 2t 
( 6) 
11U 
( 11l 
XV 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
164 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules I (MX) 
SEE ALS O t:ORNIER AOC TYPES 
( SAHf, f? Ul AMPL GAl N CAN EE S ET AND 
~TORfD IN!HVHIUALLY/GHANNEL, BGD/fliNl 
12 INPUT #NALOGUE 11Ul TIPLFXER !RANDOM OR 
SCAN AC CE 5S CONTROLLED BY SKIP REGISTER! 
15 CHAN Ne l MULTIPLEXER IAN~LOGUf SIGN~LS 
~OUT~O TO AOC/OVH,OIRECT t SCAN ~OOESl 
RELA~ ~ULTIPLEXER (16 CHANNELS,HAX 200V/ 
750MA 0 ~ 10VA, DATAWAY S ~ T+INCR ~OORE~Sl 
!WITH FRONT PANEL CON,..FGTORl 
RELAY ~ UL1IPLEXER(16 CHANhELS, MAX 200V/ 
750MA OF. 10VA, OATAHAY SE T+INCR ADDRE5Sl 
!WITH FRONT PANEL CONN€ CTORl 
AN4LOG KULTIPLEXER 115 CH~~NELS,REFD 
RELAYS, I"A~ AND OATAWAY SrL, EXPANDABLE! 
16-CHANNfL A/0 CONVERT~R 
(OIFFER • NTIAL INPUTS, 1t BITS + SIGNI 
15 CHANNEL RFLAY MULTIPL E X 
HASTFR MUlTIPLEXER C16 CH, 4 POLf REE(l 
SLAVE MULTIPLEXER (16 CH, 4 POLE REEDl 
16 CHAN~El RfLAY MULTIPLE)ER 
STANO AR C l E VE Ll 
(SA~F F CR LOW LEVEU 
MULTIPL EXER MANUAL CONTROl 
16-CH~NNE L FAST MULTIPLEXER IFEl 
SWITCHE S FOR AOC 1243 !\NO 12441 
F£1 MUL TIFLEXER I 16 OlfF I/F, 
HAX +OR-10V, OATAWAY SEHlNCR ADDRESS! 
!WITH FRONT .PANEL CONNF CTO Rl 
t-: 16 CHANNEl A/0 CONVERTER .IF.ET MUX DIFF 
INPUTS, 12BIT AUTO CYCLING, DUAl SLCPEl 
HULTIPLEXER-SOLID STATE C16 SINGLE-ENDED 
OR 8 OIFF CHAN,RANOOM 01< SF:QUENl ACCE5Sl 
32 CHANNEl ANALOG MULTIPLEXER lSERVE ~S 
CHANNEL t)PANOER FOR 5301 DATA SYSTEHl 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, 2 CONTACTSI 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, CONTACTS I 
HT- ~UlliPLEXER (32 CI-'ANNHS, 
~AX +OR-10V, OATAWAY SET+INCR ACr.RESSl 
CIH FH FROIH PANEL CONNECTOR I 
FET MULTIHEXER 132 OI FF I/P, 
MAX +OR-10V, OATAWAY SET+INCR ACnRESSl 
(SAHF WITt< FRONT ·PANEL COt.NECTORSI 
FET I'IUL TIPLEXER (&4 CHANNH.S 
HAX +OR-10V, OATAWAY SET+INGR ADDRESS! 
(WI Hi fRONT PANEL CON~E CTOR l 
~1 0 
HX 7.025 
17 01 
r)Q 7. 00-1035 
00 ?00-1235 
00 zoo-to 3 E 
O!J 2 00-123E 
AH 
A'1-l 
3'5 ~I) 
6() 1 
60 0 
J HY 10 
J MY 20 
J I\ X 1 0 
1/ 04 
OJ ?D0-1031t 
DO 2 00-1234 
34 
90 2& 
'51 01 
G 7&451-A4-A1 
c 7&451-A4-A2 
00 ? 00-103:: 
00 2 00-1232 
[)0 ?. 00-103 7 
DO i:' 00-1237 
00 c ()0-1 061 
00 200-12f1 
DOl< HER 
HnFC 
SFN 
eo~FR 
OO~Nif'~ 
DCHIFR 
JCEJIGFR 
JOERG~R 
KINfTIC S~Sl~MS 
NUCL. EI'<TEIHqiSFS 
SCI-lUI"iJERCEf; 
BCHR 
DOH IER 
JOR\iAY 
NUCl. HTERFRISES 
BI I< A SYSTEI'S 
SIEI"ENS 
SIHENS 
DCI<NIFR 
·OGRPI' IfR 
OORNIFR 
01;/7~ 
172 
/1{. 
/71 
171 
IH 
172 
17 f. 
Of./74 
17 3 
170 
170 
17 ~ 
173 
/73 
/7( 
172 
11(. 
/74 
171 
02/7,. 
2 /73 
IH 
17~ 
IH 
IH 
17(. 
173 
173 
165 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules II (Lin. Gates, Ampl., Discriminators etc.) 
N LINEAR GA lf. 
N PULSF. STRETCHER 
N SINGLE CH.8.NNEL ANALYSER !RESOLUTION HSI 
N LOGIC SHAPfR ANO OELAY 
N UNIVE~S q L COINCIDENCE 
N fAN OUT 
SAHPL E-ANC-t()LO AMPLIFIER (OUAL OIFF 
AHP-L, +/-1 CV ·RA NGE,20MA OUl, 5·US£C SETT U 
!SINGLE A~PL VERSION, 90T~ TY 0 ES HAVE 
HOLO AN 0 TRACt< HODES I 
PR01SIHM11Bt£ A11PUFIERIA1T-ft-IUA'1'0R 
IATTFNU~TlON -6008 TO 008 , 6 STEPS, 
AHPLIFICAlHlN -OllB TO 6008, 6 STEPSl 
PROGRAI1ABlf AHPLI¥1ER/ATTENUATOR 
CATT[NU~TION -6008 TO ODB IN 6 STEPS, 
GAIN 00 8 TO 600B IN 6 ST£ 1'-S, 2 CPANNHSI 
DIFFFRENTIAL Af1PLIFIER 
(GAIN CONlRC\.LED FROH OAHWAYI 
11 U5 
11 % 
12 01 
14 01 
1? 04 
DO 2 00-1 04 0 
O'l c 0 0-t 0 41 
f}J 200-105(. 
DO 2 00-1053 
CS GiH!t 
POLCN 173 
FCLCN 
PC LON 3 0 3/711 
FOLCN 03/74 
FCLCN 04/7~ 
PCLCN 1 173 
DORtHER /H 
2 /72 
OCi<NifR 
OORNIER 1 /73 
NA 
NUCL. ENTERF~ISES 
' :n 
(E) 
111) 
I 4) 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH · DELIV. NPR 
DIGIHL WINOOW DISCRIMINAlOR !WITH 
128X16B rT 8UFHR, PARALLEL • SERIAL I/P) 
SEt> 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules- Mixed Analogue 
and Digital, Not Dataway Connected etc. 
NUHEPICAL CONTROL SYSTEI" 
COMPRISING CASSETTE RECORER C 503, 
DATA WRITER AND DISPLAY C <> 04, ~~'0 TYFES 
SEPIAL CO~TROLLER 
DATA RE CEIVER FOR MECHANICAL OPE PI\ TIOt.S 
(<; OfCA~[ OATA,J DECADE INSTRUCTION REGl 
CU:;>RE NT SCURCE 
liMA TO 10~~ AND FOR PT 100 AOAFTORI 
c c;o o RDT 
SJEI"EI\S 
172 
NA 
173 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 
CONTROLLERS/ AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers- Parallel Mode for 4600 Branch 
and Other Multi-Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous Systems 
211 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems I (4600 Branch Compatible) 
EXECUTIVE SUITE 
ASSEMBLY CF MODULAR CONTRCLLERS IN CA~AC 
CRATE, ,; OVERS SYSTEM COMPLEXITY FRCI" 
SINGLE SOtRCE-SINGLE CRATE TO HCLTI 
SOURCE-~ULTI CRATE SYSTEMS,COMPRISING 
fXECUTI VE CONTROLLER ITRIINSFOI<MS 
STANflARC CRATE INTO SYSTEI" CRATE) 
BRANCH .;OUPLfR (ONE PER f!I<ANCH, MAX 71 
ANO SYSTE~ INTERFACE SOURCE UNITS, ALSO 
OPTIONALLY AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER SOURC = 
UNITS l All INSERTED INTO SYSTEM. c ·RATE l 
AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER 1 (fOR MVLlllEVEL 
AUTO~JOMCU~ BLOCK TRANSFER~ IliA C~Al 
POP-11 SYSTEM INTERFACE, COMPRISING 
PROGRAM T~ANSFER INTERFACE 
UNISUS TE~MINATION UNIT 
SYSTFK INTERFACE BUS (L!NI<S UNIBUS TO 
ALL SI SOl:RCE UNITS FORHI~G INTEPFACEl 
INTERRUFT VECTOR GENERATOR !ADOS AUTONO-
MOUS ENTRY OF GL-DERIVED I~TERRUFTSI 
tliRECT t-4EIIORY ACCESS 1Nf £ RFACE CADDS 
HULTICH A N~EL OHA,NEEDS AUTONOMOUS CTRLl 
NOVA/SUf'E iiNCVA SYSTEM INTERFAC F , COMPJ< 
PROGRAM T~ANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 PUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
INTEROATA 70-SERIES SYSTE~ INTERFACE 
CO~PRISIN( 
PROGPAH TRANSFER INTERFAC e 
IIO 8US TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTF~ INTERFACE !3US 
INT-ERRUPT VECTOR GENERA TO!< 
HONEYWELL 31fJ/51fJ SYSTEM INTE~F~C': tCOI"PI< 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 PUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTE~ INTERFACE BUS 
GEC 205 G/It060 SYSTEM INTFRFAC E , COI'PR 
OIRH'T TRANSFERS INTERFACE 
SYSTEM INTERFACE 8US 
SYSTE~ CR ~Tf TEST UNIT fTWO-COHH,ND TEST 
UN-IT fO io' CHECKING SYSTEM CRATE ~YSTEMSI 
E'lOlREC TIONill OAU BREAK fii)QUlE FOR PEPil 
COMPUTERS ffOR USE WITH 7C46-2l 
MICROPRCGI<AMHEO BRANCH DRIVER FCI< POP-11 
CWITH 256, 512t OR 1K WORO<; OF l'fl'4CRYl 
UNIBUS r.AELE ASSEMBLY 
PDP-11 CA~AC CONTROLLERISEQUENTIAL RE~O/ 
H Ri Tf , 2 ~ €fi' AO E 0-L I NT ER RUH 0 I P. EC' Tl Y l 
PllP-15 CAI'AC INT£RFAC£11fll2lt!HT,PROGR, 
SEOUFNT AOOR AND BLOCK fRANSFER ~ODES! 
POP-q C~H~C INTERFACE 
(SOH£Wtfi1T MOOIFIED CA 15 Ill 
PDP-11 fNlFRfACE/SRANCH DRillER 
(24 VECfOf< ADDRESSES, PROGRAMME[ ANO 
MUL TJPL :-' !JMA-TRANSFER; AOU~ESS SCAN HO 
-LIST MODE, REPEAT-, LAM- 1\NO STOP HOOEI 
GEC-ELL ICTT 
1'{'(- :; r ·~ -? 
Hfl-('PR-?. 
GEe-ELLIOTT 
SG-ACU-t GEC-ELLICTT 
GEe-ELLIOTT 
PT I-11 G/[1 
T'~M-11 
sr -u us-x 11 
IVG-11 
n~L'l- 1 t 
GEC-ELLICT1 
PT I-N CID 
P!1-N 
SI-i3 US-XN 
IV G- t-.4 . 
GEC-ELLICTT 
01 [- lQ C/r. 
r -: "-7n 
sr - Icus-x 7 c 
IVG-7 •J 
GEC-HLJC Tl 
or T- Hi o CIC 
T!-' M-H16 
ST-HUS-XH1E 
GH-ELLICll 
PT I-2050 \.If) 
sr-, us-x2r.~a 
SC-TST-1 GEC-ELLICTl 
10 Ot' YY TFC 
12 01 BI RA SYSHI'S 
'H . 'l l 
C-~ 11-A 0 E c 
c~ '5 A 0 E c 
Gil j 5 A/Pf1F-S E c 
C4 11-C 0 f c 
17'C 
172 
17 3 
17'2 
17(. 
172 
17< 
17J 
172 
17< 
172 
17~ 
17~ 
17~ 
11~ 
/73 
17~ 
17~ 
17: 
172 
09/H 
Nil 172 
172 
Nil 171 
NA 171 
NA 171 
NA 172 
( fll 
( 71 
( 51 
1n 
(1) 
( 41 
XVII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT D~TA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
POP-11 n?~NCH O~IVER l EUR 4600 COMPATI-
BLE,PROG!.!l14HEO ANU SEQUENT AOOR .-onES l 
f'OP-11 P. R~NCH DRIVER 
INTfFFACE AND DRIVER FOR FDP 11 OR FOF 
MULTI-CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRIS ING 
BRAN(' .. INTERFACE 
16-BI T CONTROLLER I WITH E !THE ~ OF THE 
FOLLOHihG INTERFACE CA~OS l 
POP 11 lNTERFAC~ CARD 
INTERFACF CARD FOR DEC PDF 8 SERIES 
INTfRFACE CAMAC-PUP 11 IPROGRAMMfD,BLG';K 
TRANSFER AND SEQUENTIAL ~COR MOCfSl 
C NOVA BRANCH DRIVER 
N NOVA BR ANCH DRIVER WITH o •TA CH~NNEL 
INTEF'FA '; F. /SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO HP2100, 
2 114, 2115, 2116 
INTERFACE FOR VARIAN 6201/L/F COMPUTE~ 
!PROGR, ~ ECUENT AND BlOCK TRANSFEPSI 
SYSTf M CONTROLLER FOR SIEH~ NS 404/3 
(TRANSF ER CF 16 OR 24 8IT OATAWOPDS 
PARALLel ERANCH COMMAND CI'AININGJ 
ISAI'!E BUT WITHOUT COM~ANO CHAINING! 
SYSTEM GOhTROLLER FOR SIEMENS 404/3 
(TRANSF eR CF 16 OR 24 BIT OATAW OPDS 
PARALLEL BRANCH BUT NO C0 .. 11AND CHAH.HGl 
BRANCH DRIVER-INTERFAC E FC~ SPC -1 & -SE~ 
WITt< PR OGRAMMED & DHA OAT n TR ANS Ftf< MCCF 
MICRODATA 800/CIP 2000 B R ~~CH DRIVf R 
BRANCH URIVER (2.4BIT, PROGR, SE QUE NT ll'H~ 
5 LOCK TRHSFFR MODES, MAX 7 cq~TrSl 
INTERFAC~-DRIVER FOR VARIAN 73/6?0I/62ryl 
MUlTI-C >~ AlE SYSTEM, GOMFRIS IN S 
BRANCH INTERFACE 
16-ET T COt--TROLLER 
AND 
INTERFAC~ CARD FOR VARIAN 73/620I/62 0 L 
SERIES r: o~PUTERS 
INTEPFA CE FOR K202 COHPUHR (24BTT,~UTO­
NOHOUS 2LCCK TRANSFERS TO/FROM MfMORY, 
L-NU~ BE I< I NIT RR UPT ENCO DEl< l 
SVSTFM C O~TROLL£R FOR SI E ~E NS 320/330 
(AUTO-GL, 24 VECTOR ADDR, PROGR~~NED & 
DHA TRANSF, AOOR-SCAN.INCI<EH,RAt.DOI' LIST 
REPE ~T, LAI' i STOP MODES I 
f'ln -o 1 t 
I(S 0011 
q r) 32 
90 34 
L_; P 11/ICP 11 A 
12 '>1 -1 
12 'j!- ? 
2 ~ :)1 
2? 0 4 
DO 2 00-?.9 ?. 1 
oo 2 oo-29.> 2 
C8D 1 6 / ~ 00 72-077 
cs tJ 0 44 
10 0 
,, 72 4'>1 A1E02 
EG &G;rq!EC 
KihfTIC 5Y~l ~MS 
NUCL. E~TE~fQISFS 
SCHUMB ERGE~ 
BI f;'~ SYSTEI'S 
BI FA S~51EI' S 
BCf<FR 
BOI'F.R 
DCRNIF R 
DCR~IE~ 
GE~FRAL AUTCHATION 
JORI'~Y 
LAEFN 
NUCL. E~Tff'FPIS C S 
POLCN 
SIEI'ENS 
212 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems II (For other Parallel 
Mode Control/Data Highway) 
DEDICAT.:D CRATE CONTROLL FR FO R NOVA 
TERMTNA TOR FOR NOVA I/0 8 LS 
OATA~AY CCNTROLLER OOP-51tiPA~T CF 7000-
SER SVST E .. WITH EXT CONTRCl HIG~WAYl 
PROGPAMMED DATAWAY CONTROllER !P~RT OF 
7000-S£ ~ !"YSTEI'I WITH EXT CONTR ~TGH~All 
COMHA NO GENERATOR 
TRANS FE « liE GISlER 
PROGRAM CCN~OL UNIT 
WIRED S TORI: 
PLUGBOA RD STORE 
CRATF CC'NTROLLER FOR NOVA COI1PUlfR 
CRATr CGNTROLLE~ BUS TERI'liNATOR FOR 
CC 2D2JA/E {ONE PER SYST E'I 
70 22-1 
70 25 -2 
7 0 62- t 
706.1 -1 
0 3 62- 2 
7n 4'• -1 
70 77 -1 
cr: z o 2 3A If' 
!:J T 2 0 22 
EG&G/CRTEC 
NUCL. ENTF~FRISES 
NU{l. ENTERF RISES 
SEh 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Nil 
NA 
Nil 
6 
NA 
4 
4 
2 
1 
NA 
t 
3 
171 
171 
/H 
172 
/72 
173 
171 
173 
174 
171 
172 
173 
173 
AN/74 
/74 
17 3 
17~ 
170 
170 
171 
/7( 
17C 
11C 
171 
/7( 
171 
( it) 
7) 
71 
7) 
( .,, 
( 5) 
7) 
( Ill 
8) 
7) 
( 7) 
6) 
XVIII 
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213 Interfaces/Drivers for Single-Crate Systems (4100 Dataway Compatible) 
SINGLE CRHE SYSTEM CONTf.1 CllfRSIHF 
EXECUTI VE SUITE, CLASS .2111 
POP-11- SEI<IES CRATE CONT ROLLE R 
CQATF C 0 NJ~OLLt~I~DP11 UN16 US I~TERFACE 
NPR CON1ROLL£R FOR OHA TO POP11 F ,G, IliA 
1533A CPAT E CONTROLLER/INTERFA CE 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER/POP-11 I NTERFACE 
OEOICAT ED CRATE CONTROLLER FO R FOP-11 
!MULTIPLE TRANSFER OR AUTC ADD RESS SC~NI 
UNI BliS ~~K H E CONTROLLER PCP-11 
INTEP FA CE AND DRIVER FOR POP 11 OR PDF 8 
SINGL E CRATE SYSTE~, COM PRISI NG 
1E-RJT C O ~TROLLER (WITH t iTHE R CF THE 
FOLLO WI !\G INTERFACE CAR DS l 
POP 11 PHERFACE CARD 
INTE RFAGc CAR D FOR DEC PDF 8 SF. RIE S 
AUTONOH C U~ CONTROLLER FOR POP t1 
CAHAC CkATE-PDP 11 INTERFACE 
N UNIBUS TERMINATOR 
N UNI OUS CX lENOER 
CRATF-SY STFM CONTROLLER FC~ PDP-11 
{24 BIT READ ~ WRITE CAPAEILITIE S I 
NOVA-SE oUES CRATE CONTROllER 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER TC HP CO~PUTERS 
(CERN TYP E 06&) 
VARI~N- C A~AC INTERFACE CRAT E CONTROLLE~ 
116EIT SECUENT+BLOCK TRANSF, 1 CC/CRAT El 
INTERFA CE -DRIVER FOR VARIAN 73/6 2 0I/62 ~ L 
SINGLE CR~TE SYSTEM, C OMPRl~ IN G 
1£:- BI T CO NTROLl ER 
AND 
INTERFACE CARD FOR VARIAN 73/6 20I/620L 
SERIF S C: OP'PUTERS 
CRATE I NTERFACE FOR MULTI 2 0 OR ~ULTI ~ 
CRATT:- CONTROllER 320 
CRATE CONTROLLER 404 
13 Q4 
15 3 .~ A 
1'1 42 
CA-11-E 
oc 011 
39 11 
'l l 12 
~0 S4 
J cr. 11 
J UT 11 
S »r X 11 
C-CSC-11 
13 1J 
15 31 
c 30 0 
cs [j 044 
J G~ !l/2 0 
G 72 451-A11t46-116 
C 7b451-A1446-A7 
GFC-EUIC T1 
BI l'A SYSTE~<; 
BOJ;fR 
0 E C 
EGKG/ORTE C 
KHFTTC SYST EMS 
NUCL, ENT E ~FRIS F S 
NUCL. ENTEJ;FOIS ES 
WE~ZEL ELEKT RONIK 
BI RA SYSTEf' S 
BCHR 
INFCRI"ATEI< 
NUCL. E~TF"FQIS E S 
SCHUf'BERGER 
SIEI'IENS 
SIEMENS 
214 Controllers for Autonomously operated Systems (and Related Units) 
OATil PRGCESSOR (AUTONOMOUS PR OGRAI"AELE 
SINGLE nATAWAY CONTROLLE~ 16 REGISTE RS 
DO ? 0 0- 2 'l51 DORfo.I ER 
217 Other Parallel Mode Interfaces/Drivers/Controllers 
SYSTEM CRATE CONTROLLER 
HODCOHP I,HGOGOHP II l MO[COHP III 
SYSTFI" f: RIVERIUSE WITH 3qE OI 
POP-11 SY~TEM DRIVER IUS F. WITH 39601 
MANUAL S Y~TEM ORIVERIUSE IIITH :l 9f0l 
3<J6f: 
3':Pfl 
F l 71 
39 '\ ~ 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial Highway 
SERIAL f' XTENSION UNIT, 8 nn ll YTf SERIH 
LINK, BRANCH COMPATIBLE, CONSI STING CF 
SERIAL DRJVER UERMINATf.S BRANC H HIGHW~Y 
ANO P ETRA~SHITS COHHAND SERIALLY) 
SERIAl RECEIVER !RECEIVES SERIAl DATA, 
DRIVES fYfE A-1 SYSTEM, OFTICAL ISOU 
N SERIAL CIOTE CONTROLLER •t-1• tC0NFORI"S 
TO ESON E/ ~H/01 S. TID-2648e + ERRATA) 
N MANUAL SERIAL DRIVER tBIT/BYTE MODE, 
"ULTIPL E ~fSSAGES, ERROR EFNERATIONI 
TYPE L-1 CRATE CONTROLLER FOR THE 
-sTANDA RD" SERIAL HIGHWAY 
ORIVF R FOJ; Sf RIAL HIGHWAY 
JOHGF R 
so 
74 JCRiiAY 
7~ JCR .. AY 
.3Y5f• KIHTI C SY~l EMS 
39 '~ 2 KINETIC SYSTFMS 
2 
N~ 
? 
2 
3 
173 
nz 
1-n 
0117" 
ne. 
172 
/72 
173 
/73 
IH 
/74 
/72 
/7J 
/H. 
IH 
nc 
/7J 
17~ 
04174 
17~ 
173 
12174 
03174 
0 117ft 
4) 
6) 
9) 
(7) 
I 7) 
8) 
!7) 
I Ill 
17J 
I 8) 
( 8) 
Hil 
( '3) 
111) 
XIX 
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23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other Parallel Mode Control/Data 
Highway- Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus Extenders 
OISPLAf DIHVERCCONTROLS 7'ZA DISPlAY, 
ALSO CRATE CT~ AND 6RANCH DRIVER) 
72 A 
231 Crate Controllers (Type A-1, Other CC Types) 
HP£ A-1 CRATE CONTROLLfO 
£RAT£ OGNlROllfR /ESOHf. T-.PE All 
CCONFORMS TO EUR4&00 SPECS! 
CRATF CONTROLLER TYPE CCA-1 ACCCRDING TO 
HIRitE-00 SFFCS WITH CERN OHIONS 
CAMA(j CRATE CONTROLUR TYFIO A-1 
(CONFORMS TO F.:URit&OO SPECIFICATIONS> 
ESONf TYPE ~1 CRATE CONTFOLLERICONFO~MS 
TO E.UR4H€ SPECS, INCL CERN HOLD OFTION) 
CRATE GONT~OlLER HPE A-1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4&00 SP ECS! 
BRANrH CR~TE CONTROLLER/TYPE A-1 
tC-ONFOR ·MS TO tU~ lt600 SPFCS t 1'H2l 
TYPE A-1 CRATE CONT ROLL f.R 
CRATE A-1 CONTROLLER 
CCONFOR~S TO EUR 4&00 SPECS) 
CRATr CONTROLLER TYPE A !CONFORMS TO 
fUR46 00 SFECS I 
CRATf CONTROLLER TYPE A-1 
CCONFORMS TO EUR4&00 SPECSl 
A-1 CRA TE CONTROLLER (CONFORMS TO 
EUR4600 SFFCS, INCL CERN SPEC HCLO lihEl 
CRATf CONTROLLER A1 
CEUR 4&00 SPECS ANO CERN t-OTE 38-00l 
TYPE A- 1 CF.SONEJ CRATE CONTROLLER 
TYPE A1 CCNlROLLER WITH TERMINATOR 
CHfETS 4600 SPECS OF JAN 19 721 
CRATF CONTROLLER TYPE 0 CCONFORMS TO EUR 
4100, USED WITH DO 2RO CO~PUTER SYSTE~l 
232 Lam Graders 
LAH GRADER CZ4 BIT HASK REGISTER, 
PLUG-IN P•TCH BOARD, Cf RN 0641 
LAM GRADEl< (INTERNAllY PATCHABLE, SWITCH 
SELECTA ~ LE MULTI-CRATE BG-RESPONSEI 
C LAM GRADER-SORTE;R 
LAH GRA OE!i 
CDESIGNED TO EUR 4&00 SPECSt 
PRIORITY GRADER 
!-AH GRAOfli CCERN SPECS 0&41 
LAM GRAI!Eii CCERN SPECS 064! 
13{11 
1'> 02 
Ofl ? 00-2'90~ 
cr:'l-1 
3')1)11 
90 lh 
c 11l& 
J CfiC 51 
ACC 2'134 
G 72 451-A1446-A2 
CC-1\1 
CC T- A1 
DO 2 00-2901 
ll. 2' 401 
LG 
75 
064 
q r)3 ( 
c 1 0 7 
LG ? !lfJ1 
233 Terminations (Simple or with Indicators) 
f!RANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
TERMINATION UNIT (WITH BUILT-IN CABLE! 
TERM! NA T Oii MODULE TCOZ 4 
(BRANCH HIGHWAY TERHINA TO~~ 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT lt.ON INDICATII\Gl £JT 6503 
BRANCH TEiiHINATION UNIT BT b & 01 
BRANCH TERMINATOR OT 
~RANCH TERMINATION WITH INTEGRAL CABLE 50 c 
BRANCH TERMINATOR IN A CONNECTOR flT-U1 
BRANCH TERMINATOR J BT 20 
JC~IIAY 
81 FA S'ISTHS 
BOHR 
DORNIER 
EG&f/CRlEC 
GH-ELLICTT 2 
JOERGFR 
JORWAY 2 
KINH IC SYSlf,'!S 
NUCL. ENTERFRISES 
RCT 
SCt-:tUMBERGEI< 2 
sn 
SIEMENS 
STt-C ENGINEERING 2 
STt-C ENGINEERING 
DORNIER 
GH-ELLICTT 
JCEJ<GFR 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTF.I<FRISES 
NUCl. ENTERFRIS ES 
ROl 
SEN 
BI RA SYSlEf'.S 
BCRFR 
EGiG/CRTEC 
GEe-ElLIOTT 2 
GEC-ELLICTT 
JOERGER 2 
JO~WAY 
KINFliC SYSTEMS NA 
SCf-tUMBERGEJ: 
/71 
IH 
/H. 
03/714 
/7(. 
17(. ( 5) 
17t 
/73 
( 4) 
171 
172. (1) 
172 
/70 (1) 
172 
171 
n-c 
173 ( 8) 
(7J 
17c ( 41 
f10) 
171 
172 ( f>t 
171 
172 
/71 
172 
172 
171 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
BRANCH TE I<tHNATOR (NON-IN ( ICATING, 40 Ct< 
FLYING CAflE WITH BRANCH CONNECTOR! 
(DITTO, X~X= CABLE LENGTH IN CMI 
CRATF CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOR A-1 
CRATf COHR<l.LER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH HIGHHA Y TERHINAT OR, HI TH Q ISPUIY 
BRANCH TEI<HINATOR (FULL B ~ANCH ~ONITO~ 
~I-TH IN TERNAL STORAGE Atm LED DISPlAY I 
VISUAL &R.ANCH TEIHti Nil TOR (STO RE S A NO 
DISPLAY ~ CN LEOS BRANCH SIGNALS! 
BRANrH TERMINATION WITH BRANCH DISPLAY 
9RANCI" TEI<MINATION UNIT 
iHIHI INDICATOR ANO POHFR SUPPL'I') 
BT ? 3l 
'3T 231XXX 
'3 T 2 0 42 
'3H T 2 0 55 
BHT- 0 01 
B:H- 0 0 2/D 
BT S 59 2 
V"l T 
St 
C 7? 451-A1C-A1 
234 Branch Extenders, Bus Extenders 
fX-TENOE O ERANC H SER lAL HP IVER 
DIFFERENTI-Al BRANCH EXTEN DE R 
(FOR EX T E~OING BRANCHES UP TO 3 KMI 
OIFFfRENflAL HOOE BRANCH I"IGHWAY 
EXTENDE R HH-OIRECTI ONAL l 
B-R-Atw.f+ HHHHAV TRANSCEIVFR fO R LONG 
OISTANC L lRANSitiSSION 
UNIBUS EXTENDER, TRANSMITTER 
RECHVf.R 
(FOR DI STJINCES UP TO 200 t!ETR F OR MO REl 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
08 10 6t;01 
5 ') 
J AHT l!J 
1594 
15 q<; 
31 System Related test Gear 
SYSTEtl TEST UNIT (FOR EXECUTIVE SUIT 
SYSTFtl CONFIGURATION, SEE ~X-CTR-2) 
311 Computer Simulators 
POP-11 SIIIULA TOR 
N TEST CONTI<OLLER WITH PROGRAM PLUGBCARC 
SC-TST-1 
&1 01 
SP S 2041\ 
SEI"RA-BENNEY 
SF~ 
SH 
STNr ENGINEE RING 
STH ENGINEERING 
GEC-ELLIC"TT 
JOERGFR 
JOI<WAY 
SIEI'ENS 
KHfTJC SVSJC"1S 
GEC-ElliOll 
JCRkliY 
SCHUM8 FRGH 
EORER 
GfC-ELLIOll 
BI RA SYSTEI''> 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and Displays 
321 Branch Testers/Controllers (Manuel, Programmed) 
11ANU~L BR~NCH TESTER (TYPE A SYSTEM TEST 
SET WIT H I'X-GTR-2 i. RR-CP J;-21 
TEST MODULE (USED IN SYSTEM T F. ST OF 
REAO/HIUTE CAPABILITY) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TEST POINT HOOULE(24 DI~­
FCT122 INDIRECT ACCESS POI~TS FOR TESTI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY REHOVE INHI8IT MODULE 
CREMOVE .; INHIBIT FROM BCR/BA/9F/SN/8HI 
JIANUAL RR~NCH DRillER (FOR TESTING TYPE A 
SYSTFt!S l 
MANUAL B R~NCH CONTROL SET 
CCOMP~ISI ~G TYPES C COB 10 AND T CMB 101 
S•~-TST-1 GEC-ELL!Oll 
T'1 0? 4 EGKUORTEC 
GU 18104 EMil-US 
co 1 31 05 EHII-'US 
Mfl O JOERGFR 
C CM 8 1 0 SCI'tUI'BERGER 
NA 
NA 
2 
2 
NA 
NA 
NA 
5 
NA 
04/74 
0417 ~ 
17'i. 
U3/71t 
173 
17'2 
17(. 
03174 
171 
173 
172 
n-c 
17(. 
172 
0 117S 
171 
171 
171 
172 
171 
(11) 
( 6) 
( 3) 
( 71 
( 41 
( 5) 
( 3 ) 
( 31 
( 61 
(11 
XXI 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
331 Dataway Controllers/Testers (Manual, Programmed) 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL GR~TE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL OAlAWAY CONTROLLEY 
MANUAL OAlAWAY CONTROLL EI'' /OISPLAY SYSTC:M 
INTEPFACE TO OATAWAY 
CONTROL AND DISPLAY CRATf 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
TEST MODUlE FOR CRATE CONTROllER AND 
£:lA·T AWA-Y 
t1ANUAL ?4 BIT CRAP: CONTROLLER 
OYNA,..IC HST CONTROllEI< HENERAHS All 
POSSJ3L f CAHAC GOHHANDS IN SINGLE CRA1El 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER !2 SIHULT TRAN'SF 
SINGLE, STEP-BY-STEP ANO C CNTINUOUS I'O[El 
·N -DATAWAY SERVICE HOOUU: 
CO-NTROL EUR- SORTIE IJATAWAY 
CDATAWAY TEST HODULEl 
332 Dataway Displays 
C CAHAC r r sT HODULE/OATAWAY DISPlAY 
CAHAC 0 AHWAY DISPLAY t DATA WAY SIGNAL 
PA-TTFRN ·SlOR£D/OISPLAYE0,2 TEST I"GDESl 
CA~M: OAHWAY TEST AND DISPlAY I'<OOULE 
OHAWAY TE-ST ~OOULHFULL OATAWAY MONI TO!< 
WITH INTEI<NAL STORAGE AND LEO DISPLAY) 
DATA~ AY ME1'40RY 
CO-ISPLAY ·+ READABLE ~EGISTFRl 
DHAWAY DISPLA-Y IS-TORE-5 A-NO -DISPLAYS 
DATAWAY SIGNALS, FARWQXCI2S1S2HF1P2l 
N DATAWAY DISPLAY' (SEPARATE R ' W DISFLAY, 
lR-A€1<5- OR SfOR£St MANUAl Cl.EARI 
OATAWAY DISPLAY 
OATAWAY DISPLAY 
OATAWAY DISPLAY HOOUl£ 
C OATAWAY DISPLAY (DISPLAYS AND STORES 
DATAWAY SIGNAL PATTERNI 
GFK-'LEM 
r-1CC 
70 24-1 
n AI 10 
J nA 10 
C III 1 0 
J C~l C 10 
DTM 204 :1 
HGC- 240 
r;~ 240.5 
tr.8 
IJS t'l 
oH2 
111 01 
LE M- 5 2116, 2 
OT"1 3 
c ,34 0 
DO 
20 2 
J2'Hi 
C 761t51- A1E-A1 
DJ -o o 2 
C-01-?4 
JCEPGER 
NUCL. ENTE~FRISES 
SCHU~8ERGE~ 
SC~lUI"llERGEI< 
SH 
STND fNGINEE~ING 
GEC -E LLI CT 1 
ROT 
SCHLUI"BERGE!< 
TRANS!<ACI< 
ei PA SYSTEI'S 
eORER 
EISFNfo!ANN 
GH-ElL IO T1 
INFCRI"A lEI< 
JOEPGF~ 
JO~WAY 
KINfliG SYSlEHS 
ST"D FNGINEERING 
HE~ZEL ELE~TRONIK 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Extenders) 
N CAMAC MANUAL MODULE TESJ r R 
341 Module Extenders 
C AHAC E XTENDFR MODULE 
EXTF.NSICN FRAME CHOOULE f)TENOE!<J 
MODULE f XlfMDER C+AND-6V,+AND-24V FUSED, 
RETRACT A!HE LOCKIN;; OEVI C F.l 
EXTENDER JI'OOULE 
N EX TfNOER MODULE 
IFUSFD +~-6V ANO +~-24V, SUPPORT AR"'I 
E XT EN DE o C A RD 
fXTENSI ON UNIT 
EXT ENDER MODULE 
EXTEND£ .-! 
HOOUL E EXTENDER 
EXTEND£~ CXXX=LENGTH OF C~BLE 
IN MH ~FYCND RACK, SINGLE WIOTHl 
EXTENOE~ (XXX=LENGTH OF CIIBLE 
IN HH IFYCNO RACK, DOUBlE WIDTH) 
51 03 BI RA SYSTE~S 
112()1 BI J:A SYSHI'S 
I:F 1-1 GFC-Ell JOT1 
JOEI<GER 
11 JO!<HAY 
11A JORHAY 
Kit\FTIC SYSTIOMS 
71) ~ 7- t NUCL, ENTFRF~ISES 
061 PO LON 
C':: X RCl 
"'f:-_ 2 0 3 0 SH 
5771 XXX TEI<f:ATA 
581 .l/XXX 
5 
1 
Nil 
NA 
171 
/7(. 
/70 
171 
171 
172 
17 2 
/71 
171 
174 
.'7C 
171 
IH 
112 
17 2 
172 
/73 
IH 
/72 
- 111; 
171 
17'2 
171 
/74 
171 
17C 
172 
17 c 
112 
(11 
( 4) 
(1) 
I 61 
!11t 
f 51 
( 4) 
I St 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
PROLONG ATEUR POUR TIROIR ~ GA~AC 
t EXTfN{} FR I 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment 
TRANSIEPH GENERATORPIOOULE NOISE SUSCEPT 
H!ILITY TESTFD BY TRANS!' HS ON rc LH~~ 
TG 
TRH'SPACK 
JCI:RGER 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
17C 
17~ 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Accessories- Crates with/without 
Dataway and Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear 
411 Crates with Dataway and Supply 
CRATF 1 ?70V~COOLED,MOOULAR POWERED HY 
UP T(1 8 J<EGULATORS 1922 OR 1925+19221 
VOLTAGE REGll.ATOR IFOR +OJ;-24V/t':A, 
+/-1l'V/7At+I-6V/8A/16A2lofl I 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR I+AND-6V, 25A I'AX, 
270H RA!HGt USABLE WITH 4X19221 
CAMAC IHNI·CRAl£ 
I +6 V/10 A, -6 V/1 OA, +2 4V /4 A, -2 ltV /4 f., 2 0 OWl 
C CAMAC MINICRATE 
(+6VI15At-6Y/5A • +24\112 A, -21tV/2A, 200W) 
POWER EO GRA ·rF 
CON\IFRT S fASTON CONNECTORS TO REGOHHEND-
EO FIXEC FOWER CONNECTOR CN CHOSfN CRATE 
POWERED CI<ATE IH.-6V/40A, +&-24V/8A, 
·20·0V/o1At 117'1 ACt HAX ·300w) 
POWERED CRATE CSAHE, WITHCUT MONJTORHGl 
POWERED CI<ATE 
POWER C ~ ATE 17005-2 CRAT E HITH 
9022 PQ+j£fi SUPPLYJ 
PO.W·E.P·EO ·CRATF C+AND-&V/25A, +AN0-24V/E4, 
IINCL PCWER DESIGN TYPE AEC432 SUPPLY) 
POWEPED CRATE 16U,VENTILATED,NO FAN,13'lW 
+·6-\I/15A .-6-V /It A, +A·N0-2ltV /2 A, +2 GO IJ/ 5 OMA l 
POWER£{} CRA TF 
PO.WEREO GI<AJff SEE P4 AL J B t 
POWERED CRATfiSEE P6 ALJ 131 
POWERED GJ!AlHSEE P7 ALJ LH 
POWEl<' SUPFl Y ICAHAC GRAf E l 
POWFR SUPFLY ICAHAC CRAT E l 
POWERED VENTILATED CRATE 1+6V/24A, 
-€-V/1t':A, +AN0-24V/JA, MAX 400·10 
PQ-WER- C f< Alf i 2-0BW t1AX 0+6V/?5A, -EV/1 OA, 
+ANO-t2V/~A,+AN0-24V/JA,200V/0,05Al 
POWER CRAlE C200W MAX,+6V/25A,-EV/10A, 
+AND- 24 ~nA ,20 OV/0, 05Al 
POWERED CI<A TE (+6V/32A, -6V/32A, +24V/t':l!, 
-24V/6A,+200VI.1A,300W. POWER FAIL LAr-l 
POI<IEP EO CRATE C1U, VENT, +AND-6 V/2f A,+ AI\!J-
12VIE.5A,+AN0-24V/6.5A,200V/0.1A, 2 00Wl 
POWEPED CI<ATE (SAME BUT WITH 117V ACl 
POWERED CRATE C+AND-61.'125~, •AN0-24V/EA, 
OPTIONAL fA t()-1ZV/3A, +A Nf1-2 00 V/0 .1A l 
19 02 A BO~fR 
1l2? 
Ef:S SYSTEI'TEr,HNIK 
307.100CC EOS SVSTEI'TECHNIK 
w:; 20 0 EGH· /GRTEG 
GEC-ELL lOll 
CP U/ 1 t GHf\SCN 
C0 U/ 12 
15 Oil KINFTIC SYSTF.i'1S 
NUCL. Ef\lfliFRISfS 
NSI-Sl5CC100AEC432 NUCL. SFECULTifS 
GGHN-CSAN 
Cl• fllJ 13 & 
C6 A LJ 13 [ 
G7 AL ,J t 3 &W 
CM5125/53/0H/RIP 
C"15125/53/~W/BIP 
C JA L-41 
PC 2 0"618 
Pf" 2 0 06/ C 
PC 2 05 7 
C 7r.455- A? 
7h455-A1 
PGS 
PCLCN 
ROT 
SAHYI-'0-SR,l 
SAHYI"O-Sf<l!l 
SCHtUr-BERGH 
SEI'< 
SEI\ 
srn•ENs 
ST~f tNGINEERING 
2'3 
17 
17 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
NA 
2'5 
2'5 
/E9 
/ES 
17·3 
173 
)1/74 
173 
171 
/7( 
171 
171 
171 
172 
IH 
171 
03174 
/71 
171 
(10) 
( 2J 
H 
11 
H 
I 8) 
111) 
( 3) 
( 5) 
XXIII 
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412 Crates with Dataway, without Supply 
VENTILATE D CRATE ISTANOA RO 2~ STATICN 
fASTON CO~NECTORSJ 
VENTIL4TED CRATE ISTANDARD 25 ST~TION 
FASTON G O~NEC TORSJ 
VENTI LA fEC CRATE I HEAVY DUTY 2 5 STATION 
FASTON COt<NECTO~SJ 
CAMAC C ~ ATE VERORAHTET 
1Et1PTY t;RHE WITH WIRED fli!TAWI\Yl 
CAMAC C OMPATIBLE CRATE IWIREOl 
CAMAC CKATE CWIREOl 
UNPO~ER i D CRATE WITH DATA~AY 
l-&Ut EI+PTU, VENTILAT ED, tiO FANl 
UNPOWER EO CRIITE WITH OATAWAY ! l 
UNPOWER r D CRATE WITH OATAWAY 
AN{} C ONNECTORS 
CRATf" ( WIRED GRATEt 
CJ H HMl 
( ) 
!525 t-1111 
CRATF HHlH OHAWAY AND VENTILATION! 
v ~ o o 1 o 
VG 0011 
VG 0 0 21 
2. :J •I 4.0 0 0.E 
7H 05 -2 
N'> I-8!'7 DR-HV 
N<; T-87 5 CC 100 
012 
GM '> 12 5/ 3 31 A H 
01 ~ 125/3:-l/DH 
C'1 " 125/5 .~1 ~w 
C~ ':.• 12S/53 /DW 
ur r, 2 12'ol 
C 7t: 455-A .1 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
GEC-ElLICTT 
GEC-ELLIOT1 
KNUFRR 
NUCL• ENTf~FRISES 
NUCL. SFECI~LTIFS 
NUCL. SFECI~LTI E S 
POLCN 
SAPI-Yt-10-SJ< ~ 1 
so-
STH ENEINEniNG 
SIEt'E " S 
2~ 
25 
25 
2S 
2'5 
25 
25 
2'7 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
170 
lTC 
IH 
173 { 21 
170 
171 
172 
171 
171 
170 
( 5) 
IH 
417 Blank Crates and Other Components and Accessories 
CRATE I "'U,EMPTY, 25 STATICNSI 
CSAI<FB\JT WITH 24 STATIONSl 
CRATE Cb U,EMPTY,WITH VENTILATION RAFFLE, 
25- STAT I ONS, HARWEl:L T¥PF 70801 
( S A~E BUT WITH 24 STATIONS! 
-CRATF -( &UtfMPTY tiH-lH 'l-ENT RATION BAFFLE, 
REMOVABLE PANEL, 25 STNS, HARWELL 7000l 
C·SAI4-F 8Ul KHH 24 S·THIONS} 
CA-HAC .. -GRAT-E f ·EH.PTYJ 
CAHAC CRATE CEH~TY,INCL H~ROWARE SUPPLY 
{) HA SSIS AMl YEN T IlA H ON P 4NR l 
-C·AHAC C OMPAll8LE CRATE 
CAMAC C RATE CUNWIREOl 
CHASSIS C~HAC (6 UNITES AVEC FEt-TE 
DE- VFN-HLH-ION t 525 HH PROFONOEUPl 
1360 HH PW. CFONO [ UPl 
N CAHAC C ~ATE WITH VENTILAT!ON BAFFLE 
( &Ui 525HM DEPT~ 
N ( SAME OUT WITt-' 460MM DEPTH 
-N ! - SAKE t:WT HIH' 36 £H'HI DEPTH 
CR-ATE i hUt EKPTY,- VfNHLATE Ot NC FAN! 
VENTILA TE£:·· CRATE -NO POW EP. NO DA T~WI\Y 
( TWC FANSJ 
! SA14E WIT I+ 3 fA~S) 
C·AM·AC C RATE •H1PTY CRATE! 
CAHAC C RATE !EMPTY CRATE! 
CHASSIS C~HAC NORMALISE S U 
tEH·Pl'f CRHft '3&0 Mlt Of'f Pt 
tXX=~O FOR 460HH ~ =50 FOR 525MH DEEP} 
CHASSIS C~HAC 5U UTILES !P1PTY CPATE,EU 
TOTAL,360~M OEEP,VENTILATION HARDWARE! 
tXX=~O ~0~ 460HH l =50 fOR 525MM OEEFl 
CHASSIS GIIMAC 5U UTILES !EHPTY CPATE, 
TOTAl GU,360 HH OEEP,WITH ONE FA N) 
CXX=~1 FOR 460HH t =51 FOR 52S~~ DEEPI 
CHASSIS CIIHAC 5U UTILES (EMPTY CRATE,EU 
TOTAL,3 &014H OEEP,WITH TWO FANS! 
CXX=42 FO~ 460HH \ =52 FO R 5251111 DEEP! 
CAHAC CRATE fEHPTYJ HEAVY DUTY 
6U WITK VENITLATION SAFFLE 
5U NON VE~TILATEO 
OE-PlH .OFTIONS l60HH, 46011M, 525Mt-1 
MCF/5!. At-1/SI?5 
MC Fl 5C AM/S I 24 
MGFI&CAM/ S ~/25 
11G F/ & CAM IS~ /24 
HCF/ &CAM/S ~R/25 
MCF/~CAH/SH/24 
2.1J 'l o.ooo.E 
2. 0K &.ooo.E 
NS I 675 OP./HV 
NS I 8 75 CC 10 0 
990~ -1- 0 5 
9·H <; - 2 - 0 5 
q~055HV l AVC/98/460 
qqos 5YV.HVCI98/360 
!l1 0 
CCHN 
CC H~A 
G 
cs 
C'l "0 25 3 0 
G>-1 S 0 25 XX 
CH 5125 30 
C'1 ? 125 Xlf 
CM <; 125 31 
C'1 <; 125 XX 
CH 5 125 32 
01 5 125 XX 
ggn<;-5HV 
gg 05-5H 
1111-'CF-BEDCC 
KNUFRR 
NUCl. SFECI~LTI E S 
NUCL. SFECI~LTIES 
OSL 
POLCN 
RDl 
ST~~ FNGI NEE~INE 
TR~NSFACI< 
TRII NSPACK 
TRHSRACI< 
TRA~SRACI< 
OSl/WILLSHERiQUICK 
24 
2 5 
2~ 
25 
25 
25 
2"i 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2'3 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
171 17' 171 
IH 
171 
170 
/7( 
IH 
/71 
171 
/71 
171 
/70 
IH 
/7( 
17 0 
17~ 
17~ 
173 
21 
( 2) 
XXIV 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
CAMAC C ~ ATE WITH VENTILATION BAFFLE 
(&U, 525MM OEPTHt 
CS ~ME BUT WITH 460 MM DEPTH I 
(SAM~ BUJ WITH 3&0 M~ DEPTH) 
1U COOLING DRAWER lFOR CRATE ONLV, 
2 FANS, FITS &U CRATEI 
2U COOLING DRAWER !COOLS CRATE AND CRATE 
HOUNTEO PS 0003,FAN+CONTROL PANEL INCLI 
VENTI LA fiCN UNIT 
LUFTERE t N.-EIT (VENTILATION UNIT ,rOHPLETE 
WITH l FANS AND FILTER! 
(VENTILATION UNIToNO FAN,NO FILTERI 
AIR SCOOP lSTOPS CHIMNF:Y EFFECT BETWEEN 
UN-VENTILATED CRATES IN RACK, 1U HIGHI 
FAN UNIT IFOR ALB/10 SUPPLY SYSTrJ-0 
CRATE BLO~ER UNIT 
1U VFNTILATION GRILL 
qyo55HV3AV0/981525 OSl/WILtS~E~~QUICK 
9'l 0? 5HV3AV C/':38/ 4&0 
~9055HV3AVCI~81360 
GO~ 
CDR 2 
CAI-f/FV 
2. 011 1. 0 0 0. € 
2. 0 ~5.000.!; 
NSI-1210':3-AS 
V~Lh /1 0 
1 UG 
GEe-ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELL !OTT 
IMI-IOF-8£DCC 
KNUFRR 
NUCL. SFECIALTIES 
SAHYMO-SiillT 
STNC ENGINEERING 
CSL/WILLS~ER&QUICK 
42 Supplies and Related Components/ Accessories- Single-
25 
Z5 
2~ 
NA 
and Multi-Crate Supplies, Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, 
Supply Ventilation 
421 Multi-Crate Supplies 
C POWER SUPFLY FLEXIBLF 
SY-STFM t: OI'IPRISING 
BASIC CRATFlFOR SUPPL'f' MO[}ULES,It--'CLUOES 
R-E-FEPENr.E,£0NHWL ANIJ 200"i/0.1AI 
SUPPlY t'OCULE I • IN TYPE : P FOR POS At-.10 
N FOPN t G OUTPUT YOUAGE ••••• 6V/ EAI 
POWER SUPFtY SYSTEM CCR ATH 
CMODULE OFTIONS AS FOLLOW~) 
POWER SUPFL V HO!lUlE & V 1 Q A 
& V 1'5 A 
& V '20 A 
& V 40 A 
SUPPlY CH,SSIS 2KW 
12 V 7 A 
12 V 10 A 
12 V 15 A 
12 V 2'5 A 
Zit· ·V ~-. jA 
24 V 6 A 
~It V <:1 A 
21t V 15 A 
l12V/ ~~~ 
(c4VI ~~~ 
tRA~ ·· SUPPLY FOR REGULATOR MODU-LES) 
FAN UNIT 
WIRED -RACI< lt2 ·· U 
POWER SUPPLY HOOULE & V 5 AlREGULATCRI 
& V 10 A 
& V 25 A 
12: V 2 A 
12 V 5 A 
21t v 
24 IJ 
A 
A 
422 Single-Crate Supplies 
COMPACT PCWER SUPPLY UNIT !CRATE/PANEL 
HOUNT,+- i1 NC-&VI25At+ANU-24V/6A, 2 00/300"1 
C·AHAf} P ·OWER UN-IT· i+&V/1·5k,-&VI.JA,+2ltiJ/~A 
-24V/2A ,z~OV/0 .05A, 117VAC I 
C LAHAC POWER SUPPLY - RACK MOUNTING 
H&V/20 llt-6Y/5A t~ANtl-24V/~A ,zoo V/ 0 • 05, I 
C GAlUC POWER SU·P·PLY - RACK MOUNT H ! G 
(+6V/20A,·6V/5A, +&-12V/2,, +-~-24V/3AI 
POWER SUPFLY CRACK HOUNTI~G,+-6V/2'5A, 
-6V/15A;HN0-24V/5A t 2~VIIh 1A I 
POWER ·SUPFLY tRACK HOUN-TIN-G,-t-6V/25A, 
-&V/15A ,HND-2ltV/5A,+AN0-12VI 
POWER SUPPLY I+&V/20A,-&V/5A, 
+AND-241J/<:.A t200V/O. 05AJ 
POWFR UNIT 1+6UI15A,-6VI:",, 
+AND-24V/lA,200VI0.05AI 
POWEP SUPPLY lRACK HOUNTING,+~V/15A, 
-6V/4A,tAND-24V/2A,+2:00V/<:.OHA,13 0WI 
C;> U/1 0 GRE~SDN 
CF C 
CF"I& 
CF .. / 12 
CF "'I 54 
C4 fl iP 203 SAHYMO-SRAl 
aT"' 96 10 
BI P co 15 
BIP 06 2·0 
81 p ES 40 
HIP 812 7 
fli? C12 10 
SIP 012: 15 
BI P E12 2:5 
BI 0 924 35 
8I P C?.4 6 
8IP 024 9 
BIP E24 15 
AL B/1 0 SAHYMO-SI<Ill 
VA Ul /1 0 
oc 42 
BP ~ &05 
"'PR 610 
£lP P &<.' 5 
BP~ 122 
Bf' R 12:5 
9PR 243 
flPR 245 
PS 0 0 03 GEC-ELLIOll 
GRHSON 
CPU/2: GRHSON 
CPU/5 GRENSON 
CPU/6 GRENSCN 
CPU/7 GRHSON 
NUCt. ENTEI<FRIS•S 
9D22 NUCL. E~TEI<FRISES 
C! C-1 0 POLCN 
173 
173 
17f. 
172 
/H 
IH 
/71 
17'2 
17{. 
171 
17'i 
/73 
171 
/71 
IH 
/71 
/71 
171 
/71 
/73 
( 51 
I 2) 
( 2) 
XXV 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
POWEP UNIT I+&V/20A, -&V/1SA, +21tV/2A, 
-24V/2A ,200V/O .1AJ 
POWER SUPFLY I+&V/2SA,-&V/5A, 
+AND-12~/2A,+AN0-2~V/3A,2[0VI0.1Al 
POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
(+ ,_;y J1 OA, -&V /2 A, +A ND-2 4V 11. SAl 
1+6V/5A,-€V/1.5A,+AND-12V/1.5A, 
+A "'D-21tV/1. SAl 
I +6V/ 25 A, -6V/1 OA, +AN0-12V /3A, 
+AND-2W/3A,+200V/O,tA,HAX ZOOWl 
SUPPlY I UND- &II/26A ,+AN D-12V/ b . SA, +AN C-
24V/6,5 ~ ,200V/0,1A,117V AC, 200w MAX) 
SUPPlY IS~H£ BUT WITHOUT 11711 ACl 
POWER SUPFlY AND BLOWER UNIT 
POWER SUPFlY I+AND-6V/& A SHARED AND 
+1\ND- 2~ \i/2A SH ARE.D, METERING OF V AND I l 
SP 4 2& PCWER ElECl~ONICS 
RDl 
P4 ALJ 13 SAFI-YI'O·SRAl 
pc, r, L .J 13 
P7 AL J 13 
c 7b455- A4 SIHENS 
G "7 64 55-A'i 
14 t:l s SHC FNGINEEQING 
82 5 SHC I'NUNEE~ING 
427 Blank Supply Chassis, Other Components/ Accessories 
POWEP S UPPLY CRATE ISTC.N D A'IOI 
POWEI<' SUPFLY CRATE CWIRE O l 
NETZTEIU:f<ASSIS !EMPTY SUPPLY CHtSSISl 
POWEI<' SUPFLY CRATECFOR SE FARATF SUPFLYJ 
VOLTAGE MCNITOR PANEL USING L EOS 
HAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY 
PO~EP SUPFlY ~ONITOR PAN EL (WITH HAINS 
SWITCH, TEST POINTS AND LED INDICAliOtil 
POWEP I NDlCATOR 
loir. F/4/PPC 
Me ~'"IPP C / WV 
?. , J .. 2.0ilO.E 
CSIIN 
PS MP t 
07 fl 4 
IHI-CF-BEOCC 
KNlfRP 
ROT 
GEC-ELLICll 
GEC-ELL lGTT 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
NUCt, E~TF~FRISES 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ Accessories-
Nil 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Branch Cables, Connectors etc., Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., 
Blank Modules, Other Stnd Components 
431 Branch Related (Cables, Connectors etc.) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
£'RANCH 1-'IGHWAY CABLE ASSOOLY 
OHTtl GONt.ECTORS, 27 GH LO .. G I 
lXX CH LO~G,PVC JACKET> 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
tCOHPLETE FTFE CABLE ASS Efi8 LY,27CM LOI\GI (•••= 1 07, 207 -OR CUSTOMER SPECIFIEC-
FOR CCRI<ESPCN!HNG LENGTH IN CHI 
flRANCH HIEtiWAY CABLE 
(WITH C CNIIECTORS, 27 CH L CNGJ 
SA11f,•H=067, 107 f. 207 fOR CORRFSF 
LENGTH IN CH,OTHER LENGHTS TO SPFC ORCER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABL E 
BRANf.H GABLE WITH CONNECTCR 
H.? FT H 75 FT lONG) 
·eRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE (66 TWiST ED PAIRSt 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASS t i"BLY tCOHPLEl" 
WITH CONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CMJ 
tSAf't t" , Xl<X.,LENGT1i IN Cl', 040,100 E lCJ 
~RANCH HIGHWAY CAttl£S tCOMPLHE WITH 
CONNfCT UR,XXX = LENGTH IN METE~->Sl 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CONN~CTO R WREE MEMBER, 
PiN MBULDING WITH METAL PIN PROTFCTORl 
~RANCH HIGHWAY CONNECTOR 
IFIXEO MEHBER,SOCKET MOULDI NG ) 
HRE£ ttfMEER,PIN HOULOING, 
PXX YYY SELECTS JACKSC: REWl 
HOOD IF JR FREE HEHBERI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CAfRE ONLY 
(PLAIN 1-'VC JACKETI 
EXTEND£ ~ ERANCH CAuL F. ILOW COST TELE-
PHONE CA9lf fOR LONG B~ ANCH RUNS) 
B~ANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 1132-HAYl 
BRANt.H HIGHWAY CABLf URUE 132-WH WilH 
METAllS :O O PClYESTER SCRE t: t>, PVC JACK E T! 
8102 BI f<A SYSTEI'"> 
flH OQ 1 EGKG/CRTEC 
cr: f & POL F 8-21 EHHUS 
cc b 6 POL F 8-XX 
co 18067-2i EI"HUS 
co 18067!••• 
9H •; 027 GEC-Ell IOT1 
BH C 
JCERGFR 
JOI<WAY 
CL c; 0 SCHUt'BfRGEI< 
flHC 27 SHIRA-BENNEY 
8HC XXX 
20 Otl / '5 I 13 2 I X X X TEHATA 
WSSO 132"' 0REN527-H E~II-US 
I-IS ">tl 132S·OO ENOO 0 EHII-US 
WSSl; 1l2PXXENYYY 
1-1 4 C 0132 HOnS 
SS POL P B EMil-US 
;::;-: xxxx GEC-ELL !OTT 
lf Y- Y 7 2 X 2 X 0 • 0 e 8 LEC NI SCH 
LI2YtSflY ~ EX2X0.18 LFC~ISCI-E 
171 
/71 
/7( 
172 
171 
171 
17C 
/71 
17'2 
171 
17'2 
17 [ 
17 ~ 
171 
171 
nc 
171 
/H 
/1(. 
171 
171 
17'2 
IH 
171 
17~ 
/70 
171 
17(. 
/7( 
( 51 
( ,., 
XXVI 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
<;ABLF F ·IR BRANCH HIGHWAY IPVC JACKET! 132 P ': 189 PRECICAELE EOUR 
CORAIOED RILSAN JACKET! 132 PF 210 
IHEPL~T 20HHX10.6HM,G~INE PVC NOI~I 132 PE 291 
CABlf EXTENSION MODULE C:J 18106 EMIHUS 
CJOlNS TWO BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLES I 
BRAN£: H HIGHWAY TO POP-11 ICOHPLETE WITH SIHh /P/ 1321 XXX TEt<f'ATA 
CONNECT r l R~, XXX= lENGTH I~ METERS! 
432 Dataway Related (Connectors, Boards, Assemblies) 
OATAWAY r1CTHERBOARD ll1ULT1LAYER PNBl 
DATAWAY HCTHERBOARO !WITH CONN ECTORS! 
DATAWIIY SCCKET IMOTHERBOIIRD CCMPLETE 
WITH 25 CCNNECTORSI 
DATAWAY MINI WRAPPING 
IHOTHER ~ OIIRD WITH 25 DAT~~AY GON~ECTO~Sl 
CA~AC r1ULTILAYER IOATAWAY HOTH'RPOIIROl 
OATAWAY CCNNfCTOR, F.DGE PPE II 
IWI ><E WRAP) 
ITE RHI-POINT/WIRE WRAFl 
IMOTHER60ARO SOLOE"!l 
IWikE SOLDER! 
N DATAWAY CCNNFCTOR WITH C~RO GUIOFS (HA~O 
SGLDFR, DIF SOLDE:R i. HINI-WRAPl 
DATA WAY CCNN£CTOR,FLOWSOL (]£!( Tf" RI-'INAT ION 
IAUO MO UNTING BRACKETS RSG0014qOOOOOOCOl 
11INI WRAP TERMINATION 
SOLDER SLCT TERMINATION 
VATAWAY CCNNECTOR CHINIH r- JlP) 
CONNFCT : u~,FUTS DROITS 
( DATAWA Y CONNECTOR, SJRA IGI<T PINSl 
FUTS li~I\PFING (WIRE WRAP FINS! 
FUTS A SOUDER (SOLJER PIN~) 
CAH~C OAT~WAY CONNECTON 1• INSERT A FC~ 
SOLDF~ TAG, 8 SOLDER PIN, C 11INI HRAPI 
CAMAC -L ti STE IDA TAWA Y CONNECTOR, HI REWR ,ao I 
OATAWAY FEMALE CONNECTOR, HINI-WRAP 
•:t FOR WIRE SOLDERt 5 FOR BOARD SOlOEQ 
OATAWAY tULE CONNECTOR (ti.ftTING THE GRillE 
MOUNTED BE-WAY CONNECTOR SOCKET! 
CONNfCT , UR 25ft DOUBLE FACE 
iOATAWA Y CONNECTOR, WIRE Wi;A!'l 
IMOTHEReOARD SOLDER! 
f WIRE SCLOERI 
{IATAWA.Y GCNNECTOR lf1INI-HRAfJ l 
( HIRE-SCLDERl 
(ft. OW SCLOE~ I 
DATAWAY CCNNfCTOR ( 41 =2 FLG-H SOLDFP,•=3 
SOL OE~ LUGs,•~4 MINIH~AP,AU PLATI~Gl 
(flOW S OLCf"R,NI + AU PLAT lNGt 
(13 MINIW~AP CONTACTS,OTHER ARF FLOW 
SOL!JEI<; NI + AU PLATINEl 
(•=7 IHNIIoRAP,•=8 SOLOER LUGS, 
NI + ~U PLATING! 
MOUNTING ERACKETS FOR ABO~E 
0~-t 
1t Rf., 
CI'1 
J/ 01< 
1- tld63 ; - 0 
1-11'- 36 3 4-0 
1- if, 3&35- 0 
1- E 36 3 6- a 
R'i Q00141\00fj00000 
R:;nno161\0 1 onooon 
E.'\ A 043 0301 
KF 8t> 2 54 8 E Y 
KFilh 2 5 4 f3 E S 
Gil 3n 0 8 6 P 2 F. • IJL 
4. 000.060.0 
21t 22 0 61 6 4 3 3 4 
24?.c 061 643•4 
2421' {)6j) 14314 
254 DF 43 AWV 
254 OF 43 tYV 
254 DF 43 .azv 
86~b 8h 21 15 000 
/16 Oh S 6 21 1 0 0 0 0 
6b Of. 'I& 21 14 0 0 0 
c zss~ csP 221 
C ? 8115 CS" 221 
C ? 81l6 CSP 221 
?86• CSP 221 
C R52J 
STNf 'NGI~EEPING 
WFHHANii 
ROT 
TFCt' AND TEL 
AI'P AG 
BURiiOY 
CAH' FASTEHR 
E~H'US 
FRE CONNECHON 
ITT CANNON 
KNL£RP 
FI-lliPS 
PHILIPS 
SOCAPFX 
SCL'I'IAU 
UECl 
433 Module Related (Blank Modules, Patchboards etc.) 
CAI'IAC C 4P. I<YING CASE ITAK•S 8 MODULES I 
CA~Ar GARI<YING CASE ITAKF~ 12 HOOULES 
BLANK HOOULE KIT (SINGLE )jlOTHl 
NE ~· ~IHPL lfiEIJ OESIGN 
ISAHf, 41 ~2,3 ~ 4 FOR CORRFSP WIDTH) 
SINGLE: CARD MOUNTING KIT !EMPTY MOOULEI 
·ISAf'!£, "':2,3 ~It FOR CORRESP WIOTHl 
OOUBL E ENHVSEO BIN ·KIT { fi1PTY I'IODULE l 
ISAI'IF, •=3 ~ 4 FOR CORRESF WIDTHl 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
~EHPTY MODULEtSHORT SCREE h PLATE! 
(SAMf ,• =2,3 ~ 4 FOR CORRE~? WillTI"l 
SINGlE CAiiD MOUNTING KIT lEtiPTY HOIJUL E, 
IEHPTY HOOULE,LONGT SCREFN PLATE) 
I SAHE t 'k 2 , 3 i. 4t fOR COR R£ SP W I 0 T f-1 I 
C AHAC IHRr\oiARE 
C/'lC Ct 2-6 
13'1 1 
BCK/5GA'1/CI'1 
Be '<15l;MI·/CI' • 
BC K/ SCA"!/ PI' 2 
BCK/5CAHIF.~ • 
CAH/H1/A 
GAH/11"'/A 
C!l ~011/ 8 
SH-(101 
HOFSA 
HOfS.ft 
GEC-ELLICTl 
IMt-CF-BECCC 
IH t'CF -8 E DCC 
If'II-OF-BEOCC 
Kit<FT IC SY~lE11S 
WIDTH · DELIV. 
NA 
/71 
/7(. 
17't 
11~ 
174 
17 c 
171 
171 
17 0 
/7( 
170 
17( 
114 
/7( 
17& 
/7( 
/71 
17 0 
173 
/7C 
/71 
ll'C 
170 
17 ( 
IH 
/71 
173 
171 
17 i 
/71 
173 
17'i: 
171 
NPR 
( 8) 
( 10) 
( 21 
( 6) 
51 
51 
5) 
( 41 
XXVII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
CAI1AC-KIIS~FTTE (EMPTY HODL'LE,WIOTH 1/251 
!•=2,3,4,5,6 FOR CORRESPONDING WIDTHSl 
CAHAC CC~FATIBLE MODULE IE~PTY, WIDTH=!, 
ALSO IN 2 '- 3 UNIT WIDTHSl 
CAMAC HODLLE lE11PTY MODULE HARDWARE) 
CSA,..~, •= 2, 3 9 & '+ FOR CCRRESP WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODLLE,SHIELDEO I EHFTY, 1 WIOTHI 
ISAHF, •=;?, 3, AND 4 FOR CORRESF WHHl 
CAI1AC ~COLLE IEHPTY,W=1/25l 
<•=2,3,4,E ~ 8 FOR CORRES F WIDTH) 
1•=0&2 FO~ WIDTH 10 K 12 ~F.SPF C TIVELYl 
EMPTY ~ O OULE 1 UNIT 
ISAp.~r,•=2,3 & 4 FOR CORR ~ SP WIOT~l 
FI1PTY MC OLLE SCREEN~O 11 ~IDE, ADD TYF~ 
SUFFIX ~ FOR SHORT, B FOR LONG SCREENS! 
IOITO, ~= 2,3,4 OR 6 FOR CCRRESP WIOTHI 
HOOULE HARDWARE IEMPTY MOWLE, W=1/25, 
ALSO AV~IlAEl..E W=2125,3/?5 f. UP TO 8/2Sl 
TIRCIR MOCULAIRE I EMPTY HCOULE,k=l/251 
(.'f.:2, 3, 4 & 5 FOR CORRESPONDING IOIOTHI I 
{n=06, 08,10 AND 12 FO R r cRRESP I"IOTH) 
CAHAC MOOLLE lE~PTY,1/25 CARD MCrULEl 
1"=2,3 ~ 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WTCTHI 
CAHAC 11 GOLLE IEI1PTY,1/25 CARD MOrULEI 
1•=2,3 ~ 4 FOR CORRESPONOI~G WICTHI 
CAMAC ~CDlLEIEHPTY,1/2S SCREENFC MODUL~ l 
<•=2,3 K 4 FOR CORRFSPONniNG WICTHl 
CAMAC MOOULEIEHPTY,2/25 SCR EEN ~D MOOUL~l 
<•=3 & 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WIDTH) 
EHTY HO CULE WITH HINGED CARDS 12/251 
( 3/251 
EMPTY !i OO ULE ( 1/251 
(• •= T2, TJ, T4, T5, T6, T8, T10, 
AND T12 FOR CORRESPCNiliNG WIDTH} 
TIROTi< MOOULAIRE POUR COHI<!ANOE 
TIROIR MOCULAIRE DE COHKA~DE 
!SUPPLY CCNTROL HODULEl 
BLAN~ CAHAC MODULE PC 8 0~RD !GOLD PLAlEO 
f.. FH' HEQ FINGERS BOTH SIDESI 
GEN f R AL-PURPOSE IC PATCH EOARD 
tiK-1 KLUGE MOfl-ULf 
1131 MIXED 14, 16, 24 PIN SOCKET~) 
t1K-5 KLUGE MOOULE !HAS 70 1'< PIN, 13 
AND 2 24 PIN WIRE WRAP SO CK ETS! 
HK-6 KLUGf HOQULE tHAS 34 1'< PIN, 
16 if PIN & 3 24 PIN WIR r. WRAP SCCKET~l 
CAHAC-UNIVERSAL-BOARDIPRI~TEO CAPO MO[U-
tE- WITH 28 1r.-PIN -+ 28 16-PIN SOCKETS) 
CAHAC PROTOTYPE ASS£HBLY EOAROS 
IHX e1 HAS 611 SITES, MX fl 2 HAS 80 SITESl 
111« B3 HAS 68 SITES,HX 84 HAS 80 SITES, 
~X BJ/HX B4 INCLUDE 5V CIRCUIT! 
GENERAL PUPPOSE IC PATCHfi CARO lt'~X 33 
14/16-PIN AND 52ft-PIN. O.tP,IH R': WRAPl 
PRINTEf) CIRCUIT T£ST -BOA P- [ 
KLUGf C ~RIJ tFOR CREATING YOUR 010~' CAM.AC 
MODULES I 
KLUGE C :. RC 
EXPERit1 · NliERPLATTE 
IPR.INTEIJ CIRCUIT BOA~Ol 
EXPEPiti ~ NliERPLATTE IP. C.E. l 
DECOHEO N.ATRIX BOARD IFOR PROTOTYPE 
WIRING J F 64 14-PIN SITES, Af..F CfCOOECl 
~OOULE PRINTF.D CIRCUIT BO~ROSITAKE 24,16 
OR 14 P fN, ON THE WHOLE 1092 PINS I 
ISA~E, WITH HINI-WRAP TO OV AND +€Vl 
8LAN~ MOOLLEICONPLETF WIT~ PRINTFO eo~qc 
FOR sq I~TEGRATEO CIRCU1TS,1 U WIDTH) 
ISAHE ,ZIJ WIDTH) 
FXPEP IM : NT PLATE 
TYPE 
2. og o • o o 1 • e 
2. O<:l 0. 00 •• 8 
NS I 875 OM 
NS I 875 CH-100-t 
NSI 875 C"'·100-• 
NSI-87 5-0MISPH-1 
NSI-815-0MISFH-• 
CC.!\ 
CC A • 
Ci-1 t 
P 1 SH2S 
T>: r. 0 •2s 
T"1 _. •• 25 
CAI"t A'.> 
CAMCA<: • 
Cl\ '1G A ~ 1-G 
CAHCAS •-G 
c~ M·· on 1-G 
CA"iNOfl ~- G 
CAHtt On 
C!l 11~100 ~ 
qgo c; - r. s2 
gg o~ - c B3 
gqn '> -5rt 
'3 '10 ~ -5 ... 
gqo•. -TC-1 
TC>! 525 
NSI-04071-FC 
til &1< 5 
>j 3 fl 1 
1\3 fl6 
DO 2 00-2'300 
HX '-' 1/MX 82 
HX ~ 3/HX P~ 
CA'-11\C CG 1E4 
1 '.1 
200U-3& 
20 0!· 
4.060. 1)8 7.0 
4 • O!l 0 • U II 8 • 0 
I) 21. 521 
C'JP 
CijP 
BM <'020/1U 
8'1 2 0 211/ 2 u 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
KNCEI<R 
NUCL. SPECI~LTIES 
NUCL. SFECI~LTIF.S 
NUCL. SFECI~LTIF.S 
POLCN 
RCT 
SEI<RA-BENNE' 
STH FNGINEERING 
TDA"SPACK 
WillSPER cure K 
WillSHER K CUICK 
WillS~ER & CUICK 
WILlSI-<H f. {;UICK 
OSL/WILLS~E~f.QUICK 
OSL/WILLS~ER~QUICK 
OSL 
TRAt-SRACK 
NUCL. SFECI~LTIES 
VERC ELECTHNICS 
81 RA SYSlEI'S 
OOR~IF.R 
G£C-E LliOll 
GSFI<' 
JOI<io<AY 
KI~HIC SY~l'OHS 
KNUFRR 
NUCL. E~TFRFRISES 
ROT 
SH 
SIEI"ENS 
1 
2 
3 
N·A 
NA 
NA 
NA 
N·A 
NA 
·{) 
Nll 
NA 
/7[ 
IH 
/ 7 0 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
171 
110 
17~ 
17C 
171 
17'i. 
172 
171 
n:. 
17~ 
/71 
IH 
171 
/ -73 
rn. 
IH 
171 
11~ 
111 
/7C 
171 
/71 
17~ 
11 ·C 
06174 
17£ 
172 
nc 
/7( 
172 
( 2) 
5) 
5) 
21 
21 
21 
21 
( 21 
( 41 
XXVIII 
NC DESIGNATION 8t SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
437 Other Recommended or Standard Components/ Access. 
NIH AOAPTCR 70 09-2 NUCL. ENHRFRISES NA 170 
NIH-CAHfiC ADAPTOR CAN RDT NA /71 
NIM/CAJ1AC ADAPTOR ANC 10 SCI-LU~BERGEI' 172 
CAHAC N IM ADAPTOR CNA 2033 sn 171 
LA"' GRAIJEI< CABLE 120CH, WlTH CC~NECTCI<Sl LG ·~ 20 GEC-ELLICTl 17£ 
C40CH, WITH CONNECTOI<Sl LGC 40 17£ 
lAH GRA 0£1< CABLE JOEI<GFR 
52 WAY CAI-N {)II 20052S HARNESSES 56~G/S/521>XX TFHAH 17~ 
LAM GRADEl' CABLE, XXX= LFNGTH IN METERS l 
LAM GRACFI' CONNECTOR !52-PIN FIXfD 2 DP 5? p ITT CIINNO~ /7C 
HEHBfR, TAKES PIN TYPE OJ 1- 954o-o o a 1 
COAX! AL CCNNEGTOR !PANEL .. OUNTING. CA El E RA 0 0.250 Lt~C /7{J ( 4) 
CONNf CT OR HAS TYPE F oo.z~o K. FS 00 .2~0) 
XXIX 
AEG-Telefunken 
Elisabethenstrasse 3, Postfach 830 
D-7900 Ulm, Germany 
AMP AG 
Haldenstrasse 11 
CH-6000 Luzern, Switzerland 
N Applied Computer Systems Ltd. 
2nd Shorltonstreet 
Manchester N. 1 3J L, England 
C BF Vertrieb GmbH 
(Sales of F & H Products in Germany 
Bergwaldstrasse 30, Postfach 76 
0-7500 Karlsruhe 41, Germany 
see also Frieseke & Hoepfner 
B I RA Systems, Inc. 
3520 D Pan American Freeway, N.E. 
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87107, USA 
Borer Electronics AG 
Postfach 
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland 
N Burndy Electra AG 
Hertistrasse 23 
CH-8304 Wallisellen. Switzerland 
Cannon Electric GmbH 
Bureau Schweiz 
Friedenstrasse 15 
CH-8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland 
Carr Fastener Co. Ltd. 
Cambridge House, Nottingham Road, 
Stapleford, Nottinghamshire, 
England 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Mass. 01754, USA 
Digital Equipment Corporation SA 
81, ·Route de I' A ire 
CH-1227 Carouge-Geneve, Switzer!. 
Dornier AG 
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VCE 
Postfach 648 
D-799 Friedrichshafen, Germany 
EDS Systemtechnik GmbH 
Trierer Strasse 281 
0-5100 Aachen, Germany 
EG & G/ORTEC Inc. 
High Energ't Physics Dept. 
500 Midland Road 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830, USA 
J. Eisenmann Elekti"onik fur 
Prozessautomatisierung 
Vogesenstrasse 6 
D-7501 Blankenloch-Buchig, 
Germany 
Elliott- See GEC-EIIiott 
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. 
Clive House 
12-18 Queens Road 
Weybridge, Surrey, England 
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. 
Belgian Branch 
Res. Hera-Appt. No. 64 
Passage International, 29 
B-1 000 Bruxelles, Belgium 
FRB Connectron 
3-5, Rue des Tilleuls 
F-92600 Asnieres, France 
C Frieseke & Hoepfner GmbH 
Export Dept. & Production 
Tennenloher Strasse 
D-8520 Erlangen-Bruck, Germany 
see also BF Vertrieb 
(Sales of F & H Products in Germany) 
GEC-EIIiott Process Automation Ltd. 
Camac Group, New Parks 
Leicester LE3 1 U F, England 
General Automation International 
1 055 South East Street, Anaheim, 
California 92805, USA 
Grenson Electronics Ltd. 
Long March Industrial Estate 
High March Road 
Daventry, Northants NN11 4HQ, 
England 
GSPK (Electronics) Ltd. 
H ookstone Park 
Harrogate, Yorks HG2 7BU, England 
INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 
Hans Knuerr KG 
Ampfingstrasse 27 
D-8000 Mlinchen 8, Germany 
High Energy& Nuclear Equipment SA 
2, Chemin de Tavernay, 
CH-1218 Grand -Saconnex, Switzer!. 
Hytec Electronics 
225 Courthouse Road 
Maidenhead, Berkshire, England 
N IDAS {Informations-, Daten- und 
Automationssysteme) GmbH 
Kornmarkt 9 
D-6250 Limburg/Lahn, Germany 
C IMHOF-Bedco Ltd. 
Caine Way Trading Estate, By-Pass 
Watford, Herts, England 
C INFORMATEK 
Z.A. De Courtabreuf 
B.P. 81 
F-91401 Orsay, France 
ITT Cannon- See Cannon 
J and P Engineering (Reading) Ltd. 
Portman House 
Cardiff Road 
Reading, Berkshire RG1-8JF, England 
Joerger Enterprises 
32 New York Avenue 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Jorway Corporation 
27 Bond Street 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Maryknoll Drive, 
Lockport, Ill. 60441, USA 
Knuerr- See Hans Knuerr 
Laben (Division of Montedel) 
Via Edoardo Bassini, 15 
1-20133 Milano, Italy 
LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
1 26 North Route 303 
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994, USA 
LeCroy Research Systems SA 
81, Avenue Casai 
CH -1216 Cointrin, Geneva 
Switzerland 
Lema SA 
CH-111 0 Morges, Switzerland 
Leonische Drahtwerke AG 
Abholfach 
D-8500 Nurnberg 2, Germany 
LRS- LeCroy- See LeCroy 
Nano Systems 
837, North Cuyler Avenue 
Oak Park, Ill. 60302, USA 
Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Bath Road 
Beenham, Reading RG7 5PR, England 
Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
6341 Scarlett Court, 
Dublin, California 94566, USA 
N NUCLETRON SA 
11, Chemin G. de Prangins 
CH -1 004 Lausanne, Switzerland 
N ORTEC GmbH 
Frankfurterring 81 
D-8000 Munchen 40, Germany 
O.S.L. 
18bis, Avenue du General de Gaulle 
F-06340 La Trinite, France 
OSL/Willsher and Quick -- See OSL 
respectively Willsher and Quick 
Packard Instrument Company, Inc. 
Subsidiary of AM BAC Industries, Inc. 
2200 Warrenville Rd. 
Downers Grove, Ill. 60515, USA 
Philips N.V., Dep. Elcoma 
Interconnection Group, Building BA 
Eindhoven, Netherlands · 
Polan 
Nuclear Equipment Establishment 
00-086 Warsaw, Bielanska 1, Poland 
Polan -See also Zjednoczone 
Power Electronics (London) Ltd. 
Kingston Road Commerce Estate 
Leatherhead, Surrey, England 
Precicable Sour 
151, Rue Michei-Carre 
F-951 01 Argenteuil, France 
ROT lng. Rosselli Del Turco 
Rossello S.L.R. 
Via di Tor Cervara, 261 
Roma Nomentano, 
1-001 55 Roma, Italy 
SABCA- See Emihus, Belgian Branch 
Saip- See Schlumberger 
Saphymo-Srat 
51, rue de I'Amiral Mouchez 
F-75013 Paris, France 
Schlumberger Instruments 
& Systemes 
Dept. Instrumentation N ucleaire 
B.P. 47, (57, rue de Paris) 
F-92 222 Bagneux, France 
Semra-Benney (Electronics) Ltd. 
Industrial Estate, 
Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire S05 3DP, England 
SEN Electronique 
31, Avenue Ernest Pictet, B.P. 57 
CH-1211 Geneve 13, Switzerland 
Siemens AG 
Bereich Mess- und Prozesstechnik 
Postfach 21 1 080 
D -7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany 
SOCAPEX {Thomson-CSF) 
9, Rue Edouard Nieuport 
F-921 53 Suresnes, France 
Souriau et c•e 
13, Rue Gallieni, B. P. 410 
F-92 Boulogne-Billancourt, France 
Standard Engineering Corp. 
44800 Industrial Drive, 
Fremont, California 94538, USA 
Tech and Tel- See Technograph 
Techcal - See Stnd Engineering 
Technograph and Telegraph Ltd. 
Easthampstead Road 
Bracknell, Berkshire, England 
Tekdata Ltd. 
Westport Lake, Canal Lane, 
Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffs ST6 4PA, England 
Tektronix, Inc. 
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, 
Oregon 97005, USA 
Telefunken- See AEG-Telefunken 
TMA Electronics- See Bl RA Systems 
Transrack 
B.P. 12 
22, Avenue Raspail 
F-941 00 Saint-Maur, France 
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd. 
Fassetts Road 
Loudwater, Bucks., H P 10 9UT Engl. 
Vera Electronics Ltd. 
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, 
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3ZR, England 
Karl Wehrmann, lndustrievertr. 
Spaldingstrasse 74 
D-2000 Hambur~J 1, Germany 
C Wenzel Elektronik 
Wardeinstrasse 3 
D-8000 Mi.inchen 82, Germany 
Wenzel Elektronik (UK) Ltd. 
Arndale House, The Precinct 
Egham, Surrey, England 
Willsher and Quick Ltd. 
Walrow 
Highbridge, Somerset, England 
Willsher and Quick GmbH 
Steylerstrasse 27, Postfach 2192 
D-4054 Nettetal 2, Germany 
Zjednoczone Zaklady Urzadzen 
Jadrowych Polan, Biuro Zbytu 
Pl-00-086 Warszawa, 
Bielanska 1, Poland 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Software Products Section of the CAMAC 
Products Guide lists a number of software packages, 
programs and routines which have been developed 
by software firms, manufacturers of CAMAC 
equipment, and at research laboratories. 
Work is going on to implement IML- the inter-
mediate level CAMAC language. One contribution 
to IML implementation is listed below, but at least 
five other laboratories are at present engaged in 
implementing IM L on several computers. 
The products listed below are either in current 
use or will be so in the nearest few months. Some 
of the software listed is commercially available, 
information about other is presumably available 
from respective authors. The correctness of each 
entry has been carefully checked against data 
provided. 
Inclusion in the list does not necessarily indicate 
endorsement, recommendation or approval by the 
ESONE Committee, nor does omission indicate· 
disapproval. 
The classification used tentatively and reproduced 
below, is the same as was proposed in the March 
1974 issue (No.9) of this Bulletin. 
SOFTWARE CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
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.50 Fundamental Concepts, General Sub-
jects. XXXII 
.500 General Descriptions, Documentation, 
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. 51 User-Oriented Programs I (full system 
support with user run-time and 
CAMAC system service programs). XXXII 
.52 User-Oriented Programs II (specific 
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INDEX OF CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 
. 50 Fundamental Concepts, General Subjects 
CLASS• • • • ,!50 
TITLE• • • • I~PLEHENTING CAiiAC BY Cll MPII.ERS 
AUTHQR(S)• • w, KNEIS, GFK, ZVKLOT~nN•LB,, 
KARLSRUHE, GER~ANV 
PUBL, RfF ,•• P~OC CAtiAC SY11PQS, LUXF.:~H3G, DEC 197.3 
CLASS• • • • .~o 
TITLE• • PRncEDURE CALLS • A PR~GMATTC: APPROACH 
AUTHORS•• J, MlCiifLSD'l, !t, 11ALL1NG, t<FA, JUF.LICH 
PUBL, REF,•• P~UC CAMAC SV~POS, LUXEMB~, DEC 1973 
ESONE REGSTR DATE,. 31 •IAV 1974 
CLASS• • • • ,~01(PL•11) 
TITLE• • • • CAMAC FACILITIES IN THE PROGRAM ,11 iJG 
LANGUAGE OF PL•\1 
AVTHQR • • • ROBERT D RUSSELL, CE~ N , GENEVA 
PUBL, REF.•• PROC CH1AC SY ·1P1JS, LIJte; :~lolr,, DEC 1973 
N.AHE" • • • EXTE IJDED PL•ll 
OPERATIVE DATE~ 1971/72 
COMPUTER• • PDP•11 
INTERFACE • • • • CA•ll (EG&G/ dRTfC) 
WORD LENGTH IS to BITS 
SOFTWARE TYPE•~ LANGUAGE, PL•Il(EXTENDFD) 
INCORP TECHNIQ UE.• 
INeLINE CODING OF CAMAC STATEMENTS 
FACILITIES"• SV~BOLIC DEVICE NAMES USED, 
DEMAND HANDLING INCLUDED, 
CI.,AS3• • • • .501 (CATV) 
AUTHQR(S). • F R GOLDI~G , DARESBU~V LABORATORIES 
.NA.ME• • • • CATV 
COMPUTER• • ANY 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • LANG tJAGE 
DESCRIPTION .. 
OEHANOS ~~ REAL•TIHE SYSTEMS SUCH AS HINIHUM EXECUTION TJM( 
MINIMUM CORE REQUIREMENTS, ETC,, RECnHHEND THE USE OF COM• 
P!LERS IN PR~GRAMMING, THE PnSSIBILITY TC IHPLEMF.NT A CAMAC 
LA~GUAGE BY A COMPILER IS FIRST OF ALL A FUNCTION OF THE 
LEVEL AND CONCEPT nF THE LANGUAGE, META•LANGUAGES, THE SYN• 
TAX nF A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE, ARE USEO TO FORMULATE A COM• 
PILER FOR A SP~CIFIC LANGUAG~, THE METMUO DESCRIBED HAS 
qEEN USED TO ~RITE A COMPILER FOR IHL, THE INTERMEDIATE 
LEVEL CAMAC LANGUAGE, IMPLEMENTED IN AN ASSEMBLER 
E ·~V IRONME!~ T, 
DESCRIPTION ... 
DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURE CALLS •s THE BASI~ FOR CAHAC SOFT• 
WARE ~IT~IN H!GH•LEVEL LANGUAGES, COMPARISnN WITH SYNr~x 
HODIFICATIONS TJ LA~GUAGES~ DISCUSSION OF IMPLE~ENTATIO~ 
RESTRICTIONS DUE TO LANGUAt;E REQUIRE~>'ENTS FOR EXISTING HIGH• 
LEVEL LANGUAGES, E~G. CLOSED SYSTEM•SUBROUTINES WHICH EXE• 
CUTE UNE DEFINE0 OPERATION [INVOLVING ONE OR MORE CAMAC 
CYCLES AS A GROJP)~ COMPARISON OF US•NIM CAHAC FORTRAN 
SUBROUTINES AND PROCEDURf•CALL SYNTAX OF ESONE SWG IML 
LANGUAGE. APPLICATION OF PROCEOURE•CALLS TO APPLICATION• 
ORIENTED SOFT~ARE, 
DESCRIPTION•• 
PL•11 IS AN INTERMED1ATE•LEVEL 1 MACHINE•ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE EXTE~DED TO INCLUDE CAMAC FEATURES. SYNTACTIC FORH 
nF CAMAC STATEMENTS ARE ANALOGOUS Tn STANDARD PL•11 STATE• 
MENTS 0 SYMBOLIC NAMES FOR VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS ARE DE• 
CLARED AT ONCE, AND OPERATIONS ARE EXECUTED BY STATEMENTS 
REFERRING TO THESE NAMES. USE OF SYMBOLIC NAMES MAKES PRO• 
G~A~S READABLE, ANn SIMPLIFIES MOniFICATIONS OF CAMAC CON• 
FIGURATIONS, 
EXAMPLE OF STANDARD STATEMENT•• WHILE PRINTSTATUS • BUSY 00, 
EXAMPLE Of CAMAC STATEMENT•• WHILE CRTSTATUS a BUSY DO, 
DESCRIPTION. • 
CATV IS A MACHINE INDEPENDENT HICH•LEVEL LANGUAGE BASED UPON 
A SUBSET OF BASIC WITH EXTENSIONS FOR ADDRESSI~G CAMAC~ 
PRnGRAMS ~RITTE~ IN CATY A~E CO~PILED ANO NOT INTERPRETED. 
THUS, THE SPEED OF OPERATION WHEN CAMAC IS TESTED UNDER CATY 
IS COMPARABLE ~ITH THE SPEED OF OPERATION IN APPLICATIONS• 
CATY ~AS BEEN 1MPLE'1ENTED ON PDP•ll (SEE ,!543)o 
. 51 User-Oriented Programs I (full system support) 
CLASS• • • • 0 !51 
TITLE• • •BACKGROUNO•FUREGROUND SYSTEM FOR PUlSE• 
H!lGHT ANALYSIS OF Twn.DIMENSIQNAL ~ULTIWIRE 
PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER DATA 
A.UT~O.R(S)• • OR ·. A. HEUSLER, IPK, KFA, JUEL.ICH 
ACRONYM• • wRFG 
AVAlLABLf • • • • nN PAPER TAPE, ASCII CODE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1974? 
COMPUTER• • POP•15, CORE REQUIREMENTS•• 24K 
INTERFACE• AORER TyPE 2200 
MIN 3YST£M CON~IGUR,• DISK, MAGTAPE, DECTAPF 
H!MORY SCANNING DISPLAY . CII~•dOUSE) 
SOFT~ARE TYPE • • SYSTEM PROGRAM 
LANGUAG!(S)•• FORTRAN & MACRO ASSEM~LER 
CL.ASS• • • • .51 
TITLE• • • • CAMAC OPEfHTI !lG S(STEM FOR 
CONTROL APPLICATIONS 
AUTHOR(S)• • OR, ~. MERTENS, IKP, KFA, JUELICH 
PUBL ~EF• CAMAC BULLET!~ NO 9, MARC~ 1974 
ACRONYM• • • COS 
AVAILABLE IN FORM • ON PAPER TAPE, ASCII CUDE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1972 
COMPUTER• • POP•l5, CORE REQUI~EME N TS ... !6K 
INTERFACE• snRER TYPE 22UO 
SOFT~ARL TY~E • • SYSTE~ PRO~NAM 
LANGUAGE(S)• • • FORTRAN & MACRO ASSFM~LER 
CAHAC FACILITIES• SYMBOLIC DEVICE NAMES USED, 
SINGLE & MULTI~LE ACTION PER INSTRUCTinN, 
REAL•JIHE DEMAND hANDLING INCURPO~ATED. 
DESCRIPTi fJN •• 
THE SYSTEM SOFT~AHE PERMITS START AND STOP OF BLOCk TRANSFER 
F~O~ THE A/0 CO~VERTERS TO THE PDP•l~ MEMORY (LIST ~ODE 
nUTPilT ONTO MAGTAPE ON•LINF. SORTING IF OESIRE0) 0 
THE ~0RER INTERFACE HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO ALLOw BLOCK 
LEN~THS UP TO 4K 18 RIT WORDS, 
DESCRIPTION•• 
THE SYSTF'1 SOFT .~ARE PACKAGE PERMITS READ AND WRITE OF UP TO 
100 MJO ULES. R~AL•TIME TASKS MAY RE DEFINED ON•LINE, ABOUT 
6~ ELEMENTARY CJM HANOS ARE PREOEFlNEO,SUCH AS•• 
• NAME MODULE/C:l, N~2, AaJ/DEFJNE SYMBOLIC NAME 
wREAO MODULE/F:O 
•WRITE MOOULE 321/F:t6 
•DISAB HODULE/F:24 
•DEFINE TASK/OPEN A TASK•DEFINITION 
•END/CLOSE TASK•FILE 
•AFTER 15 SECS TASK/EXECUTE USER•OEFINED TASK 
•15 SECS FROM NJW 
•SOLL MODULE 3456/VALUE TO BE WRITTEN NEXT TO MODULE 
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CLASS• • • • ,51 
T.lTLE• • • • HilUMF CONTRO~ SYSTEM SOFHIAR' 
AUTHQR(S)• • D, P, GURD, w, K, DAWSON, 
TRIU.MF, U.NIVERSITY OF ALBE~TA, 0"'ADA 
PUBL REF• CAMAC BULLETIN "'Q ~. NllVEMAER 1972 
OPERATIVE OATE• • 1973 
COMPUTER• • 4 SUPERNOVAS 
INTERFACE• lN•MOUSE TYPE 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • FULL SYSTE ;~ SUPPnRT FOR 
CONTROl. OF TRIUMF CYCLOTHON 
CLASS• • • • ,51 
A.Un~.QR(S)• D GURO, TIIT IJMF', UtJIV llF ALRFRT/1, CA IHlJA 
NAME• • • • CAMAC 
OPE.RATIVE OATE• • 1973 
SOFTWARE TYP~ • • SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
DESCRIPTION,.. 
THE SY3TEH SOFTWARE PACKAGE MONITORS OVER 1000 ANALOGUE 
PARAMETERS AND 1000 DIGITAL STATUS POINTS, · SEARCHES OUT•OF• 
LIMIT READINGS, DISPLAYS MEASUREM~NTS ON REQUEST, 
~ETS OVER 300 ANALnGUE POINTS FROM A CENTRAL CONSOLE AND 
PERFORMS A NUMBER OF OTHER ROUTINES, 
A REAL•TIME EXf.CUTIVE PROGRA~ • NATS (FOR NOVA ASYNCHRONOUS 
TASKING SUPERVISOR) • SCHEDULES ANn SUPERVIS~S CAMAC TASKS, 
SUPPORTED RY A SlJBPROGRA"' LlRRARY, AS THEY ARE REQUESTED, 
JOBS TO AE PERFOR~EP ARE STRUCTURED INTO S£QUENCES OF CAMAC 
OPERATIONS SPECIFIC TO A PIECE OF HARDWARE (: CAMAC MODULE), 
TrlER~ IS THUS A DIRECT MODULAR HAROWARF•SOFTWARE CORRESPOND• 
ENCE, CO NTROL IS ~AS!CALLY CLOCK•INITTATED SOFTWARE SCAN OF 
CYCLOTRIJN MONITllRit>JG, BUT INTERRUPTS ARE INCLUDED, MAINLY 
!'HTIATEn BY cn r1 SOLE, 
DESCRIPTIO"-• • 
THE AYSTEM SOFT~ARF• CAMAC " cnNSlSTS OF SEVERAL SUBROUTINE 
CALLS, THESE ARE• • 
PRJMITJVE SUBRflUTP.J ES PERFORMING THE ACTUAL J/(1 OPEIHT!ONS, 
MODuLE SUBROUTIIIES, THE MUX/ADC SIJBROUTINES, CAMAC LAMS OR 
l'JTERRUPTS, SERIAL TASKS, AND A"J tNTERPRETER (FOR DATA), 
. 53 User-Oriented Programs Ill {subprograms, etc.) 
CLAS~· • • • .~3(8AS1C) 
TITLE•• CAMAC AND INTERACTING PROGRAMMING 
AUTHOR•• OR E M RI~MER, CERN, GENEVA 
PUBL. REF.•• PROC CAHAC SYHPOS, LUXEMAG, DEC tY73, 
.. & .... f3ASIC CALLABLE ROUTWES, NP GRfJLJP ~•OTE, NP•DHG 
ACRONYMS • • HPCHA, HPCMB, HPC~C 
P.R.(;. .. tU l NT£N.ANCE B 'r • DR E !-I R I i1ME R 
OBTAINABLE FROM• • NP•DIV, CERN, CH•121t GENEVA 
AVAILABLE IN FORM • PAPER TAPE, .-sell CODE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1971/72 
CO~PUTER• • H•P 21DO•SE~IFS, 8K OF 16 BIT wnRDS 
INTERFACES • BORER 2201, CERN 72tR & HPCC•06o 
IHN SYSTEM • • TTY OR TEK 4010 HR~liNAL & CC Al 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • SET OF SUBROUTI~ES 
~AN~GAGE • • HP ASSEHBL.Y 
HOST LANGUAGE• • • BASIC (HP EXTENSIQN OF) _ 
CAMAC FACILITIES• IN•LINE CODED CALI.S TN BASIC, 
SUBROUTINES IN ASSEMBLY, AHSOLUTE AOD~ESS 
FACii.lTIES • SING.LE & l~ULTIPL.E ACTION PER INSTRUC• 
TION, NO DEMANO HANDLING 
CL.ASS• .. • • • .~3 
TITLE• • • • CAMAC FUNCTION FOR RTtt 
AU.T.H(lR(S)• • L 9YARS, R KEYSER 
NAME• • • • CAMAC 
llER·UON• • • RT 11 
PRG ~AlNTENANCE BY • flRTEC 
08lAI·NABI.·f FROM• • ORTEC 
AVAILABLE QN PAPER TAPE 
OPE~Al!VE OAT(• • 1974 
COMPUTER• • POP•11 
l.NT!:RFACE• OCOtl CEG&G/ORTEC) 
SOFTWARE TYPE • SUBROUTINES 
LA-NGUAGE• PDP•1t ASSEMBLY 
HOST LANGUAGE• • • RT t 1/FORTRA II 
INCORP TECHNIQUE, • El~BEDOEO C AMA C FEAT I.JRE:S 
CAMAC FACILITIES• SINGLE OR MULTIPLE INSTRUCTIONS, 
O£MAtl0 HANDLING 
CLASS• ,5J(FORTRAN) 
XlTLE• SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD CAMAC 
SUBROUTINES 
A.UTHOR(S)• • RICHARD F THOMAS J~. 
PUBL REF• • CAM_-C BULLETIN NO 6, MARCH 1973 
ACRONYMS • • SEE llESCRIPTIUN 
OBTAINABLE FRO~• • USAEC NIM CQM~!TTEE, CAMAC SWG 
Aj~li.ABL! IN FORM • ALGORITHM 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1973 
COMPUTER• • INDEPE~JDENT,HE110RY SIZE NOT SPEC. 
INTERFACE• ANY 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • SET OF SUBROUTINES 
LANGUAGE • • FORTR•N 
CAMAC FACILITIES• FU tJOAMENTAI. CAMAC UPERATIOt·JS, 
STANOARO 8l.OCK TRANSFER~ I 1 ~ SJ ,JGLE 4••D MuLTJPLE 
ACTION STATE~ENTS 
OESCRIPTIDN• .. 
THESE BASIC .. CALLABLE CAMAC SUBPOUT[NES IN THREE VERSIONS FOR 
THREE INTERFACES PRQV!I)E MOST rOMMAND FACILITIES FOR CONTROL 
A~D DATA TRANSFER, DATA ~ORDS MAY BE 16 OR 24 BITS LONG 
(ONLY 16 RtTS FOR HPCC•066), BINARY, BCD OR LOGIC (0 OR 1) 1 
ROUTINES COVER BLOCK TRANSFERS, PROGRAMMED AND SEQUENTIAL 
ADDRESSING & UTILITY ROUTINES, IN TOTAL 16 & 3 OPTIONALLY. 
GENERAL FORM OF CALL STATEMENT•• 
• • •CALL (SUBROUTINE NUMBER,C,N,A,F,D,Q) 
~ • •CALL CSU8ROUTINE NUMBER,C,N,A,F,OCI),Q,w) 
WHERE W IS ~ORD COUNT, D IS DATA, C,N,A,F, & Q HAVE USUAL 
MEAtHNG 
EX•• CAl.L(tO,l,2,0,16,D(I),Q,20) 
TIME IS APPR 5 MSECS/STATEMENT, BLOCK TRANSFER CALl. GENE• 
RATED DIRECT L Y BY HJ T E R FACE ARE t-1 lJ C K FASTER , 
DESCRIPTION• • 
T~IS SnFT~ARE PACKAGE CONSISTS OF A NUMBER OF SUBROUTINES 
FOR FORTRAN/RTtl CALLING CAMAC FUNCTIONS, 
THE CAMAC CALL STATEMENT HAS THe FOLLO~ING FORM•• 
CALL CAMAC (IF, IN, !A, IQ, ID~TA) 
THEY ARE USED TO TRANSFER DATA TO/FROM CAHAC AND FOR TEST 
PURPOSES, 
lF, IN, IA ARE RESPECTIVELY FUNCTION, STATION ADORESS AND 
SUBADDRESS, IQ IS ROTH QBIT AND XBJT, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
A SET OF 6 SUBRDUTTNES, OF WHICH nNE IS CALLED AY ALL THE 
OTHER PERMITS A GREAT VARIETY Of SINGLE AND MULTIPLE CAMAC 
OPF.RATIUNS TO RE PERFORMED, DE~AND HANDLING, OTHER THAN BY 
TEST LAr1, IS NOT COVERED~ 
THE SU~ROUTINES EXECUTE CAMAC OPERATIONS AS FOLLOWS•• 
CMCBSC • SINGLE CAMAC FUNCTION AT SINGLE ADDRESS 
nNE OR MORE TIMES 
C11CSEQ • SINGLF: CAMAC FUNCTION AT SUCCESSION OF ADDRESSES 
CHCASC • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION IN ADDRESS SCAN MODE 
CHCRPT • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION JN REPEAT MODE 
CMCSTP • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION IN STOP MODE 
CHCLUP • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION AT A HIERARCHICAL SEQUENCE 
nF ADDRESSES WJTH OPTIONAL SKIP OF SEQUENCE BASED ON Q, 
GENERAL FOR~ OF STATEMENT•• 
CALL. CMC,,, (rARAHETER LIST) 
EXAMPLF•• 
CALL CMCSTP (f,H,C,N,4D 1 LN,OATA,ERRORA,NEX1 
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CLASS• • • • ,e3CFORTRAN) 
TlTLE-• • -• • FORTRAN SUBROuTINES 
AUTHOR(S)• • M POHL 
NAM!• • • • FORTRAN CALLS 
V!RSION• • • V002 
OS-TA-I .. NABLf FROM• • H POHL, ZEL, llfA, J UEI.ICH 
AVAILABLE ON OEC.TAPE 
!lP.ERATIVE DATE• • MARCH 1973 
COMPUTER• • PDP•lt, 16K OF 16 BllS 
INT!RFACE• KDRER TYPE 15JJA 
SOFTWARE TVPF • • PPOCEOllRE CALLS 
1-N-C.ORP lECHNIQUE,• tr-J•LI NE SUBROUTI NE. CALLS 
LANGUAGE' • • FORTRAN 0'~ PDP•ll (HWEADED CODE) 
CAHAC F ACIL.I TIES. SINGLE AC TIO ''I ST A TEMP-ITS 
CLASS• • • • ,53 (FORTRAN) 
AUTMOR(S)• • J M STEPHENSO N, L ~ KLAISNER 
ACRONYM• • • KSCL.IB 
OBTAINABLE FROM• • KINETIC SYSTEMS CORP 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1Q74 
COMPUTER• • ~DP•(1 
INTERFACES • TYPES 3911A, 3991 & JQ92 (KINETIC) 
CORE BEQUIREME~TS• 16K 
LANGUAGE • • FORTRAN iJ 
SOFTWARE TYPE • LIBRARY OF FORTRAN FUNCTIONS AND 
SUBROUTHJES 
CLASS• • • • ,53 
TlTL!• • • • I/0 MACROS FO R CA MAC 
AUTHOR(S)• • D STUCKENBROCK, G KLENERT, 
SIEMENS AG KARLSRUHE 
ACRONYM• • • M•CAM 
OBTAINABLE FRO~. • SIEMENS AG, D•75 KARLSRUHE 21 
RHEINBRUCKENSTR 50, ABT E 612 
AVAILABLE ON P•PER TAPE, CARDS • ND SUURCE DECK 
OPERATIVE DATE• • NOVEMBER 1974 
CO~PUTER• • PR 320/330 
INT!RFACE • CC 320, SC JJO 
CORE REQUIREMENTS• IK X 16 SITS (EXCL SUPFPVISDR) 
MIN SYSTEM CONFJGUR · •• TTY, SuPERVJSfJR PRDGRAI-1 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • l/0 ROUTINES 
eAMAC SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENTS• ASSfMeLER 300 
LANGUAGES • MAKROS IN AS3EHBI.ER, CALLS IN FORTRA N 
FACILITIES • CONCURRENT UPERATin N 8Y SFVERAL IJSERS 
SYST£M RUNS UNDER P.EAL•TIHt SUPtkviSCR (EXECUTIVE) 
DESCRIPTIO~• • 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINES FOR SINGLE ACTIONS. MUCH SIMPLER TH•N 
THE NIH APPROACH (REF, R, F, THOM•S) FOR THE BORER 1e33• 
CONTROLLFR WRITTE N IN RE•ENTRANT CODE, 
DESCRIPTI ON • .. 
Tt\IS SOFT WARE PACKAGE IMPLEM~NTS THE CMCRSC SERIES OF STAND• 
ARD FORTRAN CALLS DESCRIBEO IN CAMAC BuLLETIN NO 6, 1973, 
IT ALSO I ~ CLUDES THE OIT MA NIPULATION FUNCTIONS EXCLUSIVE 
OR, I NCLtJSlVE OR, AND, NOT, & SHtFT. THE PACKAGE SUPPORTS 
liP Tf.l ~ CRATES INTERFACED THROUGH MODEL 3911A UNIBUS all 
CRATE CO~TROLLERS, UP TO 7 CRATES PER 3991 BRANCH DRIVER AND 
UP TO 61 CRATES PER 3992 SERIAL 8QANCH DRIVER. THF NUMBER 
OF PARALLEL AND SERIAL BRANCHES SHOULD RE LESS THAN a. 
@) UNIBUS IS A TRADE MARK OF DTGITAL ~~UIP~ENT CORP, 
rlESCRIPT! ON• .. 
A SET OF IIO MACRO SUBROUTINES CAN BE CALLFD BY ANY USER 
PROGRAM CO NCURRE NTLY RUNNING ON THE COMPUTER, PROVIDED THEY 
rlPERATf. ll 'WER A REAL•TIME SUPERVISOR PRUGRAH 0 THE ROUTINES 
COMPRISE THE fli ~< CTIONS READ, wRITE, AND EXECUTION OF CONTROL. 
C~M~ANOS~ ALOCK TRANSFERS ARf PERFnRMED ON CONSTANT OR 
VARIABLE CAMAC ADDRESS, AND I N INCREME NT MODE OR RANDOM•LIST 
~ O DE. THf COOROINATIO N OF USER PROGRA MS AND CAMAC PROVIDED 
Ry THE SUPERVIS OR, FACILITATES GREATLY T~E LAH HANDLING. 
TtiE SYSTE~• ALLO I~ S I'P TO 32 cnNCURRE NTLY OPERATING USER 
PROGRAMS AND UP TO B BRANCHES WITH • IN ALL • 24 CRATES, 
SYATEM SOFTwARE ENVIRONMENTS FACILITATE INCORPORATION OF 
THE SUAROUTINE CALLS AS STAT EMENTS EMBEDDED IN FORTRAN 
P r~I'JGR AMS, 
. 54 Support Software I {translators) 
CLASS• • • • ,54 
TITLE• • • S/U~J tP AN UNIVERSAL ~'ACJ<OO PROCFSS llf;> 
AUlHOR(S)• • SOFTWARE•PARTNER 
PRG MAINTE NANCE ~y .. SUFT~ARE•PART N ERS 
08TA1NABL.E FROM• • • SOFTWA~E•PARTNEkS, 
61 DARMSTADT, GROSSGERAUERWF.G 2 GERMANY 
OPERATIVE OA TE• • APR II. 197 4 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • MACRO PROCESSOR 
LANGUAGE • • WRITTEN I" rliGH LEVfl LANGUAGE 
COMPUTER• • CAN RUN ON IBM, UNIVAC, CDC, ICL, 
SIEMENS ETC, 
CAMAC FACILITIES. INCORPORATEO IH•LINE 
FOR FULL•SET IHL WITH HACRU PRUC~SSUR DIRECTIVES 
CLASS• • • • ,5A1 
liTLE•~ ~ • MACHOS FOR 15JJA 
AUTHOR(S)• • MR, ~EER 
N•Mt• • • • MACAO teJJA 
PRG MAINTENANCE BY • MR, HEER 
08TAINABLf FROM• • •HR, HEER, ZEL, KFA, JUELICrl 
AVAILABLE ON DEC•TAPE 
OPERA-TIVE DATE• • f'EBRUARY 1973 
COMPUTER• • PDP•11 1 MIN 8K 16 BIT ~ORDS 
lNTERF' ACE • • • • BORER TYPE 1 !533A 
MIN SYSTEM CONFJGUR.• DOS V004, or.~, 009 
•OFTWARE TYPE • • HACRO•SET 
LANGUAGE • • MACRO 11 
CA~AC FEATURE INCORPORATED IN•LI NE 
CAMAC SOFTWARE ENVIRONHENTS•ASSEMBLER 
t•MAC FACILITIES• SINGLE ACTION STATEMENTS, 
SYMBOLIC DE~ICF. NAMES 
CLAlS• • ,!54J 
TITLE• • • • A BASIC.MACRO 11 CO MFILER 
AUTMCR(S)• • 8, BECKS 
PUBL REF • • CAMAC BULLETIN NC 10, JULY 1974 
A.CRO~IYM• " • MH•A 
PRG MAINTENANCE BY B BECKS 
.. OSTUNA.B.LE FFOM,. • B BECKS, ZEL, KFA, JUELICH 
AVAILABLE QN DEC•TAPE 
. OPERATIVE DATE• • JA:-.JUARY 1974 
COMPUTER• • POP•11, HI~ 16K OF 16 ~IT ~ORDS 
I .NT!RFACE• -eoRF.R TYPE l!i33A 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIGUR~• DOS VU8 OR vo9 l~K 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • CO rlPILER 
LANGUAGE • • BASIC 
lNCORP TECHNIQUE .• l !J•LI NE 
CAMAC SOFTWARE Er-IVIRON'1F. NTS .. MACRO ASSEMOLER 
tAMAC FACILITIES• SINGLE ACTION STATE~FNTS 
l'tf.:SCRII'TI ON• • 
S/UN!P IS A LANGUAGE INDEPENDENT MACRO PROCESSOR AND 
THERErnRE A TOOL FOR MACRO EXPANSION OF EVERY EXISTING OR 
DR FUTURF PROGRAM~ING LA~GUAGE. THUS S/UNlP MAINTAINS AND 
PH0CESSES MACROS I~ HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGF.S (FORTRAN, BASIC, 
ALGOL, PEARL, ~TC.) AS ~ELL AS ASSEMBLY LANGUAGES, S/UNIP 
OPERATES AS A P~E·PROCESSOR GENERATING SOURCE CODE 
STATE MENTS FOR SUBSEQUENT COMPILATION, POSSIBLY ON ANOTHER 
CfJ I~PIJTER. 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THIS IS A SIMPLE ~ACRO SET (NO DECLARATIONS) FOR SINGLE 
ACT!O i ~ STATEMENTS. EXECUTION SPEED IS HIGHER (APPROX 30 
~ICROSECS PER INSTRUCTION, DEPENDING ON TYPE OF INSTRUCTION 
0~ TYPE OF POP•11). NOT INTERRUPTABLE MACROS (PRIORITYa7) 
OESCRIPTION• • 
THIS CO~PILER TRA NSLATES TESTED (INTERPRETIVE} BASIC 
PROGRAMS I~TO ~ACRr•l1 SOURCE CODE~ RUN•TI~E IS IMPROVED BY 
A FACTOR OF 15 TO 20. EASILY ADAPTABLE TO OTHER CONTROLLERS 
( HACROS), 
OUTPUT CODE LINKE D il tTH FLOATING POINT PACKAGE CAN RUN ON 
STA NO•ALn NE MI NI•CnMPUTERS • 
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C~ASS• • • • .~43CCATV) 
TilLE• • - • • A CAMAC TESTING AID FOR USE ON POP•ll 
AUTMQR(S)• • F R GOLDING , DARESBURV LABORATORIES 
NAME• • • • CAT11 
OBTAINABLE FROM• • APPLIED COMPUTER SY~TEMS LTD, 
a CHORLTON ST, MANCHESTER HI 3JL, UK, GEC•ELLIOTT, 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES, A~D WENZEL ElfKTRONIK 
OPERATIVE DATE• w 1973 
COMPUTER• • PDP•ll 
INTERFACES " • • GEC•ELLIDTT EXECUTIVE SUIT, 
WENZEL TYPE C•C8C•1! 1 ~.E~ TYPE 903USYSTEM 
COR£ REQUIR~MENTS• 4K OR 8K ACCORDING TO VERSlUN 
MIN SYSTEM CONFlGUR.• CONTROL VISTA, READER, PUNCH 
SDFTWARf TYPE • • SYSYEM (EXECUTIVE, COMPILER ETC) 
LANGUAGE CATY (9,SED 0~ BAS!r) 
CL~SS• • • • .544(6ASIC) 
TITLE• • • • A PDP•11 ~ASIC EXTE '-' SIO~I FOR CAilAC 
PROGRAMMING 
AUTHQR(S)• • I BALS, E DE AG'JSTINO OrF.~r, ROME 
PUBL REF • • • CAMAC BULLET! !! ' ID 7, JULY 1973 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1973 
COMPUTER• • PDP•ll 
INTERFACE • • FXECUTIVE SUITE (GEC•ELLIOTT) 
SOFTWAqE TYPE • • INTERPRETER 
INCORP TECHNIQUE • • SuBROUTINES P · ASSEr-E!l. Y COOE 
C.AIUC SOFTWAPE £•JVIRU"''1EIHS• BASIC 
LANGUAGE • • BASIC (EXTEIHlED) 
Cl.ASS• • • • ~544(BASIC) 
UT.LE• • • • A CAI<1AC EXTENlJEl) tli>SlC LH·GIJAGE 
AUTHOR (S )• • J M SEPVE ~IT (SC r ll •J~RERGE~ l 1 FRAtlCE 
PUBL. R.E.F •"• PPUC C.A. t1 AC SY:If' •JS, Ll!XEMBG, DEC 1973 
ACRONYM• • • CASIC 
OBTAINABLE FRO~• • SCHl.UMBERGER,BAGNEUX, FRA~CE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 197~ 
COMPUTER• • PDP•11 
INTERFACES • • • 1 CP 11 AND J CC 11 
SOFJiotARE TYPE • • INTERPRETIVE LH~GUAGE EXTErlr'EO 
WITH MACRD•TNSTRUCTJQN G~NERATJR 
LANGUAGE • '"' • • BASIC CEXTE :JDED) 
INCORP TECHNIQUE • IN•LINE CAMAC STAlEt-~E'ITS 
CLASS• • • • .544CFOCAL) 
TITLE• • • • FOCAL OVERLAY FUR CAMAC DATA AND 
COMMAND HANDLING 
AUTHUR(S)• • F MA¥, H HALLING, K PET~ECZEK 
PUaL REF• • CAMAC BULLETIN NO 1, JUNE 1971 
ACRONVM• • • FOCADAT 
OPERATIV~ DATE• • 1970 
COMPUTER• • PDP•~, 4K QR 8K 12 BIT WOROS 
lNTER,.ACE• • IN•HDUSE cc & f!';TEIHACE 
SOFT~ARE TYPF • • INTERPRETER (EXTcNnEn) 
tNCORP TECHNIQUE • .. CAMAC EXTENSION ON OVERLAY, 
IN•LlNt COOING OF CAMlC CO~MANDS 
C.lM4C snFTWARE E;JVIRQN11ENTS• F.JCAL 
CLASS• • • • 0 544(BASIC) 
TITLE• • • • a.~SER BASIC UNDER DOS ~ITH 
INTERPRETER EXH rJDF.D FOR CAMAC 
AUlNO~(S)• • P'EIFFER, SPICK~A~N, CARLEAACH 
VERSION• • • 001 
PRG ~AINTENANC~ UY • D P PFEIFFER 
OBTAINABLE FROMe D P PFEIFFER, ZA~, KFA, JUELICH 
AVA11.A6LE .QN DEC•TAPE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • JA NUARY 1974 
COMPUTER• .. PDP•ll, l6K OF Hi BIT wQKDS 
INT!R~ACE• • RORER TYPE 15J3A 
•tN SYSTEM CONFIGUR.• DOS V08 JR vn9, !6K 
SOFTWARE TYPE • •DOS SYSTEH INTERFACE TO CAMAC 
LANG~AGE • • BASIC 
INCORP TECHNIQUE.• F:XTENSION Or INTEPPRETER 
CLASS• • 544 
TITLE• ORACL CTM), A~ lNTERPREriVE REAL• 
liME MONITOR WITH CAMAC SUPPORT 
AUTMQR(S)• • L BYARS, R KEYSER, {ORTEC lNC 0 ) 
ACRONYM• • • ORACL (TM) 
PRG MAINTENANCE 6Y • ORTEC 
09TllNABLE F~O~• • • ORTEC 
AVAILABLE IN FCR~ .. PAPER TAPE AND 0~ DISK 
OPERATIVE DATE• • APRIL 1974 
COMPUTER• • PDP•ll 
INTERFACE• EG~G/QRTEC TYPE OCOll 
CORE REQUIREMENTS• ~IN 5K OF 15 8IT WORDS 
MtN SYSTEM CONFIGUR.• TTY ~ OC~ll 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • INTERP~ETER, SYSTEN ~ONITOR 
~ANGUAGE • • PC>I1•11 ASSEMB~ER 
lNCORP TECH""JQUE,• CAMAC FEATURE'S ~QE FMflEDDED 
CAMAC fACILITIFS. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE INSTRUCTIONS, 
DEMAND HANDLING INCL. 
DESCRIPTION. • 
USERS TEST PROGRAMS ARE TYPED IN AND THEREAFTER COMPILED AND 
RUN, . IT IS POSSIBLE TO EDIT THE PROGRAM AND RERUN IT ~ITH• 
OUT HAVING TO ~ETYPE THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM, CAMAC COMMANDS 
ARE EMBEDDED IN PROGRAM AS STATEMENT LINES. 
CAT!! HAS INTERRUPT AS SYSTEM FEATURE, THE USER MAY TYPE HIS 
OWN INTERRUPT ROUTINE. 
THE CAlli EXECUTIVE PROGRAM CHANGES SLIGHTLY WITH JNTER,-AC~ 
USED, BUT ALL ROUTINES ARE IDENTICAL 0 
DESCRIPTION. • 
T~E SURROUTINES WHICH EXTENO THE BASIC INTERPRETER TO CAMAC 
ARE CALLFD BY AN EXTERNAL FUNCTION STATEMENT, WHERE ADDRESS, 
FuNCTION, ETC, ARE TRANSMITTFO AS ARGUMENTS 0 TME STATEMENT 
HAS THE FOLLOwiNG GENERAL FORM• • 
LET U = EXF (A1,A2, •••• ,AtO) 
THE FIRST ARGUMENT SELECTS THE APPROPRIATE SUBROUTINE, 
DATALESS, READ, AND WRITE OPERATIONS WITH DIRECT/INDIRECT 
AODRESS!NG ARE POSSIALE 0 ALSO SINGLE OR BLOCK TRANSFERS IN 
ADDRESS SCA N, PEPEAT OR STOP HODES CAN BE PERFORMED. 
THE EXTENSJON ~fATliRES LAM HANOLING, 
DESCRIPTIQt;. • 
STANDARD BASIC IS FXTENDED WITH 4 NEW TYPES OF STATEMEMENTS 
AND 2 SPECIAL REGISTERS• EXECUTION OF CAHAC STATEMENTS ARE 
SPEEDED UP ABOUT 10 TIMES COMPARED WITH STANDARD BASICo 
TYPICAL STATEME NTS•• 
• •DECLARATIVE•• 100 LET SSB ; STA (2,4,N+~ 1 A+2) 
• •OPERATIONAL•• !30 R1 c CAM ($S8, READ ) 
• •CONDITIONAL•• 156 IF %QCA~ c 0 THEN LET A ; A+1 
• •INTERRUPT/LAM·~ 23 ON LAM IREG THEN GOTO 130 
THE INTERRUPT ~ILL BE SERVICED ONLY WHEN PROGRAM HAS 
ADVANCED TO THE LAM•HANDLING STATEMENT~ 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE INTERPRETER IS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR EASILY PROGRAMMED 
~''i'J•LI"~E CAMAC SYSTEMS IN NON•TYME•CRITICAL CONTROL AND DATA 
HANDLING APPLICATIONS AND FOR TEST ROUTINES. 
THERE ARE 9 CAHAC STATEMENT TYPES COVERING GFNERAL CONTROLS 
CZ 1 C, l) AND CAMAC COMMANDS ~ITH/W1THOUT DATA TRA~SFER. 
THE GENERAL FORM OF A CAMAC STATEMENT IS 
·~ cF,c,N,A,F,FB,Hw r.Lw,c] 
WHERE SEVERAL PARA~ETERS MAY BE OMITTED. 
DESCPlPT!llt-~ .. • 
THE 11-LISER BASIC CAN BE RUN UNDER DOS. A HELP FILE CONTAINS 
ALL MODIFICATIONS OF THE l TO 8 USER BASIC. NO INTERRUPT 
HANDLING~ COM~UNICATION BETWEEN THf 8 USERS IS POSSIBLE BY 
OIIE CQMHUNICATION WORD PER USER, EXPANDED ERROR MESSAGE 
HANDLING~ F!LF HANDLING EXTEN~ED, TJMF•COMMAND ADDED. 
DESCRIPTION. • 
ORACL INTERPRETS ARITHMETIC STATEMENTS, PROGRAM CONTROL 
STATEMENTS, COMMENTS, I/0 STATEMENTS, AND HARDWARE CONTROL 
STATEMENTS AND EXECUTES THE DESIRED FUNCTION. 
OKACL (TM) IS A TRADE MARK REGISTERED AY ORTEC 1 INC 0 
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CLASS• • • • o~~j(FOCAL/PAL) 
TITLE• • • • A FOCAL I ilTERRUPT HA~DLER FOR CAMAC 
AUT~OR(S)• • F MAY 1 W ~ARSCHIK, H H4LLJNG 
PUBL REF• CA~AC BULLETIN NO 6, MA~CH 197J 
ACRONYM• • • FOCALI~T 
OP~RATIVE QATE• • 1971 
COMPUTER• • POP•6 
SOFTWARE TYPE • • INTERRUPT HANDLER (SYSTEH PRUGR) 
DESCRIPTION. " 
FOCAllNT IS A GENER4L PURPOSE SYSTEM PROGR4M, ADAPTABLE FOR 
SPECIAL USE. UP TO J CRATES ~ITH 24 INTERRUPTS EACH CAN BE 
SERVICED~ ONE PROGR4M LINE JN FOCAL IS RESERVED FOR EACH 
IHTERRUPT. SHORT ROUTINES CAN BE TYPED INTO THESE LINES 
SERVICING THE ASSOCIATED INTERRUPTS, ALTERNATIVELY A FOCAL 
SUBROUTINE CAN BE USED. CURRENT LINE !N THE BACKGROUND 
PROGRAM ~ILL BE FINISHED BEFORE JUMPING TO INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
AYD RETURNS TO ~EXT LINE IN THE BACKGROUND PROGRAM AFTER 
SERV!CPJr.. 
0 57 Test Routines 
CLASS• • • • .~7J 
TITLE• • • • CA~AC TEST PROGR4 A 
AUTHOR(S)• • DR. B MERTErJS 1 It<P, kFA, JIJELlC>1 
AVAILABLE ON PAPER TAP[, ASCII CODE 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1971 
COMPUTER• • PDP•11, 16~ OF 16 3IT wO~DS 
INTERFACE• • BORER TYPE 2200 
SOFT~ARE TYP~ • • TEST ROUTI NFS, STA ND -ALONE PRGS 
CLA~S• • • • o~7J 
TITLE• • • • 3911A TEST CAMAC 
AUTHOR(!)• • L A KI.AIS:IER 
OBTAINAB~E FROM• • KINETIC SYSTEMS CORP 
OPERATI~E DATE• w 1973 
COMPUTER• • POP•11 
INTERFACE • KINETICS TYPE 3911A 
CORE REQUIREMENTS• 4K 
SOFTWA.RE :TYP!: • • TEST ROUTI :lE 
CLA.SS~ • • • .573 
TITLE• • • • TEST CAHAC 
OBTAINABLE FROM. • KINETIC SYSTEMS cnRP 
OPERATI~E DATE• • 1972 
COMPUtER• • POP•11 
INTERFACE • KINETICS TYPE KS0011 
CORE REIWIREMENTS• 4K 
SOFTWARE TYPE TEST ROUTINE 
tLASS• • • • ,57J 
TITLE• • • • POP•11 I~TERFACE TEST PROGRA~ME 
O.BUlNABLE FROM. • I#EC•EL.LIUTT 
OPERATIVE DATE• • 1974 
COMPUJER• • POP•11 
INTERFACE• GF.C•ELLIOTT EXECUTIVE SUITE FOR PDP•ll 
SOUWARE TYPE • • TEST ROUTINE 
LANGUAGE • • PAL•ll ASSE~BLER 
DESCRIPTION• • 
STANO ALONE PROGRAMS TEST SOME FUNCTIO~S Of THE BORER TYPE 
2200 INTERFACE, THE CRATE CONTROLLER AND TwO IN•HOUSE 
MODULES (COl & C02), 
ERROR MESSAGES ARE OUTPUT If TMERE ARE HARDWARE FAILURES, 
DESCRIPTION .. • 
A STANO ALONE PROGRAM FOR EXERCISING A CAMAC SYSTEM FROM 
TELETYPE, IT SUPPORTS UP TO 8 CRATES WITH MODEL 391tA 
UNIBUS ~) CRATE CONTROLLERS, A FUNCTION HAY BE EXECUTED 
ONCE OR REPETITIVELY, . 
~) UNIBUS IS A TRADE MARK OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP, 
DESCRIPTHlN• • 
A STAND ALONE PROGRAM FOR EXERCISING A CAMAC SYSTEM ~ROM A 
TELETYPE. IT SUPPORTS ONE BR~NCH DRIVER ~!TH UP TO 7 
CRATES~ A FUNCTION MAY RE EXECUTED ONCE OR REPETITIVELY. 
OESCRIPTIQN• • 
THIS IS A STAND•ALONE PROGRAM USED IN CHECKING THE EXECUTI~E 
SUITE, A MODULAR PDP•11 • CAMAC tNTERFACF.. DIAGNOSTIC 
~ESSAG£S ARE ISSUED. 
XXXVI 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The ESONE Committee in Europe and the U.S.AEC 
NIM Committee in America have both authorised 
different working groups to investigate specific 
aspects of CAMAC. The European and American 
working parties are performing their activities in 
close collaboration. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: R. Patzelt, TH Wien 
The first meeting of a Serial System Compatib-
ility Sub-Group was held at KF A Jtilich on 20/21 
June 1974 under the chairmanship of D.L. Abbott 
of KFA. 
The motivations for this sub-group are two-fold: 
(a) an interest in providing an extremely simple 
serial-by-byte driven system for instruments or 
terminals connected directly into the Serial 
Highway loop. 
(b) to identify and describe those fundamental 
characteristics of the Serial Highway that are 
independent of the type of device connected to it 
so that other serial transmission systems arising 
in other application areas (process control, air 
traffic, etc.), might be compatible with CAMAC. 
Some very promising ideas on these topics are 
now the subject of further investigation by the sub-
group members. 
Alan Lewis acted as an observer for the ESONE 
Dataway Working Group at the NIM-CAMAC 
meetings at which the Serial Highway description 
was clarified and the topic of compatibility dis-
cussed. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, AERE Harwell 
Continuous collaboration between the NIM and 
ESONE Software Working Groups, including 
cross representation at recent meetings, has resulted 
in final agreement on the document "The Defini-
tion of IML (A Language for Use in CAMAC 
Systems)". Approval for publication has been given 
by both the NIM and ESONE Committees. 
References to existing implementations appropriate 
to specific computers and host languages are 
included. 
The document is directed to implementors and 
users of CAMA C systems and will be published 
as soon as possible so that additional experience 
may be gained. It will also serve as the basis for a 
formal specification which will have the same 
technical content except where changes are needed 
to correct errors or omissions. 
The ESONE Software Working Group will 
continue its work on IML, both in preparing the 
specification and in considering the interfaces 
between IML, the hardware, and host languages. 
The work on BASIC as a vehicle for module 
testing needs to be reinforced and anyone with an 
interest in this activity is invited to contact the 
Working Group. 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Chairman: T.Friese, HMI Berlin 
During the meeting at Marburg University on 
8j9th July, 1974 the topic was discussed of stand-
ardising CAMAC voltage and current signals 
appropriate to industrial applications for mea-
surement and control. Standards already exist 
(Reference IEC Publication 381, DIN 19230 for 
current signals, 0-20mA or 4-20mA and IEC 
Publication 323, DIN 19232 and DINZ 44800 for 
voltage signals, 0 to +lOY or -lOY to +lOY) 
and it seemed expedient to incorporate these into 
three classes of signals. Class I for single-ended 
signals, Class II for floating signals with common 
mode voltage up to ± 10 Y and Class III with 
common mode voltage up to ±400V. Proposals 
were made and discussed on the use of these classes 
and the protection to be provided against excessive 
voltage application to inputs and outputs, part-
icularly 220V a.c. Suitable signal connectors (e.g. 
Lemo 00250, 0303, 1303 and multipole connectors) 
were also discussed and the Mechanics Working 
Group will be requested to assist in reaching a 
recommendation. 
Information Working Group 
Chairman: H.Meyer, CBNM-JRC, EURATOM 
Gee/, Belgium 
The foundation of the European CAMAC 
Association (ECA) has encouraged the Working 
Group to reconsider in collaboration with non-
ESONE ECA representatives additional possibil-
ities for the promotion of CAMAC usage via 
information media. Examples of further activi-
ties that are envisaged are: 
- Publication of suitable articles, announcements 
and news in periodicals that are oriented to 
specific application fields for which CAMAC 
will be useful. 
- Foundation of a library of articles, CAMAC 
products and programs. 
- Organisation of conferences and field oriented 
seminars. 
- Participation in field oriented conferences to 
present and explain CAMAC. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: F.A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas, Jr., Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory 
The NIM Dataway and Software Working 
Groups (NDWG and NSWG) met July 15-19th 1974 
at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in sun-basked 
New Mexico. Meetings of the Serial System Sub-
group of the Dataway Working Group and of the 
Joint NDWG/NSWG Block Transfer Subgroup 
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were held in conjunction with the working group 
meetings. Alan Lewis of Harwell represented 
ESONE at all of the meetings. 
The principal ' items discussed were the Serial 
System Description and the proposed CAMAC 
Intermediate Language (IML). The Dataway Work-
ing Group sessions also included discussions re-
garding interfacing of CAMAC to other systems 
and cJarification of the meaning of such terms as 
CAMAC Systems and CAMAC Compatibility. 
Also discussed were problems associated with 
digital and analogue grounding practice in the 
connecting of external equipment to CAMAC 
crates. In addition to the discussion regarding IML, 
the Software Working Group meeting was con-
cerned also with Fortran CAMAC subroutines, 
the use of BASIC in CAMAC applications and 
the contents of a proposed software handbook. 
Two operating CAMAC Serial Systems, con-
structed in accordance with the Serial System 
Description, were demonstrated .by representa-
tives of the Fermi National Accelerator Laborato-
ry, the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Jorway 
Corporation and Kinetic Systems Corporation. 
NEWS 
CAMAC FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 
The Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA) 
has issued a second edition of Engineering Specifi-
cations for some functional instrumentation modules 
that are compatible with the CAMAC standard. 
These specifications are intended to communicate 
to existing or potential suppliers some of the 
instrumentation requirements ALCOA has elabo-
rated for its industrial control/computer applica-
tions. It is hoped that other users may be interested 
in the application of the specifications and in 
collaborating to elaborate further specifications for 
industrial CAMAC modules. 
Copies of ALCOA Engineering Specifications for 
CAMAC may be obtained by writing to the 
following address: 
Dale W. ZOBRIST 
ALCOA Building 
Pittsburgh, Pa 15219 
USA 
CAMAC SERIAL SYSTEMS GO 
Although the joint NIM-ESONE document 
entitled CAMAC Serial System Organization 
(TID-26488, ESONE/SH/01) has only recently 
been issued, work on implementing Serial Highway 
components has been proceeding in several places. 
A remarkable demonstration of some of these 
components was held at the NIM Dataway and 
Software Working Group meetings, July 15-19, 1974 
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, New 
Mexico. This demonstration was arranged through 
the joint efforts of members of Kinetics Systems 
Corporation, J orway Corporation, Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratories, and Fermi National Accel-
erator (formerly NAL). 
Two systems were shown. In one of these, the 
length of the serial loop was 3000 miles ! A Kinetics 
Systems Type L-1 Serial Crate Controller was 
connected via a modem and telephone lines to a 
Serial Driver located at the Kinetic Systems of-
fices in Lockport, Illinois, approximately 1500 miles 
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from Los Alamos. Look-at-Me's generated in the 
crate at Los Alamos were interpreted by the 
Lockport Serial Driver and computer. The computer 
then transmitted commands which generated a 
multi-colour display on a TV monitor in Los 
Alamos. The serial highway was operated at 
300 bits per second. 
In contrast the other system was completely 
contained in one room, and the Serial Highway 
operated at 2.5 M bits per second. The components 
included a micro-programmed Branch Driver from 
the Los Alamos laboratories; a Branch High-
way/Serial Highway interface from the Fermi 
laboratory and a J orway SCC Type L-1 . As was 
expected, these separately designed CAMAC com-
ponents worked properly when connected together; 
the Los Alamos computer communicated through 
them to various modules in the crate. Jorway also 
demonstrated a programmable Serial Driver desig-
ned to exercise and test Serial Highways. 
IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
MNEMONICS FOR CAMAC FUNCTIONS 
by 
I. C. Pyle 
Department of Computer Science, University of York, England 
Received 11th March 1974 
SUMMARY In CAMAC software it is convenient to use 
alphanumeric mnemonics to represent function codes. 
This paper reviews some existing sets of mnemonics for 
CAMAC functions and derives a new proposal. 
Software for CAMAC includes means of speci-
fying the CAMAC functions to be applied in the 
CAMAC actions. At the simplest level the F value 
is given numerically as a constant. In some cases it 
is required to be variable, but these cases are 
unusual. In most cases, a constant function is 
required, but a mnemonic alphanumeric string 
would be strongly preferred, avoiding the need for 
the user to write numerical function codes. Various 
sets of mnemonics for the CAMAC function codes 
have been introduced (see table). In some cases the 
sets are incomplete, in that no mnemonics are 
provided for non-standard or reserved functions. 
F ( > 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
RD1 
RD2 
RZ1 
RC1 
LST 
RAZ1 
LZT 
RAZZ 
WR1 
WR2 
WS1 
WS2 
DIS 
TS I 
0 IS 
TST 
CAT11 
RD1 
RD2 
RC1 
TLM 
CL1 
CLM 
C L2 
WT1 
WT2 
ss 1 
SS2 
SC1 
SC2 
0 IS 
XEQ 
ENB 
TST 
Table of Mnemoniofor C A MAC Funclions 
TRUMPS 
ROC AM 
ROCAM2 
R DC LR 
RDCOMP 
RDCAM4 
RDCAM5 
RDCAM6 
RDCAM7 
l TEST 
CLEAR1 
LCLEAR 
CLEAR2 
CAM12 
CAM13 
CAM14 
CAM15 
WRTCAM 
WRTCM2 
WRSCAM 
WRSCM2 
WRCM20 
WRCM21 
WRCM22 
WRCM23 
s & v 
LECGR1 * 
LECGR2 
LECRA2 
TESTAP 
RAZ1 
TESRAP 
RAZZ 
ECRGR1 * 
E C RG R 2 
OCRGR1 
OCRGR 
IML 
READ 
READ2 
RCL 
RCOMP 
RLAM 
CLEAR 
CLEAR2 
WRITE 
WRITE2 
B I SET 
BISET2 
B I C LR 
B I C LR 2 
DISABL MISHOR* DISABL 
INCREG INCREM EX 
ENABLE MISEN* ENABLE 
CMSTAT TESTA* RSTAT 
CAM28 
CAM29 
CAM30 
CAM31 
(b) 
CAMRD1 
CAMRD2 
CAM RC1 
CAMF03 
CAMF04 
CAMF05 
CAMF06 
CAMF07 
CAMT LM 
CAMC L 1 
CAMCLM 
CAMC L2 
CAMF1 2 
CAMF 13 
CAMF14 
CAMF15 
C AMWT 1 
CAMWT2 
CAMSS1 
CAMS 52 
CAMF 20 
CAM SC 1 
CAMF22 
CAM SC2 
C AMO IS 
CAMXEQ 
CAMENB 
CAMTST 
CAMF28 
CAMF29 
CAMF30 
CAMF31 
<a> 
RD1 
RD2 
R C 1 
F03 
F04 
FOS 
F06 
F07 
TLM 
C L 1 
CLM 
CL2 
F12 
F13 
F14 
F15 
WT1 
WT2 
SS1 
SS2 
F20 
SC1 
F22 
SC2 
DIS 
XEQ 
ENB 
TST 
F28 
F29 
F30 
F31 
• The S & V language indut.lcs several mnemonics for fll ncl ions I. 16. 24, 26 , 27. Only one of each set is shown in the table. 
The implication is that in those cases, if a non-
standard or reserved function code is required, 
the numerical value must be written (either always 
with three characters e.g. F08, or with two or three 
characters as necessary e.g. F8). 
It would clearly be advantageous to have greater 
uniformity of mnemonics. The particular sets 
shown illustrate some possibilities, but we note 
below some further points for consideration. It 
would be possible to change the mnemonics in 
particular implementations without serious prob-
lems. 
There are two broad classes of use which account 
for an important difference between the mnemonics: 
(a) functions specified in a context already estab-
lished as CAMAC (e.g. the first parameter in an 
SA statement in IML); 
(b) functions specified in a context not necessarily 
CAMAC (e.g. the procedure names in a 
subroutine implementation). 
The mnemonics can satisfactorily be shorter in 
class (a) than class (b), since for the latter they 
must be distinguished from all other names which 
can occur in the same context, and identify 
themselves as CAMAC functions. A satisfactory 
solution could, however, be achieved by con-
structing names for class (b) from a constant 
CAMAC identifying part together with a class (a) 
mnemonic for the function. This is illustrated in the 
last two columns of the table. 
Notes on Individual Mnemonics 
(by F Value) 
0, 2, 9, 16, 21: Act on group 1 register. Should the 
mnemonic include a 1 for group 1, or should this 
be taken as the normal default? Alternatively, if 
digits are to be used in mnemonics for non-
standard and reserved functions, it might be 
preferable to designate the groups of registers 
in a module as 'group A' and 'group B' rather 
than 1 and 2. 
1, 11, 17, 19, 23: Act on group 2 register. There 
must be a distinguishing code for these, but the 
2 is unsatisfactory: the Trumps mnemonic for 
F(l) has the same form as for F(4)-F(7) but if 
interpreted in that way would denote F (2). 
25: The 1972 version of EUR 4100 defines F(25) 
as Execute whereas the 1969 version was Incre-
ment preselected registers. The Trumps mnemonic 
refers to the old standard. 
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NEWS 
HOW TO CONTACT CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Everybody who is interested in further informa-
tion on the activities of the CAMAC Working 
Groups or who would like to obtain advice for the 
application of CAMAC specifications is invited 
to contact the appropriate chairman or secretary 
of the existing working groups. The corresponding 
addresses are given below. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group (EDWG) 
Chairman: R. Patzelt, Technische Hochschule Wien, 
1040- Wien, Gusshausstr. 21, Austria. 
Secretaries: R. C. M. Barnes and I. N. Hooton, both 
of Electronics and Applied Physics Div., Building 
347.2, AERE Harwell, Didcot, Berks. OXON, 
England. 
Software Working Group (ESWG) 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, see above. 
Secretary: A. Lewis, Electronics and Applied Physics 
Div., AERE Harwell, Didcot, Berks. OXON, 
England. 
Analogue Signals Working Group (EAWG) 
Chairman: Th. Friese, Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut fiir 
Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, 1 Berlin 39, 
Glienickerstr. 100, Germany. 
Mechanics Working Group (EMWG) 
Chairman: F. H. Hale, Electronics and Applied 
Physics Div., Building 347.2, AERE Harwell, 
Didcot, Berks. OXON, England. 
Information Working Group (EIWG) 
Chairman: H. Meyer, CBNM EURATOM, 
Steenweg naar Retie, 2440 Geel, Belgium. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
DatawayWorking Group (NDWG) 
Chairman: F. A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Ca. 
94720, U.S.A. 
Secretary: S.J. Rudnick, Argonne National Labora-
tory, P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
37830, U.S.A. 
Serial Systems Sub-group 
Chairman: D. R. Machen, Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, University of California, LAMPF/ 
MP-1, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, U.S.A. 
Systems Compatibility Sub-group 
Chairman: D. Horelick, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford University, P.O. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A. 
Software Working Group (NSWG) 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas, Jr., Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, 
U.S.A. 
Secretary: W. K. Dawson, University of Alberta, 
Dept. of Physics, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
Mechanical and Power 
Supplies Working Group (NMWG) 
Chairman: L.J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia 94720, U.S.A. 
Analogue Signals 
Working Group (NAWG) 
Chairman: D. I. Porat, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford University, P.O. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A.. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ESONE SECRETARIAT 
All correspondence with the ESONE Committee 
should now be directed to the new provisional 
address of the ESONE Secretariat: 
Dr. H. Meyer 
Commission of the European Communities, 
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CRC- CBNM 
B-2240 Geel, 
Belgium 
Tel. No.: 32-14-589421 
Telex: 33589 Euratom B 
IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A SERIAL DRIVER 
by 
R. Conway, H. Halling and D. L. Abbott 
Kernforschungsanlage Ji.ilich, Germany 
Received 18th July 1974 
SUMMARY This paper presents ideas concerning the 
implementation of the Serial Driver as a transparent 
interface between a user program and the CAMAC crates 
attached to the Serial Highway. The implementation com-
bines hardware and software to provide the electrical 
connections and intelligent handling of errors in the Serial 
system. 
INTRODUCTION 
The CAMAC Serial Highway1 provides inter-
connections between CAMAC crates and a System 
Controller. In particular a Serial Driver (SD) has 
been described which has an output port and an 
input port between which the Serial Highway (SH) 
forms a unidirectional loop. The Serial System can 
be viewed as a combination of hardware and 
software which allows a user to carry on I/0 with 
the various CAMAC crates connected to this loop. 
In this scheme the user program is executed by a 
master computer system which provides all support 
necessary for the user program to perform its 
function. The sophistication of this support may 
vary widely. It may include an operating system 
with facilities for mass storage and terminal I/0, 
or it may contain a full multi-tasking monitor, but 
in all cases the SD provides the connection to the 
SH for the master computer system and thus for 
the user program. This paper describes work in 
progress on an implementation of the Serial Driver 
which combines software and simple hardware to 
provide a transparent interface between the 
CAMAC crates connected to the loop and the user 
program. It is intended as a presentation of ideas 
which may stimulate further thinking in the area. 
DESIGN GOALS 
The primary goal of our SD design is to make the 
SH as transparent as possible to the user program. 
We consider an IML 2 statement imbedded in the 
user program to be a port which provides CAMAC 
I/0 capabilities but also isolates that program from 
the particular system of CAMAC interconnections. 
Thus a serial system and a parallel system should 
be as nearly indistinguishable as possible to the 
user program. As part of achieving this transparency 
we wish to determine the amount of intelligent 
error recovery that could be performed by the SD, 
thus doing as much as possible to provide the user 
program with only valid I/0. Finally, we wish to 
identify those functions of a Serial Driver which 
could most effectively be implemented in hardware 
for a given performance requirement. 
These goals dictate four general functions which 
should be performed by the SD: 
• All electrical considerations of driving the 
SH - This includes clock generation and 
automatic generation and reception of continuous 
delimiters between messages. 
• Formatting of messages for the SH - This 
involves a translation of CAMAC Read, Write, 
and Control Functions into command messages 
and the generation of transverse and longitudinal 
parity. 
• Buffering of demand messages - Demand 
messages may appear at any time (between other 
messages) on the SH and they must be received 
immediately. This places a real-time constraint 
on the user software which does not necessarily 
reflect any urgency in the demands themselves. 
For this reason the SD should queue demands 
as they arrive so that a demand handler program 
may service them, as appropriate, while new 
demands continue to be received by the SD. 
This again is an effort to make the SH transparent 
to the user. 
• Error control - This includes both checking for 
errors in incoming messages and any intelligent 
recovery techniques which may be possible. 
Assumptions 
In implementing these functions we have made 
certain assumptions about the behavior of the 
programs using the Serial Driver which should be 
made quite clear. Firstly, it is assumed that the 
user program does not 'pipeline' I/0 on the serial 
system. This means that IML statements are 
translated into CAMAC functions which are 
executed sequentially one at a time. For each 
function the SD program is called, the command is 
transmitted, the reply is received and the SD 
returns control to the user program. Secondly, no 
attempt is made by the SD to identify the priority 
assigned to demands by the user program. Each 
demand is queued as received and the demand 
handler provided by the user or the master is 
informed. This places the full burden for servicing 
demands according to their priority on the appro-
priate user program. We have tried, however, to 
make the servicing as convenient and free from the 
real-time constraints imposed by the SH as possible. 
Thirdly, the user program must have the capability 
of dealing with severe errors in the serial system. 
The SD program will describe errors via the 
operating system and identify them with the relevant 
status variable, but we consider it good practice to 
always return control to the calling program which 
must, therefore, be capable of dealing with the 
errors. 
DESCRIPTION 
The block diagram of our design is shown in 
Fig. 1. An available hardware module 3 •4 provides 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Serial Driver 
the required connection to the SH as well as driving, 
transmission and reception capabilities. This Serial 
Module does automatic transverse parity generation 
during transmission and allows the SD program 
to deal only with message bytes. As each byte is 
received the hardware checks its parity and uses 
the eighth bit as a parity error flag, thus easing the 
job of the software. 
Serial Driver Program 
The Serial Driver Program functions between 
the Serial Module, the user programs, and the 
programs of the master. Communication between 
the SD Program and this environment is carried 
out via well defined ports or links. It is only through 
these ports that information passes in or out of the 
program. We can identify them as follows: 
• IML statements - A user program is written in 
a host language in which are imbedded IML 
statements. In our implementation these IML 
statements are translated via macros to CAMAC 
Read, Write and Control functions which in turn 
are translated to calls to the SD Program. Upon 
completion of the action, status and data are 
passed back to the user program. 
• Serial System function calls - A user program 
also communicates with the SD program via 
serial system calls which request action on the 
serial system itself. These actions include loop-
collapse procedures and initialization procedures. 
• Message bytes sent and received - The Serial 
Module provides flags to the SD program when 
message bytes may be transmitted and when 
they are received by the module. The SD Program 
then loads a byte into the module or reads a byte 
from the module. 
Fig. 2 Function of Serial Driver Executive 
Procedure -+ 
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Fig. 3 Function of Serial Driver Receiver Procedure 
• A transfer mechanism to the Demand Handling 
Procedure of the user - After a demand message 
is received by the SD program and the demand is 
queued the SD must have a means of transferring 
control to the Demand Handling Procedure 
which cooperates with the user program. The 
procedure may be within the user program 
itself or it may be provided by the master. In our 
implementation it is a procedure provided by the 
master and available to any user program. When 
a demand is received by the SD Program it is 
queued, and control is transferred to the Demand 
Handling Procedure via a vector. 
• Demands passed to the demand handler - When 
the Demand Handling Procedure has been 
invoked by the SD program it must remove 
demands from the demand queue for servicing. 
The demands are removed by requesting them 
from the SD Program. 
• Error messages - If severe errors occur in the 
system, the SD Program requests the host operat-
ing system to print a message describing the 
failure before returning to the user program. 
The internal structure of the SD Program basically 
consists of an Executive and Error Control 
Procedure, a Transmitter which formats messages 
and passes them byte by byte to the Serial Module, 
and a Receiver which is invoked by interrupt 
whenever a byte is received by the Serial Module. 
The handling of calls from the user by the Exec-
utive Procedure and of received bytes by the 
Receiver Procedure are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, 
respectively. It is important that the following 
points be well understood. The processes of 
transmitting and receiving a message are inde-
pendent in our design. A call to the SD by the user 
causes the Executive to call the Transmitter and 
await either a flag indicating that a complete, 
ungarbled reply has been received or a time-out 
flag indicating that it has waited too long for the 
reply, before returning to the user program. 
Quite independently the Receiver is invoked by 
the Byte-Ready interrupt from the hardware module 
and the Reply-Received flag is set when a reply, 
free of parity errors, is received. It is only via this 
flag and the buffer which contains the reply that 
the two processes communicate. Moreover, the 
Receiver Procedure is actually an interrupt service 
routine which must be able to respond each time a 
byte is received by the hardware. This places a 
definite constraint on the amount of time which may 
be spent within the routine. 
Those functions of the SD which are performed 
by the hardware in our implementation were selected 
only as a matter of convenience: the modules were 
immediately available to us. However, as stated 
above we wish to explore areas which could be 
performed by hardware in the future. The Kinetics 
model 3992 Serial Highway Driver5 represents an 
implementation of a different subset of the functions 
of the SD in hardware. This implementation would 
significantly ease the task of the transmitter and 
receiver procedures in our implementation but the 
basic task of providing a transparent interface to 
the SH user would of course remain. 
ERROR CONTROL 
The techniques for handling errors in the SD 
program are not clearly defined and, although it is 
possible to make initial suggestions, the final 
judgements must await observation of the serial 
system working under typical conditions. Recog-
nizing this we have been careful to separate error 
handling procedures from other code in the SD 
program so that they may be easily modified at 
any time. 
A significant difference between the serial and 
parallel CAMA C systems is that one would 
normally operate a parallel system in an error free 
environment, but the serial system cari be used in an 
error prone environment. Although it is possible 
for a SD to do some error recovery the fact remains 
that, in addition to knowing that each CAMAC 
action was successfully performed, the user program 
must have a means of knowing that each action was 
successfully transmitted to the status variable 
declared for each IML Action Statement. 
As seen from the SD, errors in the Serial System 
can be separated into three levels or scopes which 
are nested within one another. These scopes are 
distinguished by the mechanism by which the 
errors are detected and by the methods with which 
they are treated. The innermost scope is that of a 
message received by the SD. In this scope errors 
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are detected by the geometric error detection code 
included in the message. If it contains parity errors, 
then no further information can be extracted from 
a message with absolute certainty. In particular, 
since the message contains bits identifying its type 
(i.e. reply, demand or command) and these bits 
cannot be trusted, the Receiver Procedure cannot 
further handle the message and it must be discarded. 
Note that detection and treatment of errors within 
this scope are without regard to the type of message 
and are carried out within the Receiver Procedure. 
Progressing outwards the next scope is that of the 
command-reply sequence. When the SD executive 
sends a command message it expects a specific 
reply. Errors regarding that reply may be detected 
as follows: 
• Time out before reply is received- As discussed 
above this may mean that the reply arrived but 
contained more than one bit in error. 
• Reply received but contains ERR bit set - This 
indicates that the command was garbled as it 
arrived at the addressed crate. 
• Command returned without reply - This may 
mean that the addressed crate is bypassed. 
The method used to treat these errors depends 
specifically upon the command-reply sequence in 
progress. Furthermore the treatment takes place 
within the Executive Procedure itself. For example 
if a reply is received with the ERR bit set the 
Executive sends the command a second time. If it 
again fails a message is passed to the master's 
operating system for printing and it returns to the 
user with the status variable set to indicate the error. 
The outermost scope is that of the State-of-the-
Loop. Errors in this scope are independent of any 
particular command-reply sequence. They include 
such things as a break in the loop which is detected 
by the hardware when no bytes are received after a 
certain period of time, or the destructive failure of 
a Serial Crate Controller which destroys the message 
structure on the loop. These errors may be treated 
by special procedures within the Serial Driver or 
by a user program communicating with the SD via 
serial system function calls. 
The treatment of errors varies from the simple 
printing of an error message identifying the error, 
to sophisticated strategies based on the context of 
an error and assumptions about the probable 
distribution of errors in the serial system. In 
general our implementation takes the safest and 
simplest approach to this treatment. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC COURSES AT HARWELL 
The next and 15th two-day course on the CAMAC 
Standard at the Harwell Education and Training 
Centre will be on the 18/19th March, 1975. It is 
intended for users of CAMAC, rather than for 
equipment designers, and deals with the CAMAC 
specifications covering the Data way, Parallel Branch 
Serial Highways and IML. The principles of modules 
and controller are illustrated by practical examples 
and there are visits to installed systems. Since the 
course first started in 1969, more than 400 have 
attended and approximately 60% of these were 
from organisations external to the UKAEA. 
The course fee is £30, exclusive of accommodation, 
and application forms are obtainable through the 
Education and Training Centre, AERE Harwell, 
Oxfordshire OX11 OQJ. Early application is 
advisable because there is a restricted number of 
30 places per course. 
CAMAC AT THE 2ND ISPRA NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS SYMPOSIUM 
The 2nd Ispra Nuclear Electronics Symposium 
will be held on May 20-23, 1975. There will be at 
least one CAMAC session dealing with new 
CAMAC developments, or more depending on 
the number of papers received. The Symposium 
will take place at Stresa (La go Maggiore) and be 
accompanied by an instrument exhibition with an 
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area set aside for CAMAC equipment and systems. 
For additional information, please write to: 
Professor L. Stanchi, Mr. C. Ciniselli, 
EURATOM C.R.C., Via AI Doyro 6, 
21020 Ispra, CH-6815 Melide, 
Italy. Switzerland. 
NEW PRODUCTS 
DATA MODULES 
(1/0 Transfers and Processing) 
Digital Parallel Input Modules 
Improved 16 Input Pattern Unit 
An improved version of the 16 P 204 7 
(CAMAC Bulletin No. 6) is now 
available, which retains the compact 
and flexible characteristics of the 
original modd, but also displays the 
status of individual inputs by means of 
16 front-panel LEDs. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Optically Coupled Input Register 
The Joerger Enterprises Model IR-2 contains a 
24-bit, optically coupled Input Register packaged 
in a single-width module. The register may be 
loaded continuously or strobed with an external 
signal. The register clock may be inhibited under 
program control to prevent data update and is 
always inhibited when the module is addressed on 
its N line to prevent errors in data readout. A 
LAM flip-flop is provided and will be set by any 
data bit that is in a logic '1' state. Provision is made 
to terminate each data input. Standard units are 
provided with 1 K ohm inputs but other termination 
can be supplied to meet various system require-
ments such as line impedance or drive capability. 
Input signal conditioning can also be provided for 
especially noisy environments. The module is also 
available with its chassis isolated from signal 
ground if required. 
Functions Used: FO, 1, 8, 9, 10, 24, 26 
Module Width: Single 
First Shipment: 6/74 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
Interrupt Alarm Register 
The JIR 10, conforming to CERN specifications 
(73-19) is designed for handling 16 independent 
interrupt or alarm inputs via front panel sockets. 
Masked input bits are 'OR' ed to form a LAM 
signal which can be enabled on the L line or on the 
rear panel socket for connection to a higher priority 
interrupt level. 
The inputs (unterminated CAMAC connections) 
accept signals or pulses (minimum duration, 2J.Ls). 
The levels are in accordance with the following 
conventions: 
- Interrupt 
-Alarm 
'0' 
'1' 
'1' 
'0' 
( +5V) 
(OV) 
(OV) 
( +5V) 
normal 
interrupt active 
normal 
alarm active 
Straps are provided on the printed card for the 
selection of either ALARM or INTERRUPT 
conditions for each input. 
Ref. Sch/umberger Instruments & Systemes 
Manual l/0 Unit 
The Model 201 Manual Input/ 
Output unit is a single-width 
module that provides the means 
to manually input data to the 
Dataway-Read lines and to dis-
play Dataway-Write-line infor-
mation. 
A 24-bit, toggle-switch register 
on the front panel controls the 
entry of data which is gated onto 
the Dataway-Read lines on com-
mand. 
Dataway-Write-line data is 
stored in a 24-bit, output-storage 
register on receipt of an over-
write command. In addition in-
dividual bits of the output register 
may be selectively set or cleared 
by an appropriate command with 
the Write-line data selecting the 
bits affected. The states of the 
output register are displayed by 
24 LED indicators on the front 
panel. 
Three LED indicators are pro-
vided to indicate that the module 
is addressed and that Read or 
Write commands are being per-
formed. The signals to these 
indicators are stretched so that 
even single commands are visible. 
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A switch is provided for manual generation of a 
Look-at-Me request which, once set, is maintained 
until cleared by command. A Test Look-at-Me 
operation produces a Q response if a LAM is 
present. A LED indicator is illuminated when a 
LAM is pending. 
The Model 201 conforms to CAMAC specifi-
cations AEC TID-25875 (EUR 4100e- 1972). 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Digital Output Modules 
Gated Clock 
The Model 217 Gated Clock is a 
single-width CAMAC module pro-
viding up to eight decade-divided 
outputs derived from an internal 
lOMHz oscillator. To expand the 
versatility of clock generation for 
system use, none of the eight 
outputs are assigned to a particular 
clock frequency. Internal jumpers 
are provided so that the user can 
assign the appropriated frequency to 
each output thereby improving 
fanout capacity. For example four 
outputs can all be assigned a 
lOMHz output while the remaining 
outputs are assigned lower frequen-
cies. 
All outputs can be gated in syn-
chronism with the basic oscillator. 
After application of a start or stop 
pulse the clock outputs will be gated 
at the next negative transition of 
the oscillator assuring uniform output clocks. Two 
gated output modes may be selected by internal 
straps. Mode 1: All clock outputs begin simul-
taneously with a negative-going transition when 
gated on. Mode 2: 10MHz outputs begin with a 
negative-going transition and all other outputs 
have negative-going transition after their respective 
clock period i.e., 1 !-!Sec for 1 MHz, I sec for 1 pps 
etc. A selectable external clock input is provided to 
enable operation at other frequencies. 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Output Register 
The JRS 30, conforming to CERN specifications 
(73-19), will be used for data transfers to peripheral 
equipment, either two or four peripherals (2 x 16 bit 
words or 4 x 8 bit words). In particular the byte mode 
is very useful for transfer of ASCII code data. 
• An OR strobe output, logical 'or' of all strobe 
signals is available on the front panel (unter-
minated CAMAC signal) 
• A fused + 6 VI I A supply is provided to power 
external logic. 
Ref. Sch/umberger Instruments & Systemes 
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8-Channel Delay Generator 
The Model 220 Delay Generator 
is a triple-width module providing 
eight individual delay channels. 
Each delay channel provides an 
output pulse which is delayed by 
N times input-clock interval. 
N may be set from 0 to 99. Each 
channel has an individual clock 
and an individual start input. For 
longer delays, channels may be 
cascaded by connecting the output 
of one channel to the start input 
of the next channel. 
Channel delays may be set 
manually by a front-panel, thumb-
wheel switch or by appropriate 
commands on the CAMAC data-
way. Dataway delays are in 
binary form for integers 0 to 
decimal 99. Each channel has a 
two-digit display showing the 
current delay in appropriate 
channel. Delays set are not 
cleared by clear or initialize 
functions. Clearing and initialize 
stop the delay generator and reload the stored delay 
in each appropriate channel for the next operation. 
Delay begins at the next negative-going clock 
transition after a start (negative-going) pulse has 
been applied. If the clock is already low (approx-
imately 0.4 volts) the delay will begin with the 
start pulse. This assures the negative-going delay 
output can be used to synchronously start cascaded 
channels. 
A common start and clear function are provided 
for controlling all channels simultaneously. 
Options are available for special output signals on 
a 36-pin edge connector located above the normal 
dataway connector. 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Digital 1/0, Peripheral and 
Instrumentation Interfacing Modules 
Optically Coupled l/0 Register 
The Model IOR-1 provides a 24-bit Input Register 
and a 12-bit Output Register in a single-width 
module. The Input Register is optically coupled 
and the Output Register has a 50ma complementary 
output designed to drive twisted pair or optically 
coupled inputs. The Input Register may be loaded 
continuously or strobed by an external signal. The 
Input Register's clock will be inhibited each time 
the module is addressed on its N line to ensure 
readout of error-free data and, in addition, may 
be disabled under program control to lock in data. 
A LAM flip-flop is provided that will be set if any 
data bit in the input register is at a logic '1 '. Each 
input is terminated, normally with 1 K ohm, 
although other termination can be provided to 
meet various system requirements such as line 
impedances or drive capability. Input signal con-
ditioning can also be provided for especially noisy 
environments. This module is available with the 
chassis isolated from the signal ground if required. 
Functions Used: FO, 1, 8, 9, 10, 16, 24, 26 
Module Width: Single 
First Shipment: 5/74 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
16-bit Input/Output Register lOR 2053 
This is a single-width module containing one 16-bit 
input and one 16-bit output register fed by a single 
front-panel connector, and providing parallel 
transmission between two systems. When trans-
mission between more than two systems is required, 
this can be handled bi-directionally by a single line, 
and a bridge on the printed circuit card provides 
for selection of this mode. The unit is designed for 
'Handshake' data transfers with two front-panel 
LEDs indicating that such a transfer is taking place. 
In order to provide real interface flexibility, the 
16 stages of the output register are mounted on a 
pluggable printed circuit card which can be ex-
changed at will. Any output levels may be used, and 
a full range of production stages is available, in-
cluding opto-coupled units. 
The 2053 is an efficient and adaptable module, 
intended for use in mini-computer managed systems 
where speeds of up to one megaword are required, 
and designed to provide the most economical 
method of inter-system communication. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Terminal Driver 
The unit JTY 20 has been designed for coupling 
terminals to a CAMAC crate. The input/output 
circuits use the standard 20mA current loop over 
a wide range of transmission speeds. This allows the 
JTY 20 to be coupled to many types of terminals: 
teletypes, display terminals, etc. 
• A LAM is generated at the end of the data con-
version, parallel-to-serial or serial-to-parallel, 
according to transfer direction. 
• A switch located on the front panel, selects one of 
seven transmission speeds: 110, 300, 600, 1200, 
2400, 4800 and 9600 bauds. 
• Testing on Q response permits operation in 
repeat mode. 
• Three sources of errors are detected: parity error, 
error on stop bits, reading error. 
Ref. Schlumberger Instruments & Systemes 
Analogue Modules 
16-Channel ADC 
The Model AM-1 contains a 16-channel, solid-
state multiplexer and an 11-bit, plus-sign, integrating 
Analogue to Digital Converter. The multiplexer is 
two pole, capable of handling 16 differential 
analogue inputs. The input range is ± 10 volts. 
All channels are continuously scanned, analogue 
data converted, and loaded into memory. Output 
data is read out of memory. This allows the most 
efficient use of the converter and simplifies system 
operation. The scanner and the dataway operation 
are totally independent. To permit the monitoring 
of a single channel continuously, the scanner may 
be inhibited and the channel address selected under 
program control. 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 8 Channel Unit 
3 );2 Digit BCD Output 
Fast A/D Converter 
Functions Used: FO, 1, 16 
Module Width: Double 
First Shipment: 6/74 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
6-Channel Time Digitizer 
The Joerger Enterprises Model TD is a six-channel, 
time digitizer. Its primary application is for spark-
chamber readouts. It contains six, 16-bit counters 
capable of counting a clock in excess of 100 MHz. 
Each channel contains centre-finding logic to ensure 
accurate results. The input logic is such that the 
channels may be selected for any number of sparks 
and, therefore, there are no dead or unusable 
channels. An overflow bit is provided for each 
channel and also a bit to indicate if more sparks 
were received than expected. Each channel may be 
tested under dataway control. 
Also available are complete CAMAC timing 
systems including crate, clock, a scanner or Type 
A-1 controller and scalers (max. 138 channels per 
crate). 
Functions Used: FO, 9, 25 
Module Width: Single 
First Shipment: 8/74 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
Quad Digital-to-Analogue Converter 
A new single-width unit is available equipped with 
four DAC's, separate registers and analogue outputs 
(Model C-DA-408 with 8-bit word length and 
Model C-DA-410 with 10 bits) for the analogue 
control of external equipment. 
The standard output voltage range is 0 to 
+ 5 V; other ranges are optional (0 to + 10 V, 0 to 
+ 2 V, 0 to + 1 V, - 10 V to + 10 V, - 5 V to + 5 V, 
- 1 V to + 1 V, etc.). 
Output signals settle to ± 0.1 % within 10 J!Sec 
(within lOOnsec with an optional fast output). 
A ground-noise rejection feature is optionally 
available to compensate for an eventual floating 
of the analogue ground level of connected equip-
ment. Timing signals can be applied to control the 
transfer of the analogue signals. 
Ref. Wenzel Elektronik 
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SYSTEM CONTROL 
(Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related 
Equipment) 
Interfaces/Controllers/ 
Drivers for Serial Highway 
CAMAC Serial Highway Driver 
The Serial Highway Driver, Model 3992 is a triple-
width CAMAC unit interfacing the dataway of a 
CAMAC crate to the serial highway, following the 
serial system organization as describej in the 
ESONE document, ESONE SH/01 (identical with 
USAEC NIM doc. TID 26488). 
Bit-serial and byte-serial posts for data and clock 
are provided for transmitting command messages 
and for receiving reply and demand messages. All 
functions of the unit are controlled by the data way. 
Serial messages are initiated by dataway opera-
tions involving command and data registers. Trans-
verse and longitudinal parity are checked on in-
coming messages. The clock is variable from 5 KHz 
to 5 MHz. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Serial Crate Controller 
The Model 74 Serial Crate Controller, Type L-1, 
provides the interface between the CAMAC 
dataway and the standard serial highway developed 
by the ESONE-NIM Committees. The controller 
incorporates both bit- and byte-serial modes of 
operation, user selectable, and operates at clock 
rates in excess of 5 MHz. 
Other features of the controller include a powerful 
error detection scheme, a method of error recovery 
and an improved versatile demand handling tech-
nique. 
The Model 74 complies with current proposals 
for L-1 controllers described by the ESONE-NIM 
Committees as well as all the provisions required in 
EUR 4100e. 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Units Related to 4600 Branch or 
Other Parallel Mode Control/Data 
Highway 
Branch Highway Terminator BHT 2055 
The BHT 2055 is a single-width module conforming 
to the latest EUR 4600 specifications. It is supplied 
complete with the connecting cable for a Type A 
Crate Controller, such as the SEN ACC 2034, and 
no additional cables or connectors are required. 
One of the most important features of the 2055 is the 
ability to monitor the principal signals on the 
branch via the 14 front-panel outputs. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 
Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
Dataway Display 
The Model 202 Dataway Display unit is a single-
width module used to display signal conditions on 
the CAMAC dataway. Front-panel LED indicators 
display the status of all dataway lines. Two modes 
of operation, Latch and Track, are selectable by a 
front-panel switch. The Latch mode provides for 
latching dataway signals during an appropriate 
(Sl or S2) dataway signal. All signals are stored 
except Sl, S2, and Busy which are stretched and 
illuminate their appropriate indicators for approx-
imately lOOms. This mode allows the user to store 
the events of an individual data way cycle. A manual 
clear is available to clear all latches on command. 
In the Track Mode the display follows the status 
of the dataway lines regardless of the dataway 
timing signals Sl, S2, and Busy. This is often used in 
crate troubleshooting or in locating defective signal 
lines. 
The Model 202 conforms to CAMAC specifi-
cations AEC TID-25875 (EUR 4100e - 1972). 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
CRATES, SUPPLIES, 
COMPONENTS, 
ACCESSORIES 
Crates and Related 
Components/ Accessories 
300 W Powered Crate PC 2057 
The PC 2057 is a standard CAMAC crate of ad-
vanced design, conforming to the specifications laid 
down in CERN document No. 46-01. 
The power supply is a pluggable unit which is 
carried on guides fitted with an automatic lock and 
is composed entirely of replaceable printed circuits. 
Both the power supply and ventilator sub-chassis 
can be withdrawn completely without having to 
remove the crate itself from the rack. 
There is increased current available on the ± 6 V 
and ±24V, and although the 12V has been omitted 
in the standard CAMAC power supply, a NIM unit 
to the same mechanical specs is available and can be 
installed in a few seconds. 
Both llOV AC and 200V DC are provided, and 
neon warning-lights indicate when either is switched 
on. Comprehensive overload and overheat protec-
tion is fitted, incorporating warning lamps, audio 
alarm and cut-off switches. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
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NEWS 
A FAST MULTI-EVENT TIME DIGITISER 
G. Huxtable, P. Dolley and J. Argyle, at Harwell, 
report that they have a CAMAC time-digitiser 
designed primarily for neutron time-of-flight 
measurements on the Harwell Synchrocyclotron, 
although other applications requiring a time-
resolution of 1.25 nano-seconds are possible. The 
basic time-reference is a lOOMHz free-running clock 
and a delay-line method of interpolation provides 
a channel-width deviating by no more than 1% 
from its nominal value of 1.25 nano-seconds. The 
dead-time per event is II 0 nano-seconds and hard-
ware 'first-in, first-out' registers can hold up to 
I 8 digitised events of 20 time-bits, giving over a 
million channels in a time-range of 1.3 milliseconds. 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PREPARATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
Authors are requested to follow these instructions when 
submitting contributions for the Bulletin. Failure to do so 
may result in contributions being returned to the author 
for re-submission in a modified form, and may delay 
publication. 
1. English is the preferred language. Contributions in 
other languages are equally welcome but only the 
summary will be translated. 
2. Authors should state their name, business affiliation 
and postal address on a sepa;ate sheet if not included 
in the contribution. 
3. The style, layout, use of bibliographic references and 
so on should follow as closely as possible the appro-
priate contents of this Bulletin. 
4. For contributions to the New Products Section, each 
product description should be on a separate sheet and 
any one description must not exceed 250 words 
or 1/3 Bulletin-page, including illustrations. 
5. For contributed articles, 1 200-1 600 words are 
preferred. They must not exceed 2 000 words or 
3 Bulletin-pages, including illustrations. They 
should be accompanied by a summary (abstract) 
suitable for translation into other languages and 
preferably not exceeding 50 words. 
6. Manuscripts should be typed on alternate lines on only 
one side of the page. 
7. Drawings and photographs should be included if 
they are relevant to the text. Original ink (not pencil) 
drawings and semi-mat prints of photographs, at least 
twice the final size, should be submitted. The author's 
name and the figure number should be written, lightly, 
in pencil on the back of each illustration. A list of all 
figure numbers and captions should be included on a 
separate sheet, even if these are given in the text or on 
the illustrations themselves. 
8. Articles which are shortened, or adapted from, original 
papers should identify the original in the references. 
9. Authors must submit contributions before the 
closing dates announced elsewhere in this Bulletin. 
1 0. Reprints can be ordered at any time, but authors who 
are likely to require reprints in bulk should request 
these when submitting a contribution. 
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NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
APPLIED COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED 
are pleased to announce that their CAMAC testing 
aid (CATY) mentioned in Bulletin No. 10 has 
now been modified and is currently being used on 
both 4K and 8K PDP-11 computers with the 
following controllers: 
1. DARESBURY SINGLE & MULTI CRATE; 
2. GEC; 
3. NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES; 
4. WENZEL ELEKTRONIK. 
ACSL are currently preparing a pamphlet on 
'Different PDP-II controllers from a software 
viewpoint'. 
More information on both these subjects can be 
obtained from ACSL. 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY SA announce that 
they have received an order for a system worth 
10 000 OOOB. Fr. from the Societe Rhone Progil, a 
French chemical company, for use in their research 
laboratory in Paris. This system provides simul-
taneous facilities for monitoring laboratory instru-
ments, remote job entry to an IBM 370 and local 
processing. 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY will provide 
their Multilab Package for laboratory instrument 
control and their Satellite operating system (SA TOS) 
which simultaneously enable remote job entry and 
local processing. The satellite software will enable a 
Hasp workstation. This multi-purpose system is 
made possible by the use of a real-time executive 
and operating system, MODUS 4. The hardware 
will include two processors, 56 K of store, a fixed 
head disc and a communications multiplexer. The 
laboratory interface is based on two CAMAC 
controllers and some application software will be 
developed by Harwell experts. 
The European Space and Technology centre 
(ESTEC) located in Noordwijk, Holland, and which 
is part of ESRO, has just ordered two MODULAR 
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ONE systems to integrate into their check-out 
stations for the European METEOSAT satellite. 
This is the second contract for COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY SA with ESTEC and follows the 
order in I 973 by the ESRO organisation of two 
equivalent systems for the GEOS project. 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY will deliver to 
ESTEC hi-processor systems which are driven by the 
new MODUS 4 software. Each configuration will 
include the two MODULAR ONE processors, 
72 Kwords (16-bit) of fast core memory, a I Mword 
disc system, 3 magnetic tape units and several other 
peripherals, such as the 600 lpm line printer and 
alphanumeric visual displays. 
The applications programs will be in CORAL 66 
a very powerful language which is based on a 
similar bloc structure as ALGOL. 
The different telemetry, telecommand and other 
related special equipment will be directly connected 
to the MODULAR ONE systems through the 
special CAMAC interfaces built up by LOGICA 
Ltd. 
IDAS (Informations-, Daten- und Automations-
systeme GmbH) has developed a software package 
for communication with CAMAC process-periph-
erals: CASPAC (CAMAC-Software-Package). It 
consists of a system of re-entrant assembler routines 
which allow a communication with CAMAC 
process-peripherals using CAMAC single-word 
transfer mode as well as block transfer mode on 
FORTRAN and assembler level. 
It is possible to formulate interrupt actions in the 
form of an arbitrary sequence of CAMAC transfers 
on FORTRAN level. 
CASP AC does not need an operating system and, 
therefore, can be used autonomously as well as in 
connection with a real-time or batch operating 
system. CASPAC has been implemented for a 
system with a DEC-PDP-11 computer and Schlum-
berger ICP-11 CAMAC controller. 740 words of 
memory are needed in the basic implementation. 
ACTIVITIES OF THE APPLICATIONS WORI<ING GROUPS 
OF THE EUROPEAN CAMAC ASSOCIATION (ECA) 
Industrial Working Group 
Chairman: K. G. Hilton, GEC-Elliott Process Auto-
mation Ltd., New Parks, Leicester LE3 
1 UF, England. 
The European CAMAC Association set up a 
Working Group at its Council Meeting in May, to 
consider problems of the application of CAMAC 
in industry. 
This group has now held two meetings and is 
examining and considering problems of hardware, 
particularly in relation to environment and ergo-
nomics. 
Views have been expressed that some aspects of 
CAMAC are not ideal in industrial conditions and 
it is important that these aspects should be looked 
at carefully in this growing area of application. 
The Working Group plans to consider this impor-
tant question in some detail and also to look at 
problems of cabling to CAMAC modules and of 
software for this type of system. 
The Working Group would be interested to hear 
from anyone, particularly with experience of using 
or applying CAMAC in industrial or environmen-
tally hostile environments, who would be interested 
in taking part in this activity or who would like to 
make any comment or offer any information. 
Medical Working Group 
Chairman: E. Rehse, Neurosurgical Clinical Hospital 
of the University , Dusseldorf, Germany. 
The Medical Working Group of ECA held its first 
meeting on September 5th, 1974 in Dusseldorf. In 
an initial general discussion it was agreed that the 
meeting serve the purpose to establish a preliminary 
list of future activities for the Working Group. In 
order to do so it was decided to collect as much 
information as possible about existing or planned 
medical CAMAC applications. 
This information will be collected by means of a 
questionnaire, sent out to medical CAMAC users. 
The Working Group will evaluate the outcome. 
The list of possible future activities contains 
patient safety regulations with regard to CAMAC, 
interfacing and connecting medical transducers to 
CAMAC, input specifications of future medical 
CAMAC units, etc. 
It is intended to establish and update currently a 
list of medical congresses, symposia, meetings and 
perhaps publications of interest and relevance to 
medical CAMAC applications. 
NEWS 
NORD COMPUTERS WITH CAMAC IN ACCELERATOR LABORATORY 
OF AARHUS UNIVERSITY, DENMARK 
The Institute of Physics at the University of 
Aarhus has ordered one NORD 10 and four NORD 
12 computers from Norsk Data-Elektronik A/S, 
Norway. The NORD 10 will be a central compu-
ter for the four NORD 12 minicomputers each 
equipped with a CAMAC system. The accelerator 
control and experiment data taking for two ac-
celerators will be independently handled by the 
system. The choice of the system was insr:ired by 
the CERN contract with Norsk Data-Elektronik. 
The CAMAC interface will be supplied by 
the computer manufacturer while the CAMAC 
equipment itself will be set up by the Institute. 
The central computer has the SINTRAN III 
real-time operating system taking care of all com-
munications with the satellite computers and also 
the CDC 6400 of the University. 
Programming is possible in assembler language 
or in high level languages of either the compiled 
or the interpretive types. 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS TRANSLATIONS 
A Computerised Air Pollution Monitoring 
System in Bavaria 
J. landbrecht 
Summary 
A multi-component air pollution monitoring system is being installed 
in Bavaria. CAMAC equipment controlled by computers of the PDP-11 
family is used extensively for measurement, data acquisition and tele-
processing in the many widely-dispersed measurement stations and 
in the central station. 
Zusammenfassung 
In Bayern wird ein Netz zur Oberwachung der Luftver-
schmutzung errichtet. Zur Messung, Datengewinnung und 
Fernverarbeitung in den zahlreichen, weitverstreuten 
MeBstationen und in der zentralen Station wird ein von 
einer PDP-11 gesteuertes CAMAC-Gerat eingesetzt. 
Resume 
Un systeme de controle de Ia pollution de/' air a composants 
multiples est en cours d'installation en Baviere. L 'equipement 
CAMAC controle par des ordinateurs de Ia serie PDP-11, 
est utilise de fa9on intensive pour /es mesures, Ia co/lecte 
des donnees et /e teletraitement dans des stations de 
mesure nombreuses et dispersees ainsi que dans Ia station 
centrale. 
Riassunto 
E stato installato in Baviera un sistema di control/a dell' 
inquinamento atmosferico a piu component/. Le attrezzature 
CAMAC control/ate da ca/co/atori della famiglia PDP-11 
vengono ampliamente impiegate per le misure, /'acquisi-
zione di dati e if teletrattamento nelle numerose stazioni 
di misura disperse in una vasta area, e nella stazione centrale. 
Samenvatting 
Een uit verschillende componenten bestaand systeem 
voor de controle op de luchtverontreiniging wordt in 
Beieren geinsta/leerd. Voor de metingen, de data acquisitie-
en verwerking, wordt in de verschil!ende ver uiteengelegen 
meetstations en in het centrale station, op grote schaal 
gebruik gemaakt van CAMAC-apparatuur, bestuurd door 
PDP-11 computers. 
Pe3IOMe 
MHoZ0-3/leMellmllylO cucmeMy MOilumopoeaHuJl 3azpa3HellUJl 
eo3dyxa cmpoumcJl e Eaeapuu. Annapamypy CAMAC 
ynpa6!lJleMy10 3BM P PP-11 ucno!lb3yemc!l O!lfl U3MepeHuu, 
c6opa dOHilblX U ducmall1fUOilHOU o6pa6omKU 6 MllOZUX UIUpOKO 
pa36pouteHilbtx U3Mepume!lbllblX cmall1fUJlX KaK u e 1fellmpa!lb-
HOU cmall1fuu. 
On-Line Control of a Synchronous Generator 
using CAMAC 
M. E. Newton and B. W. Hogg 
Summary 
A laboratory system has been constructed to study direct-digital-control 
of turbogenerators in electric power systems. It consists of a model 
power system, connected to a hierarchical computer system through a 
CAMAC interface. 
Zusammenfassung 
Zur Untersuchung der digitalen Direksteuerung von 
Turbogeneratoren in Kraftwerken ist eine Anlage fiir 
Laborbetrieb gebaut worden. Sie besteht aus dem Modell 
eines Kraftwerks, das iiber einen CAMAC-Anschlu/3 mit 
einem hierarchisch aufgebauten Computer-System ver-
bunden ist. 
Resume 
Un systeme de laboratoire a ete mis au point en vue 
d' etudier Ia commande numerique directe des turbogene-
rateurs dans les systemes electriques de puissance. II est 
constitue d' un modele de systeme e/ectrique relie par 
une interface CAMAC a un systeme d'ordinateurs hierar-
chise. 
Riassunto 
E stato costfiUito un sistema di laboratorio per studiare if 
control/a numerico diretto dei turbogeneratori nei sistemi 
di generazione di corrente. Esso consiste di un model/a di 
generatore co/legato ad un calcolatore a gerarchia attraverso 
un'interfaccia CAMAC. 
Samenvatting 
Beschreven wordt een laboratoriumopstelling voor de 
bestudering van directe digitate besturing van turboge-
neratoren in e/ectriciteitsnetten. Het bestaat uit een model 
van een e/ectriciteitsnet dat via CAMAC aan een centraal 
computersysteem gekoppeld is. 
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Pe3IOMe 
Pa!lpa6oMalla !la6opamopHaJl cucmeMa dll!l ucc!ledoeallUJl 
np!lmozo ynpae!lellufl myp6oze11epamopoM e 31lepzemul.lecKux 
cucmeMax. 0Ha cocmoum U3 Mode!lu 31lepzemul.lecKou 
cucmeMbl nodK!llOI.lellllOU K uepapxul.lecKou cucmeMe 3BM 
qepe3 ullmepifjeuc CAMAC. 
A Fast Multi-User CAMAC System for 
Data Acquisition, with Autonomous Controllers 
Per H.::Jy- Christensen 
Summary 
This multi-user multi-crate CAMAC system for data acquisition is 
controlled by an RC 4000 computer, and uses command generators 
for autonomous transfers. Look-at-Me demands are serviced through 
the Branch Highway, in conjunction with control highways within 
each crate. Some applications of the system are described. 
Zusammenfassung 
Das mehrere Rahmen umfassende CAMAC-System, 
g!eichzeitig verwendbar fiir mehrere T eilnehmer, wird 
fiir die Datengewinnung von einem Rechner RC 4000 
gesteuert; es arbeitet mit Befehlsgeneratoren fiir autonome 
Obertragungen. LAM-Anforderungen werden iiber den 
Branch Highway in Verbindung mit Steuer-Sammel-
schienen in den einzelnen Rahmen verarbeitet. In dem 
Bericht sind einige Anwendungen des Systems beschrieben. 
Resume 
Ce systeme CAMAC multi-chassis, multi-utilisateurs, 
destine a /'acquisition de donnees est relie a un ordinateur 
RC 4000; if utilise des generateurs d'ordres pour les 
transferts autonomes. Les appels LAM sont traites par 
1'/nterconnexion de Branche en liaison avec une inter-
connexion de commande a l'interieur de chaque chassis. 
Description de diverses applications du systeme. 
Riassunto 
Questa sistema CAMAC a piu contenitori e per piu utenti 
per acquisizione di dati e controllato da un calcolatore 
RC 4000 e usa unita di comando per trasferimenti autonomi. 
I richiami sono trattati attraverso if collegamento del ramo 
principale in relazione a rami di control/a di ciascun con-
tenitore. Si descrivono alcune applicazioni del sistema. 
Sa menvatti ng 
Dit multi-user multi-crate CAMAC systeem voor data 
acquisitie wordt bestuurd door een RC 4000 computer 
en maakt gebruik van command generators voor de auto-
nome transporten. Bij de verwerking van de Look-at-Me 
signa/en wordt gebruik gemaakt van een combinatie van 
de Branch highway en de control highway (Harwell 
7000 Serie). Verder worden nog enige toepassingen van 
het systeem beschreven. 
Pe3IOMe 
MlloZoKpeumllafl, Mllozodocmynllafl cucmeMa CAMAC d!lfl 
c6opa dallllbtx ynpa6.1lJlemcJl 3BM RC-4000 u no!lb3yemc!l 
zellepamopaMu KOMMalld d!l!l aemollOMHbtx nepedal.lu. 3anpocbt 
LAM o6cllyJicueaemcJl qepe3 Mazucmpa!lb eemeu u ynpa-
8/lJliOUfUU Mazucmpallb e11e Kpeuma. Onucallbte HeKomopbte 
npuMelleHUJl cucmeMbl. 
CAMAC Read-Out System for Wire 
Spark-Chambers or Multi-Wire Proportional 
Chambers 
M. Pernicka and l. Pregernig 
Summary 
This system includes a dual 16-bit read-in module, with variable-
threshold differential inputs for the signals from the ferrite core store 
of a wire spark-chamber or the amplifiers of a multi-wire proportional 
spark-chamber. A 16-channel ferrite -core-store dri1er module generates 
output pulses of adjustable amplitude, width and polarity. 
Zusammenfassung 
Das System umfaBt einen Eingabemodul mit zwei 16-Bit-
Empfangsregistern und differentiellen Eingangen mit 
variabler Schwelle fiir die Signale aus dem Ferritkern-
speicher einer Funkenkammer oder den Verstarkern eines 
Proportionalzahlrohrs mit mehreren Zahldrahten. Eine 
Treiber-Einheit mit 16 Kana/en generiert Ausgabeimpu/se, 
deren Amplitude, Breite und Polaritat einstellbar sind. 
Resume 
Ce systeme comprend un tiroir d' entree de 2 x 16 bits 
a entrees differentiel/es a seuil variable pour les signaux 
emis par Ia memoire-ferrite d' une chambre a etincel/es 
ou par les amplificateurs d' une chambre proportionnelle 
multifils. Un module de commande de memoire ferrite a 
16 canaux emet des impulsions de sortie dont /'amplitude, 
Ia largeur et Ia polarite sont reglables. 
Riassunto 
II sistema comprende un doppio modulo di lettura a 16 bit, 
con ingressi differenziali a soglia variabile per i segnali 
provenienti dalla memoria a nuclei di ferrite di una camera 
a scintilla a fifo o dagli amplificatori di una camera a 
scintilla proporzionale multifilo. Un modulo di comando 
con memoria a nuclei di ferrite a 16 cannali genera impulsi 
d'uscita di altezza, larghezza e polarita regolabi/e. 
Samenvatting 
Beschreven wordt een 2 x 16-bits inleesmodule met 
differentie/e ingangen. De discriminerende ingangen 
(met instelbare drempel) zijn geschikt voor de signa/en 
van het ferriet kerngeheugen van een draadvonkkamer 
en voor de signa/en van veeldraads proportionele vonk-
kamer versterkers. Ten behoeve van het testen van ferriet-
kernen is een 16-kanaa/s core-store driver ontwikkeld. 
Dit module genereert pulsen waarvan amplitude, breedte 
en polariteit instelbaar z1jn. 
Pe3!0Me 
CucmeMa cooepJICaem 060tlHOU 16-pa3pfl0/lblU 6AOK c ouifjifje-
peltl{UQ//bllblM 6XOOOJW u nepeMelt1-tbtM nopocOM 0/l.fl c!Jumbt6a-
llU.fl cucua/106 u3 ffieppumoeou naMHmu npoeoAOllllOU ucKpo6ou 
KGMepbt U//U-JtCe U3 yCU//Ume/leU nponopLfUO/lG//b/lOU KGMepbt. 
]6-Kalta/lb/lblU Opaueep naM.flmU ceHepupyem UMnyllbCbl C 
ycmON060!JHOU aMn/lumyOOU, UlUpUIIOU U nOA.flpHOCm6/0. 
Optical Link for the CAMAC Branch Highway 
through a Screened Cage 
A. J. Putter 
Summary 
Plasma physics experiments cause enormous electro-magnetic inter-
ference, and therefore measuring equipment is usually situated in a 
screened cage. For data communications to a central computer the 
CAMAC parallel Branch Highway passes through the wall of the screened 
cage via an optical/ink. 
Zusammenfassung 
Da plasmaphysikalische Experimente eine sehr starke 
e/ektromagnetische lnterferenz bewirken, wird die Me/3-
ausrustung gewohnlic:_h in einer abgeschirmten Kammer 
untergebracht. Zur Ubertragung der Daten auf einen 
zentralen Rechner fuhrt der parallele CAMAC-Branch 
Highway uber eine optische Verbindung durch die Wand 
der abgeschirmten Kammer. 
Resume 
Les experiences effectuees dans le domaine de Ia physique 
des plasmas provoquent des interferences electro-magne-
tiques considerables, d'ou Ia necessite de placer l'equipe-
ment de mesure dans une cage de Faraday. 
Pour transmettre les donnees a un ordinateur central, 
1'/nterconnexion de branche paralle/e CAMAC traverse 
Ia paroi de Ia cage par le truchement d'un coup/age optique. 
Riassunto 
Negli esperimenti di fisica del plasma esistono enormi 
interferenze elettromagnetiche e pertanto le apparecchiature 
di misura sono norma/mente situate in una gabbia scher-
mata. 
Per Ia trasmissione di dati a/ calcolatore centrale if col/ega-
menta a/ ramo principale CAMAC para/lela passa Ia parete 
della gabbia schermata attraverso una connessione attica. 
Samenvatting 
Plasma-fysische experimenten veroorzaken zeer grate 
e/ectromagnetische stoorsignalen, de gebruikte meetappa-
ratuur wordt daarom in een afgeschermde kooi geplaatst. 
De meetapparatuur is d.m.v. CAMAC met een centrale 
computer gekoppeld. T er vermijding van ongewenste 
aardlussen wordt de Branch highway via een optische 
koppeling door de wand van de afschermkooi gevoed. 
Pe3IOMe 
3KcnepuMeHmbt 6 o6!lacmu ifju3UKU n!la3Mbt 6bt3btemom 
6oAbUlue 3/leKmpo-MazHemu!JecKue noMexu u noJmoMy 
U3Mepume!lbNYIO annapamypy noMell{aemcH 6 JKpaHupoeaNNou 
K/lemKe. /(Afl nepeoaqu OmtHblX e l{ewnpa!lbNYIO 3BM 
nponycKaemcH Mazucmpa!lb napaAAe/lbNOU eemeu CAMAC 
!Jepe3 cmeNy KAemKu c noMOUflO onmuqecKou C6fl3U. 
A Fast Digital Multiplier for CAMAC 
P. Hawkins 
Summary 
This CAMAC module has been developed at CERL for telecommunica-
tion -signa/ cross-correlation in an experimental power-system protection 
scheme. It multiplies two 12-bit numbers in 280 ns. 
Zusammenfassung 
Dieser CAMAC-Modul ist bei den CERL fur die Kreuz-
K orrelation von Fernmeldesignalen in em em experimentellen 
Kraftwerks-Schutzsystem entwickelt worden. Er multipli-
ziert zwei 12-Bit-Zah/en in 280 ns. 
Resume 
Ce module CAMAC a ete mis au point au CERL pour Ia 
correlation des signaux de telecommunication dans un 
projet de protection d'un generateur de puissance experi-
mental. Ce module permet de multiplier deux nombres de 
12 bit en 280 ns. 
Riassunto 
Questa modulo CAMAC e stato sviluppato presso if CERL 
per /'intercorrelazione di segnali di telecomunicazione in 
uno schema di protezione di un sistema sperimenta/e di 
potenza. Esso mu/tiplica 2 numeri da 12 bit in 280 ns. 
Samenvatting 
Dit CAMAC-modu/e werd door CERL ontwikke/d voor de 
kruiscorrelatie van telecommunicatiesignalen in een expe-
rimenteel systeem voor de beveiliging van e/ektriciteits-
netten. Het vermenigvuldigt twee getallen van 12 bits in 
280 ns. 
Pe3!0Me 
3mom 6.aoK pa3pa6omaN e CERL 0/l.fl onpeOe!leNufl KpoccKop-
peAal{UU CU2HO/l06 C6.fi3U 6 3KCnepuMel/ma/lbftOU ycmaHOGKe 
3GU{Umbl 3H.epcemulleCKUX cucmeM. OH YMNO.Jtcaem 060 
12-pa3pHONbte 'IUC/la 6 me!feNue 280 NCeK. 
A CAMAC Interface for Tektronix 
Waveform Digitizers 
J.-P. Vanuxem 
Summary 
A CAMAC module has been designed, as a result of collaboration with 
Tektronix, to interface the Digital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO) and 
the Transient Digitizer (R7912) to the CAMAC Dataway. 
Zusammenfassung 
Als Ergebnis der Zusammenarbeit mit Tektronix ist ein 
CAMAC-Modu/ fur den Ansch/u/3 des digitalen Ver-
arbeitungsoszilloskops (Digital Processing Oszilloscope) 
und des transienten Analog-Digitai-Umsetzers (R7912) an 
den CAMAC-Datenweg, entwicke/t worden. 
Resume 
En collaboration avec Tektronix, un module CAMAC a ete 
com;u pour relier /e «Digital Processing oscilloscope» 
(DPO) (Oscilloscope numerique) et le digitaliseur transi-
toire (R7912) a 1'/nterconnexion CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
t stato progettato un modulo CAMAC in collaborazione 
con Ia Tektronix qua/e interfaccia del Digital Processing 
Oscilloscope (DPO) e del convertitore Transient Digitizer 
(R7912) per 1'/nterconnessione CAMAC. 
Samenvatting 
In samenwerking met Tektronix werd een CAMAC-module 
ontwikkeld a/s interface tussen de Digital Processing 
Oscilloscope (DPO), resp. de Transient Digitizer (R7912), 
en de CAMAC-dataway. 
Pe3IOMe 
B compyOHu!Jecmee c ffiupMou TeKmpoHUKC pa3pa6omaN 6AoK 
uumepffieuca CAMAC 0//H auffipoeozo 06pa6omuemoutezo 
Ocl{UillWCKona (J(PO) u J(ucumau3epa llepexoOHbtx llpoLfec-
co6 (R7912). 
A System Controller for SIGMA 2/3 
RXDS Computers 
M. Wiemers and B. Martin 
Summary 
This system controller for program-controlled operations interfaces 
the SIGMA 2/3 RXDS computer to the CAMAC Branch Highway. It was 
developed in order to introduce CAMAC into the Max-Pianck-lnstitut 
fiir Kernphysik, as no other controller for the SIGMA 2/3 computer was 
available. 
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Zusammenfassu ng 
Diese Systemsteuerung fiir programmgesteuerte Opera-
tionen verbindet den Rechner SIGMA 2/3 RXDS mit dem 
CAMAC-Branch Highway. Sie ist entwickelt worden, um 
das CAMAC-System im Max-Pianck-lnstitut fiir Kern-
physik einzufiihren; eine andere Steuerung fiir den Rechner 
SIGMA 2/3 war nicht verfiigbar. 
Resume 
Ce controleur de systeme relie /e canal programme de 
/'ordinateur SIGMA 2/3 RXDS a 1'/nterconnexion de 
Branche CAMAC. L'appareil a ete construit afin de per-
mettre /'utilisation de CAMAC au« Max-Pianck-lnstitut fiir 
K ernphysik » qui ne disposait d' aucune autre interface pour 
/'ordinateur SIGMA 2/3. 
Riassunto 
Questa unita di control/a di sistema per operazioni con-
trol/ate a programma fa da interfaccia fra if calcolatore 
SIGMA 2/3 RXDS e if col/egamento del ramo principa/e 
CAMAC. Essa e stata sviluppata per introdurre CAMAC 
net Max-Pianck-lnstitut fiir Kernphysik data che non era 
disponibile nessuna altra unita di control/a per if calco/atore 
SIGMA 2/3. 
Sa menvatti ng 
Deze system controller maakt geprogrammeerde I I 0 
transporten mogelijk tussen de CAMAC Branch highway 
en de SIGMA 2/3 RXDS-computer. Tot de ontwikkeling 
werd bes/oten omdat geen andere controller voor de 
SIGMA 2/3 computer ter beschikking stand. 
Pe3IOMe 
3mom KOHmpoAAep cucmeMbl conpflJJcaem 3BM Sigma 
2/3 RXDS c Ma2ucmpaAb/O eemeu CAM A C . OH pa3pa6omaH 
O.llfl eeeOeHU!l CAMAC-a e uHcmumyme MaKca llAaHKa. 
Mnemonics for CAMAC Functions 
I. C. Pyle 
Summary 
In CAMAC software it is convenient to use alphanumeric mnemonics 
to represent function codes. This paper reviews some existing sets of 
mnemonics for CAMAC functions and derives a new proposal. 
Zusammenfassung 
Bei CAMAC-Programmen ist es vorteilhaft, alphanume-
rische mnemonische Zeichen zur Darstellung von Funk-
tionscodes zu verwenden. In dem Bericht werden einige 
der vorhandenen Zeichenreihen fiir CAMAC-Funktionen 
gepriift; a us der Priifung wird ein neuer Vorschlag abge/eitet. 
Resume 
Dans /e /ogicie/ CAMAC, if est commode d'utiliser des 
mnemoniques alphanumeriques pour representer les codes fonctions. 
Le present article passe en revue divers systemes de 
mnemoniques deja employes pour les fonctions CAMAC 
et etablit sur cette base une nouvelle proposition. 
Riassunto 
Net software CAMAC e opportuno impiegare una mnemo-
nica alfanumerica per rappresentare i codici delle funzioni. 
Nel/'artico/o si esaminano alcuni gruppi di codici mnemonici 
per funzioni CAMAC e si presenta una nuova proposta. 
Samenvatting 
De CAMAC functiecodes worden in de software bij 
voorkeur aangeduid met symbolische namen. Dit artikel 
geeft een overzicht van de reeds bestaande groepen 
mnemotechnische namen en presenteert daarnaast een 
nieuw voorstel. 
Pe3IOMe 
B o6Aacmu npo2paMMupoeaHufl cucmeMbl CAMAC noAe3HblM 
fl6Afl.emcfl npUMeHeHUe aAb(/ja-HyMepul.leCKUX MHeMOHUI./e-
CKUX cuMeoAeu OAfl npeocmaeAeHUfl Koooe onepatfuu. CoeAaH 
o63op HeKomopbzx cyUfecmeyJOUfux Ha6opoe CUMBOAeu u 
npeOcmaBAeflHble HOBble npeOAOJtCeHUfl. 
Design Considerations for a Serial Driver · 
R. Conway, H. Halling and D. L. Abbott 
==- Summary 
This paper presents ideas concerning the implementation of the Serial 
Driver as a transparent interface between a user program and the CAMAC 
crates attached to the Serial Highway. The implementation combines 
hardware and software to provide the electrical connections and 
intelligent handling of errors in the Serial system. 
Zusammenfassung l.;;, 
Der Bericht befaBt sich mit dem Einsatz des seriellen 
Treibers als transparente Schnittstelle zwischen einem 
Beniitzerprogramm und den CAMAC-Rahmen, die mit 
dem seriellen Highway verbunden sind. Hardware und 
Software werden so kombiniert, da/3 die elektrischen Ver-
bindungen vorhanden sind und eine geeignete Fehler-
behandlung in dl8m seriellen System moglich ist. 
Resume 
Le present article apporte differentes suggestions con-
cernant Ia mise en reuvre de Ia Branche serie, en tant 
qu'interface transparente entre un programme d' utilisateur 
et les chassis CAMAC relies a cette Branche. Cette realisa-
tion combine materiel et logiciel afin de fournir les liaisons 
e/ectriques necessaires et le traitement autonome des 
erreurs dans le systeme sene. 
Riassunto 
II documento presenta a/cune idee sull'applicazione dell' 
unita di comando serie quale interfaccia trasparente fra 
un programma utente e i contenitori CAMAC col/egati a! 
ramo principale serie. Nell'app/icazione si abbina /'hardware 
a/ software per ottenere un collegamento elettrico con 
buon trattamento degli errori net sistema serie. 
Samenvatting 
In dit artikel worden enkele ideeen naar voren gebracht 
met betrekking tot het gebruik van de Serial driver als 
transparante interface tussen een gebruikersprogramma en 
de aan de Serial Highway gekoppe/de CAMAC crates. 
Hierbij zorgen hardware en software voor de noodzakelijke 
electrische verbindingen en voor een doeltreffende behan-
deling van fouten in het seriesysteem. 
Pe3IOMe 
FJpeOcmaeAeHbl UOeu KQCQIOUfUeCfl UMnAeMeHmal(UU noc/leOo-
6ameAbH020 opaueepa KaK npo3pa~.J.uo2o uHmepifjeuca MeJJcOy 
npo2paMMOU ynompe6ume.llfl u KpeumaMu CAMAC e nocAe6o-
eameAbltou eemeu. lfMnAeMeHmalJUfl o6xeambzeaem o6opyoo-
eaHue u npo2paMMbl o6ecne1.1.afl 3AeKmpu~.J.ecKoe coeOuHeHue u 
pa3yMHYIO o6pa6omKy owu6oK e noc.lleOoeameAbHOU cucmeMe. 
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